
Plan to share Jerusalem presented to PA
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Fairy tale ending

for Sri Lanka's

World Cup dreams

it’s ALL in the

WORLD OF SPORT

A SECRET report commissioned by
the Foreign Ministry on posable solu-

tions to the Jerusalem question was
transferred to Oslo Accord architects

Professors Ron Pundak and Yair
Hirschfeld, who then presented it to
Palestinian negotiators.

The report, including several maps
showing ways to divide Jerusalem be-
tween Israel and the Palestinians, was
compiled by The Jerusalem Institute

of Israel Studies, a leading research

institute based in the capital.

The report also recommends the
Palestinians be allowed to set up their

own police force in eastern Jerusalem
and the holy 'places in the Old City

become “autonomous areas” con-
trolled by the different religions.

Sources involved in the project said a

central recommendation of the report is

that Israel and the PA “suspend their

daims for sovereignty, and instead talk

about the possibilities of division of
power.”
“We put together the report in order to

help Israel prepare for the final stage ne-
gotiations on Jerusalem,” said Hebrew
University Prof. Roth Lapidot, who was
among the experts who worked on die
report for the Jerusalem Institute.

Lapidot said the institute received' “pos-
itive feedback” from the Foreign Ministry

about the report, which has been in the
works for nearly two years.

The report raises at least one new pro-
posal for solving the dispute over the city's

future, involving municipal border
changes. The assumption is made that Je-

rusalem's present borders are “not holy

BILL HUTMAN

for either the Palestinians or Israelis.”

Given that both sides are theoretically

open to border changes, such a move is

seen as the best way of arriving at a solu-

tion over the city’s future.

One proposal is that Israel could relin-

quish areas of southeastern Jerusalem

aroundUmroTuba and SnrBahcrthatare
undeveloped and have no Jewish popular

tion, in return for Palestinians giving up
daims to Psgat Ze’ev and Neveh Ya’acov
in the north.

A second proposal involves redefining

Jerusalem to include the Arab villages

bordering the city, as well as Ma’aleh
Adumiro and Gish Btzfon. The report

notes that the Palestinians already daim
villages, such as Eizariya and Abu Dis,

which are part of Jerusalem.

Negotiators would have an easier time

working out
.

a solution with an enlarged

Jerusalem, where .dearer boundaries can

be drawn between Palestinian and Israeli

areas, than within the city’s present

boundaries, according to the report

The report also raises the potability of

various “functional borders” being us«l in

Jerusalem and its vicinity, reflecting the

economic, political, and strategic needs of

each tide.

Most ofthe other proposals raised in the

report are not new. But the fact that the

report contains a detailed analysis of the

various options, and was done for the

Foreign Ministry and passed on to the

Palestinians, makes it perhaps the most
important academic work to date on the

issue.

Pundak confirmed the report was
tamed over to him by the Foreign Minis-

try and that he bad discussed it with the

Palestinians. He strongly denied, howev-

er, that he was involved in negotiations,

saying his work was strictly academic.

“If- anyone daims I made or passed on
ipapc on the division of Jerusalem Z will

consider suing them,” Channel 2 last night

quoted Hliscfafeld as saying.

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Ohnert said the

fact that the report was commissioned by

the Foreign Ministry and turned over to

the Palestinians “shows without a doubt

the government was not telling the truth

when it denied secret negotiations were

befog carried out on Jerusalem's future.”

He blamed Minister without Portfolio

Yosti Bdfin for being behind the report.

A spokesman for Beilin, Aviv Shiran,

last nigfat blasted Ofcmert. “It appears this

is part of the defamatory propaganda of

(Continued cm Page 9)

Fourteen th The world’s most renowned chefs gather around one of the tables set for diners at King David’s Feast in

Jerusalem last night. (Story, Page 3) (Reuter)

Hi/hiillah threatens Katyusha strikes
HIZBULLAH vowed yesterday

to retaliate with Katyusha
rocket attacks on the Galilee, if

the IDF shells villages- north of

the security zone, according to a

statement carried in Lebanese
newspapers yesterday.

There was a sense of

expectancy on both sides of the

border yesterday that the IDF
was poised to act in response to

Hizbullah's recent wave of

attacks, in which five soldiers

have been killed and 22

wounded.
However, the situation on the

ground as well as in the skies

over south Lebanon yesterday

was quieter than usual. Apart

from occasional shelling by IDF
gunners at suspected Hizbullah

targets north of the zone, there

were no reports of any major

incidents.

Hizbullah claimed in a

DAVID RUDGE

statement yesterday morning
that its gunmen ha'd stopped an
advance by IDF troops near

Yatar village, north of the zone.

There was no confirmation of

the claim from any other
sources.

Lebanese radio stations also

reported a massive build-up of

IDF troops in the security zone.

Northern Command sources

denied the reports, saying that

IDF troops were on alert, but all

activities were normal. UNlFLL
spokesman Timur Goksel also

went on record as saying that

UN observers had seen no signs

of any unusual activity in the

areas of south Lebanon under
their supervision.

There were even reports

yesterday that the IDF had
airlifted Palestinian deportees

into Lebanon by helicopters.

Goksel, in response to

numerous press queries, said

UN troops had seen no
helicopter activity in any of

those areas under the
observation of the peacekeeping
force.

Nevertheless, Lebanese radio

stations continued to broadcast

reports of an imminent IDF
operation. Hizbullah leaders

were reported to be in hiding

and the organization issued a

statement warning of a harsh

response if the IDF attacked.

“The resistance has taken
exceptional measures to prevent

the enemy achieving any of its

objectives," Hizbullah sources

were quoted as saying.

The Lebanese army was also

reported to be on maximumnuuuimu - -
•
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Captured would-be suicide bomber:

Money, visions of paradise convinced me
. . - mu luuANUPL bad.” he said. The 56.000 was gjv

A WOULD-BE Islamic Jihad sui-

cide bomber, captured before Ins

planned attack in Tel Awv,:raid

yesterday that the offer of 56,000

for his family, the ability topjp^
them, and the prospect of 72 vir-

gins in paradise convinced him to

cany out the attack.

JON IMMANUEL

Allowed to give the interview to

Channel l's Arabic service by the

Palestinian Authority, he said he

regretted his actions and was glad

be had been stopped. “I don’t rec-

ommend that anyone commit sui-

cide like this because you don’t

bad.” he said. The $6,000 was giv-

en to the family before he was

arrested, be added.

Palestinian police did not say

how they came upon Sakr. but

have arrested and interrogated

dozens of Islamic Jihad activists.

Sakr was reportedly a member of

the group for four years. One of
ode like this because you aon i me group .uui mo-

-

know if you will be a martyr or not the January 1995 Ben Lid bombers

JLa ” hp. was also from Shaiaiyeh, where
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in the end,” he said.

Rashid Abu Sakr, 24, from the

Gaza neighborhood of Sbajaiyeb,

was arrested last week four days

before allegedly planning an at-

tack: to coincide with the “confer-

ence,” as be called the Shann e-

Sheflch anti-terror gathering last

Wednesday.

The attack was to have taken

place in a crowded Tel Aviv loca-

tion like the central bus station.

“They talked to me about mar-

tyrdom and I was convinced. He

was also from Shajaiyeh, where

Islamic Jihad leader Abdullah

Shami lives. Shami was rearrested

this week after leaving jail three

months after his arrest following

the Beit Lid attack, urging an al-

ternative to violence.

Meanwhile, Itim reported that a

Gaza imam issued a religious rul-

ing that suicide bombings are con-

trary to Islamic law. Sheikh Mah-

mud Alabani is considered dose to

the Palestinian Authority and is

not widely known among Palestin-
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Jordan, Israel to allow vehicles to cross borders

ISRAEL and'Jordan agreed yesterday to open their borders for

VeSVsS?te^re IsSS in ,he join. Jordan^

e“ ssevi!”~ --s;7” he said.
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‘Mossad agent in Cyprus

handled Shkaki hit’
A DAMASCUS-based Palestin-

ian student working for the Is-

lamic Jihad and recruited by die

Mossad gave his Mossad handler

in Cyprus the number of the false

Libyan passport Fatiri Shkaki
used while traveling to Malta last

fall, enabling Israel to execute

the terrorist. US Newsand World
Report journalist Brian Duffy re-

lated details of the incident to

The Jerusalem Post, citing a “vet-

eran intelligence official who has

extensive Middle East
experience.”

Both the student and the han-

dler from Cyprus, neither of

whose identities is known, were
arrested by Syrian authorities,

said Duffy, a senior editor for

investigations who has written

extensively on the American in-

tetbgence cojnmuniJy. .

.

" According to Duffy, the Pales-

tinian student was seized by the

Islamic Jihad in a search for the

leak that led to Sbkalti’s death.

DAVID MAKOVSKY
.

“The Islamic Jihad ran a trap in-

volving circulated numbered doc-
uments leading them to the stu-

dent,” Duffy said, quoting the

intelligence source. The Islamic

Jihad subsequently turned over

the student to Syrian authorities.

The student wrote his captors a
40-page confession fingering his

Mossad handler in Cyprus, Duffy

said. The handler, who posed as a

businessmen dealing in comput-

ers, was seized during a visit to

Damascus two weeks ago. The
nationality of the Mossad man
remains unclear.

According to US News, the

Palestinian student was recruited

by the Mossad in Bulgaria four

and a half yearn ago.

When asked for a reaction yes-

terday about die report. Prime
MinisterShiroon Peres said, “Ex-
cept for the newspapers, I have

no other knowledge.” Peres’s

predecessor, Yitzhak Rabin, de-

nied any knowledge of Shlcakfs
Villfng.

Meanwhile, Peres yesterday

said Israel awaits Syria’s fulfilling

aUS request to condemn the four
recent suicide bus bombings. The
prime minister fell short of saying

that Israel was linking a resump-

tion of the talks to a Syria con-

demnation, but so far no new
round of .talks has been
scheduled.

“There is a break in negotia-

tions with die Syrians,” Peres

told reporters yesterday. “The
US turned to Syria and asked it to

denounce terror or at least send

condolences to the families and
to do something so Syria wiB not

be a terrorist center. We are wait-

ing for an answer.”

The last round of talks with

Syria at the Wye Plantation in

eastern Maiyland broke up early

due to the suicide attacks, indud-

(Contmned on Page 9)

alert to thwart any attempted
incursion by IDF troops.
Lebanese parliament speaker
Nabih Bern yesterday called on
the US to prevent any IDF
incursion. Meanwhile, a

Lebanese daily newspaper said

that Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri, during his visit to Egypt,
had asked President Hosni
Mubarak to intervene to

prevent a wide-scale IDF
operation in Lebanon.
According to the newspaper,

Mubarak reportedly advised
Hariri that the Lebanese
authorities should try to curb

Hizbullah's activities at such a

sensitive time.

By late last night, there were
still no reports of any major
incidents in south Lebanon or of

any villagers north of the zone
leaving their homes, although

the atmosphere remained tense.

Suspects held

in youth’s

gangland

murder
RAINE MARCUS

TEL AVIV police have anested

a number of suspects in yester-

day’s murder of 17-year-old EyaJ

Romano-Harari, of Pardess
Katz, as he was on his way to high

school.

The youth was shot once in the

back of the neck as he walked

down the street at around 7:30

a.m. There were no witnesses.

He was found dying on the

sidewalk by a policeman on his

way to work, who called an am-

bulance. A doctor pronounced

him dead at the scene.

Despite his tender age, yester-

day's victim also had a criminal

record and had dropped out of

school before his probation offi-

cer instructed him to return to his

studies.

Police believe the killing was a

settling of underworld scores be-

tween rival gangs, and that Ro-

mano-Haran paid the price for

his uncle, Ronni Harari, a state's

witness in a murder case some six

months ago.

Around a year ago Amir Ze-

charia, a known criminal from a

rival gang in the area, was mur-

(Continned on Page 9)

First International Bank

Banking Ahead Of Our Time

Leading international financial institutions consistently applaud the First International Bank on its

outstanding performance.

“First International is ranked No.l among the five leading banks in Israel by Thomson

BankWatch - global leaders in bank risk analysis." Ha'anaz 8.i.%

“First International is a top quality bank in the profitable Israeli banking sector*/'

“First International is the best regarded of the major Israeli banks...”

“First International., has grown rapidly... through a policy of winning share in selected

market segments, based on efficient management, competitive pricing and customer service.”

„ ... . , , „ Udmq Bad; tfSwinwhnd, global reardrepn, 15.1295

“First International is a premium bank-."
7 l 96

In its 1995 rating, Globes - Israel’s leading financial newspaper - ranked

First InternarionaTs Dikla mutual funds as No.l for the past three yean.

First International s provident funds also achieved top -
ranking among Israel’s five largest hanks.

In today's changing world, expanding

your financial horizons demands ^
a bank that thinks ahead

of its time.
^

YOUR STATE OF THE ART BANK

fflTHE FIRSTINTERNATIONAL BANK i



IDF further eases closure

Palestinian caught trying to smuggle passports

AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

A PALESTINIAN who had a

permit to transport Arabic-lan-

guage newspapers horn the West

Bank to the Gaza Strip was
caught . trying to smuggle pass-

ports yesterday.

Soldiers at Ere2 Crossing
found the undisclosed number of

Palestinian Authority passports

in a routine security check on the

man who had a permit to travel

freely between Judea and Samar-

ia and the Gaza Strip. Since the

closure, the Palestinian had
brought the newspapers from Je-

rusalem to Erez where he banded

them over to a contact at the

craning.

While Israeli officials said the

deed had no hostile intent, it was
seen as a manipulation of

goodwill.

“We see it as a breach of faith.

This may not have been a hostile

act of smuggling, but transporting

these things was not permitted,"

said Shlomo Drar, spokesman for

government coordinator in the

territories Maj.-Gen Oren
Shahor.

He said the man was detained

and lost his travel permit He was

later released, Dior said.

The March 4 Dizengoff suicide

bomber used the Karni freight

crossing, which Israel had kept

open despite the closure follow-

ing three suicide bombings, to

sneak into Israel.

Yesterday the IDF further

eased the restrictions on Palestin-

ians and doubled the number of

laborers allowed in the Erez in-

dustrial park in the northern

Gaza Strip to 2,000, the same

Workers wait yesterday outside the Erez Industrial Park for permission to return to theirjobs^AP)

number before the closure.

The IDF also allowed textiles,

cement and other raw materials

into the Gaza Strip through the

Erez Grossing.

For the first time since the clo-

sure was imposed, the army al-

lowed Gazans to start exporting

goods. Yesterday, some 10 trucks

of flowers were allowed through

Kami .Crossing and today jeans

and other clothing will be allowed

to be exported.

“This will certainly ease the

pressures on the Palestinians. It is

not as much as they want, but

opening the border completely as

it was before won't happen," said

Dror.

He added that the freight

crossing was operating under
stricter security procedures which

NRP list sticks mostly with same old faces

THE National Religious Party’s

Knesset candidate list elected

Sunday is more of the same. Only

one of the current five MKs,
Avner Shaki, foiled to reach a

realistic spot; the only new name
with a safe slot is Zvi Handel,

Lead .of .the Gush Katif Regional

rCouncib''*'
-

• i.v -v;

>! NRE leader Zevulun / Hammer
iaffieb -fee list “balanced." MK
Yigal Bibi said it reflected “the

traditional Jewish values sought

by its voters."

Many political pundits, noting

the party has rejected its last elec-

toral slogan of “The NRP to your

right," predicted it would renew

its ties with Labor should Labor

be reelected Hammer, however,

ANALYSIS
UAT COLLINS

said it would do everything to

ensure that the next government

would be headed by Likud leader

Binyamin Netanyahu. “If Labor

wins, the NRP will consider its

options," he sard

The new list comprises: 1.

hammer, Z Shaul Yahalom, 3.

Yitzhak Levy, 4. Yigal Bibi, 5.

Hendel, and 6. Hanan Porat.

Two newcomers in the seventh

and eighth slots are Shmaryahu

Ben-Tsur, the head of the Reli-

gious Teachers Union, and Avra-

ham Stem, of the Religious Kib-

butz Movement. Both are

considered to be political moder-

ates. Shairi was ranked ninth.

The two women candidates

failed to be elected to realistic

spots.

Environment Minister Yossi

Sarid (Meretz) said the; list

showed why his* party had
blocked the possibility of the

NRP joining the government four

months ago.

He said the moderates had

been poshed and the move-

ment had become the representa-

tive of the settlers.

In response, several NRP MKs
noted the movement had not

changed bat continued to repre-

sent the belief in settlements.

Two of the MKs live in Gush
Etzion, which Labor has repeat-

edly said is not op for

negotiations.

In order for the NRP to sup-

port Labor a solution will have to

be found on the status of settle-

ments and Jerusalem — NRP red

lines due to be discussed with die

Palestinians in the final status

talks.

At present it seems more likely

that the NRP will try to join up

with haredi parties in a religious

front after the elections. Should

Labor win, the religious bloc

could then enter coalition negoti-

ations as one and attempt to alter

Oslo from a position of power.

Yisrael Ba’aliya leaders leaning to the Right
“YOU sound like you’re reading

from our platform," Natan Shar-

ansky quipped as Likud leader

Binyamin Netanyahu outlined his

party programs to the delegates

at the founding conference of

Yisrael Ba’aliya on Sunday.

This perhaps unintentional nod
at the Likud did not go unnoticed

by many of the delegates. Shar-

ansky has been insisting his party

is centrist, and delegates are not
being told whom to choose as

prime minister. But a glance at

the list of candidates, and at some
of the paragraphs in the platform,

shows a clear preponderance to
the Right.

. Sharansky, No. 1 on the list,

took pains, at least until the

. founding of his movement half a

year ago, to maintain an apoliti-

cal stance. No. 2 Michael Nudel-

ANALYSIS
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man, an economics professor at

Tel Hai college, is a Kiryat

Shmona city councillor known as

a centrist

But the third and fourth slots

on the list are held by two people

dearly identified with the Right.

Former prisoner of Zion Yuli
Edelshtein, a resident of Alon
Shvut and a well-known educa-

tor, served for two years as advis-

er to Netanyahu but says his

views do not bind the rest of the

party. No. 4, economist and for-

mer aliya activist Yuri Stem, also

makes no bones about his rightist

views on security and diplomacy.

Next on the list is Marina So-

lodkm, a political scientist at He-
brew University, who gradually

began disavowing her former
connections with the Left as she

became disenchanted with the

government’s absorption poli-

cies. “She moved a little toward
the center, from the Left, and
Stern moved a little from the

Right toward the center. Every-
one has to make concessions,"

one party activist said yesterday.

Nevertheless, Prime Minister

Shimon Peres’s address to the

gathering apparently did not foil

completely on deaf- ears. While

he engaged several hecklers in

discussion, Peres apparently suc-

ceeded in convincing some other

members of the party to cast their

ballots for him. “I came in a Bibi

supporter but now I’ll vote Peres

[for premier]” said Julia Hoch-

man, an economist from Tel
Aviv, in her twenties. *Tm voting

Peres," said foe secretary of foe

party’s youth wing, Alex Wind-

berg, of Haifa, 22. Two pension-

ers from Ashkelon, Elena Hoff-

man and Rosa Grinberg, feh that

“Peres is more intelligent [than

Netanyahu]. He is taking the

right path.”

The question is whether Peres

will be able to count on the votes

of the party’s leaders and the re-

mainder of the new immigrant

population which contributed so

heavily to Labor’s success at the

1992 polls.

CORRECTION
Tbe photo caption on yesterday's

page 12 picture should have given

the French chefs name as Joel

Robucbon.

Tuesday, March 19, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Arab leaders: Reopen Islamic

Relief and lift closure
• irtf

ISRAELI Arab leaders yesterday

called for the reopening of foe

Islamic Relief Committee’s office

in Nazareth and for foe lifting of

foe closure.

The call was made at foe end of

a meeting in Shfaiam of the so-

called monitoring committee of

the Israeli Arab leadership, com-

posed of MKs, councfl heads and

leading public figures.

Participants maintained that

the Relief Committee, whose of-

fice was closed by Defense Minis-

ter Shimon Peres and OC North-

ern Command Maj. Gen.

Amiram Levine on Sunday, was a

humanitarian aid organization

only. The Relief Committee of-

fice was shut and thousands of

shekels in cash and checks as well

as documents and office equip-

ment were confiscated, on suspi-

cion it has been transferring

pAyiDBUBgg

activists. ., «
Committee representatives are said Saisur. ^ «f legM-

to appeal against foe confiscation It is not

of foeproporty and foe closure macy or f
order. Islamic Movement spokes- law, but

verv
man Ibrahim Sarsur reiterated which

yesterday foal foe committee was tragic action; by.

a perfectly legitimate body which eminent p*V:*j*

operated openly along similar foe^
lines to foe National Insurance scapegoats. I -hopt foat Shmwo

Institute. Poes, wbo is very wise, aiid be-

He maintained foat foe action lieves in strengthening relations

was a result of the political pres-- between Jews and Arabs in foe

sure initiated at foe international State, will, cancel all foe^ ordere

anti-tenor snrnnir to damp down and restore all the (confiscated)

on source? of funding for Hamas, property and bring this tragic

“We fed that this action is the matter to an end,” he said. ; ..

price which Prime Minister Peres Similar comments were ax-

is supposed to pay so as not to be pressed by .participants, at the
.

accused by foe international com- monitoring committee meeting in

activists.

Committee representatives are

to ypp**1 against the confiscation

of foe property and foe closure

order. Mamie Movement spokes-

man Ibrihim Sarsur Teiterated

yesterday foal the committee was

a perfectly legitimate body which

operated openly along similar

lines to foe National Insurance

Institute.

He maintained that foe action

was a result of the political pres-
-

sure initiated at foe international

anti-terror summit to damp down

on .sources of funding for Hamas.

“We fed that this action is the

price which Prime Minister Peres

is supposed to pay so as not to be

accused by foe international com-

if .
>

> ..

’’
..

i „ t.-'

*

munity of not doing anything Shfaram.

Islamic Movement may yet run in Knesset race

sharply limit the number of
trucks to pass. Less than 40 trucks

are able to use the facilities now
compared with over 400 before

the closure.

The army, meanwhile, contin-

ued its raids in the West Bank
and arrested nine suspected Ha-

mas activists. Twenty other men
were taken in for questioning, an

army statement said.

THE Islamic Movement is again

considering running in the Knes-

set elections on a unified Arab

list, despite an earlier decision

not to participate.

The consultative council, the

supreme body of the movement,

is to dedde within two weeks fol-

lowing recommendations from
leading members, induding sev-

eral council heads.

If Che suggestion is approved

this time the movement is expect-

ed to play a central role in helping

to forge a united Arab list.

The main thrust of such a move
would be to unify under one ban-

ner foe newly-formed list led by

Dr. Ahmed Tibi’s Arab Move-
ment for Change Party and MK
Abdul Wahab Darawshe’s Arab
Democratic Party.

DAVID RUPGE

Such a list would be likely to

win widespread support from,

other Arab cooncil heads and
leading public figures in foe Arab
sector, as well as among the elec-

torate itself.

In foe past the Islamic Move-
ment has shied away from run-

ning in the Knesset elections, in-

cluding a few months ago. when
its supreme council decided not

to particqiate directly but to al-

low all supporters to choose for

themselves whether to vote or

not The feet foat foe matter is

even being reconsidered indicates,

foat there might now be a suffi-

cient ground swell of support m
the leadership itself in favor of

direct participation.

“In the past: few months we
have been watching what has

been going cm in the Arab sector

and foe efforts to imite aH .the

.political streams*'* said Ibnlam
Sarsur, spokesman for the Sarn-
ie Movement •••••

“We came to foe-, condosioh

foat without ns playing a central

role in all these efforts nothing

will come of them. That is why we
have submitted a suggestion to

foe consultative council to recon-

sider previous decisions,’* said

Sarsur, who is head of the Kfer

Kassem local council in the

Triangle.

“I have foe feeling that this

time there is noway bade and the

decision that is scheduled to he
taken in a few.weds will be in

favour of partitipatipn,” he said.

Likud to meet for approval of Gesher, Tsomet ticket

DAVID Levy and Rafael F.itan

will address the Likud central

committee this afternoon at its

special session called to approve

foe joint ticket with Gesher and
Tsomet
The 3,600 members have been

. summoned..to the Tel .Aviv feir-

f grounds, and according to ; party
:

;

rules over half of- .committee
membership most ‘approve the

deals for them to be ratified

Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni Milo
yesterday told Likud chairman
Binyamin Netanyahu that he
would not accept his offer to run

the session so as not to interfere

SARAH HONIG
and Mm

with MK Ikahi Hanegbi’s right to

do so. Hanegbi was chosen to

replace former Likud central

committee head Maxim Levy af-

ter the latter quit. the.Likudalong
with David Levy.’ Hatiegbi- also

ran foe previous central commit-
tee gafoferingr* '

‘

Those planning the session say

Netanyahu wiQ enter with Eitnn

and Levy at his side. To help trim

foe affair into a celebration, bal-

loons will descend Ion foe partici-

pants from the auditorium's ceil-

Jerusalem Tsomet chairman ‘defects’ to Meretz
THE chairman of Tsomet’s Jeru-

salem branch, Gilad Gamarov-
Shaked, quit his party last Friday

and joined Meretz, following

Tsomet’s union with foe Likud

and Gesher.

“Gamarov-Shaked is the first

swallow which will bring thou-

sands of Tsomet voters who
swayed between Tsomet and
Meretz in the 1992 elections to

Meretz," said Meretz’s Knesset

faction chairman Ran Coben.

Gamarov-Shaked, formerly of

M1CHAL YUPELMAH

Kibbutz Hama’apil, was a veter-

an Tsomet activist and staunch

supporter of Tsomet chairman

MK Rafael Eitan. He headed

Tsomet*s election campaign in Je-

rusalem and was elected the first

Knesset candidate in this party’s

Jerusalem district, which placed

him 30th in Tsomefs Knesset list

Gamarov-Shaked, who had

joined Tsomet because of its firm

positions against religious coer-

cion and determination to narrow
social gaps, and because of Ei-

tan’s political integrity, was bit-

terly opposed to the Tsomet-Li-

knd union.

He said the union with the Li-

kud “makes it impossible for me
and many like me in Tsomet to

continue acting to change Israel’s

social image figuring against

religious coercion."

Peres will not intervene in Barak-Ramon dispute

PRIME Minister Sbimon Peres

yesterday approved the Labor
Party's election campaign theme,

as set by campaign information

head Interior Minister Haim Ra-

mon.

Peres’s approval of Ramon’s
campaign strategy reinstated Ra-

mon’s position as superior to For-

eign Minister Ehud Barak, in

charge of Peres’s personal

campaign.

Peres said yesterday that be

MICHAL YUDELMAN

has no intention of intervening in

the reported authority struggle

between Ramon and Barak con-

cerning foe campaign line. “They
are both adult, wise men and I’m
sure they’ll find a modus viveodi

and work together," Peres said.

Labor leaders yesterday denied
reports of any tension between
Barak and Ramon, who are both

contending for foe No. 2 slot on

Labor’s Knesset list. They are

also reported to be at logger-

heads over the extent to which
Peres should be exposed to the

media.

Barak yesterday dismissed the

rumors of tension, calling them
“a media invention. Fm altogeth-

er nine months in politics, less

than a pregnancy, and haven’t yet
had time to fight with anyone. I

imagine this fight thing will evap-

orate.”

Every child knows:

Maccabi. Israel's best health fund.
Special benefits for those joining the Maccabi Health Fund and Supplementary Insurance -

Details at Maccabi branches.
§

For information and registration at your home dial: 03-6136444; 02-700253; 04-8711154- 07-295191* I
08-9360360; 08-8549586; 09-908188. ’

A
’ 8

12 Days to the End of Registration
Please note that those joining by March 31, 1996, will become members on July 1, 1996,

but can use community medical services from day of registration.

unm
l/iatcobi. The best Health Fi

f

Levy- wffl arrive after his own
Gesher party will have earlier this

afternoon approved the deal as

well. This presented a special

problem with the newborn
Gesher, as die party: has no fo

-turns—T-has-Lev

y

summoned
what he_ called the- ~Vparty
fouffljdfev^p vote foi«tbe-deaL

_ . This- same group will also be
entrusted .with rubber-stamping

his choice of Knesset candidates

to fill die slots vacated for them
by the Likud. The Tsomet central

committee has already okayed
die agreement with the Likud. -
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Filipino

man gets

three life

terms for
slayings
RA1NE MARCUS

NEWS

A FILIPINO national who mur-
dered three people last year,
including two Filipinos, was sen-
.tenced to three consecutive life

sentences by the Tel Aviv District

Court yesterday.

Joss Manas was arrested after a
lengthy investigation following
the discovery of Donna Pinol and
her boyfriend Avner Hard, whose
decomposed bodies were'found in

a vehicle left running in the park-
ing lot at Morasha cemetery.

The two had been bound and
gagged and had been stabbed
dozens of times. Their bodies
were initially left for around a
week near Petah Tikva’s Rabin
(Beilinson) Hospital before the

murderer moved them to the
cemetery.

„
Around six months earlier, the

body of Rosita Salilas was found
in the Ramat Gan villa where she
was employed. She had been
stabbed and shot. The pistol had
been stolen by Matias’s cousin
who is still awaiting trial. A third

man escaped to the Philippines.

The murderers stole cameras and
gold jewelry valued at around
$3,000 from Salilas.

However, police made no head-
way with the investigation and
only solved the murder of Salilas

after they probed the double mur-
der of Pino and Hard. The latter

investigation also took police sev-

'-'£ral months and involved the

questioning hundreds of members
of the Philippine community here,

following the unwillingness of the

embassy to assist detectives.

Robbery was also fee motive in

the slaying of Pinol, who was a

beautician and who sold jewelry

to her fellow Filippinas, and
Matias and his accomplices stole

tens of thousands of dollars worth

ofjewelry from her and Harel.

In sentencing Matias yesterday.

Judge Sara Sixotta said that

charges of abduction and theft, not

filed by the prosecution, were
unnecessary compared to three

charges of premeditated murder.

> : Cajun goes l:

Kosher at King
David’s Feast

CAJUN and kosher cooking don’t

usually come in the same mouth-

ful, but when New Orleans chef

Paul Prudhomme-came to Israel,

kosher took.a turn for the spicier.

. Pnidbomme, chef of K-Paul’s

Lousiana Kitchen, was one of 14

international' chefs who cooked up
a 24-course banquet last night as

part of the city’s Jerusalem 3000
festivities.

Prudhomme's contribution to

the 5600-a-plate feast a specially

created veal (fish seasoned with

the smoky flavors of his childhood

in rural Louisiana.

“After learning about and start-

ing to understand kosher rules, I

thought it made more sense to start

from scratch,” Prudhomme said,

as his team of chefs bustled about

preparing for the King David s

Feast
Prudhomme and his staff rook

lessons in kosher cooking in New

Yorft and New Orleans before fly-

ing here. Making fee change was

easier than he had imagined, he

said.

Leaving butter and cream out of

recipes was similar to the process

he went through when he wrote his

low-fat cookbook Fork m the

Road, be said. .

>• “To me those tilings are a mind-

set”
His offering for the Jerusalem

3000 feast: veal medallions

wrapped in thin strips of smoked

veal tasso served with a mango

glaze, seasoned vegetables and

COUSCOUS.
, . _ rt.-

The tasso is based on the

smoked and dried metis

Prudhomme grew UP -P
Opelousas, La., where his farmly

cooked over a wood-burning
stove

and preserved food by smoking

and drying because they had no

re

^^Sne*s veal dish was fee

1 3th course in a meal that ran

gamut from * Pans Chef Joel

Robucbon’s tniffled creami
of

white beans with smoked

breast to gelee of Acacia honey

wife strawberries

Chef Michel Tiama of Puymiroi,

For Gcrshon Schwadrort, a

Brooklyn chef and Orthodox Jew

Prudhomme’s team, it was a once-

*The only time I get kosher rajun

fix! is when I turn on my oven.

This is a dream comeffua,

Prudhorame said be s bareiy nau

&&&%
fiom three Israeli dwfs-

;

Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburgh Is escorted into the Supreme Court yesterday to appeal his administra-
tive detention. (Ftasbwj

Man convicted lxh years
after murdering grocer

THE Supreme Court yesterday
heard an appeal by Rabbi Yitzhak

Ginsburgh, head of the Od Yosef
Chai Yeshiva in Nablus, against

his administrative detention.

Justice Dalia Domex is to issue

her decision within the next few
days. The delay is meant to give

Ginsburgh ’s lawyers time to sub-

mit samples of bis articles and
lectures, to prove that, contrary to

fee state's claim, he is not inciting

students to commit violence

against Arabs.

Ginsburgh, a Habad rabbi who
lives in Krar Habad, was detained
last week for 60 days. According
to attorneys Naftali Werzberger
and Mordecfaai Mintzer, fee state

has admitted that Ginsburgh him-
self does not pose a danger, but
fears that some student might mis-

understand his lectures and do
violence to Arabs as a. result.

Ginsburgh has called for the
state to cake action against Arabs
in response to fee recent wave of
terror attacks, but says he has
made it clear that be is calling for

action by fee state, and not from
individuals.

According to Mintzer, Tel Aviv

EVELYN GORDON

District Court Judge Menacbem
Ban, who beard Ginsburgh ’$ ini-

tial appeal again

st his detention, -said he under-

stood the distinction Ginsburgh

was making, but nevertheless

agreed with fee state feat a not-

too-bright student might fail to

grasp the distinction, and there-

fore agreed feat Ginsburgh was

dangerous.
“By this logic, a university lec-

turer wouldn't be able to teach for

fear feat one of his students might
misunderstand his message,” said

Werzbeirger.

Werzberger said this is fee first

time a Jew has been placed in

administrative' detention not

because fee state considered him a

danger, but because he might
unwittingly encourage someone
else ro commit a crime.

“This is a detention on pure ide-

ology,” he said, adding that the

state did not supply any cases in

which one of Ginsburgh’s stu-

dents actually terrorized an Arab
because of his lectures.

A TEL AVTV man was convicted

yesterday of fee murder of a gro-

cer during an attempted robbery

in fee city in 1988.

Oren Daman was one of three

masked men who entered Daniel

Habib’s store in the city’s Yad
Eiiahu district in November 1 988.

When asked to leave by Habib
and his wife, one of them stabbed

fee grocer to death, wife fee three

then fleeing without taking any-

thing.

Police were unable to find those

responsible for seven years, but

Damari was arrested about a year

ago after information was
received by police. Police then
determined feat fee three wbo
entered the grocery were Damari.
Roni Amram and Yitzhak
Amsalem. Amram turned state’s

witness and was tried for attempt-

ed robbery and sentenced to

seven years in jail.

Amsalem was also sentenced to

attempted robbery and received a

two-year jail term.

TeJ Aviv District Court Judges
Amnon Strasbnov, Ze’ev
Hammer and Shelly liman were
divided regarding Daman’s con-
viction, with Timan questioning

fee reliability of Amram’s testi-

mony.
Hammer believed Amram was

fee one who stabbed fee -grocer,

but agreed wife Strashnov, who
beaded fee tribunal, and convict-

ed fee accused. He is to be sen-

tenced at a later dare.

(Itira)

Police recommend charging

former ministry spokesman
BILL-HliTMAN

THE investigation into allegations of bribe-taking by former Transport

Ministry spokesman Eli Danon is completed and fee findings have been
passed on to fee Tel Aviv District Attorney’s Office, fee police

spokesman announced yesterday. Police sources said fee fries turned

over included a recommendation feat charges be fried against Danon.
The police spokesman declined to comment on grounds police do not

officially announce their recommendations on whether . to file charges.

The investigation was carried out by the. National Fraud Squad and
forced theresignation of Danon from his post last year. Danon was also

put under house arrest during a period of the inquiry. Police found
Danon received large kickbacks from several advertising agencies in

return for approving them to work on ministry.projects^ fee sources said.

The agency owners were also investigated and may alsobe charged, the

sources added.
.

NEWS IN BRIEF

New study center for Dead Sea Scrolls
..The- PrionGenter for fee Study of fee Dead Sea Scrolls and

. Associated Literature is to be dedicated todayat tire Hebrew : *
: . _

Uniyersityiof Jerusalem: The center wasnnitiated by Jewish studies

Prof. Michael Stone, who is its first chairman. It will concentrate •

all aspects of fee study of fee scrolls, the deciphering of which is

nearing completion. Jerusalem Post Staff

Jerusalem Conference of Mayors opens
OVER 40. mayors from all over fee world are slated to attend fee

Jerusalem Conference of Mayors, which opens today in the capital.

!

The week-long conference, held annually since 1980, is to center 1

on discussions and lectures connected wife fee theme,
;

“Uniqueness, Diversity, and Development” President Ezer

"Weizman, Prime Minister Shimon Peres, and Mayor Ebud Olmert

are to address the gathering. Organizers said a large turnout was I

expected. Bill Huiman
|

Dozens of youths held for drugs
Police have arrested several dozen Hadera-area youths on suspicion

of using illegal drugs, including hashish, marijuana, LSD. and

Ecstasy. Among those arrested were nine 13-year-old girls. Police

said an informant led to fee arrests of the teenagers, some of whom
would smoke hashish and marijuana on the grounds of a Hadera

high school. Three adults suspected of dealing drugs were also

arrested and remanded for seven days. Itim

Swiss Private Banking
is moving now to you

Bank Heusser, Basel
Founded 1 855 A group company of CS Holding

Since 1855 committed to

clients around the world,

demanding the best in safety,

discretion and asset performance.

Backed by our parent company

CS Holding (Credit Suisse),

one of the leading

Financial Organizations,

with 500 subsidiaries.

Meet our delegate,

Mr. Josef Hess,

on his monthly visit to Israel

(March 18 -21, 1996)

For appointments call

0041-61-2729525 (direct line)

or fax to

0041-61-2729533 (direct line)

or call during his stay in Israel

I 050-298-764

New French Hill overpass to open in capital

DRIVERS in Jerusalem who
suffered recently from fee traffic

jams caused by the visit of
President Clinton were yester-

day given something to cbeer

about by City Hall - a promise
that the second French Hill over-

pass will open at fee end of fee

month.
The opening should greatly ease

fee commute from northern

billhutman

Jerusalem neighborhoods such as

Pisgat Ze’ev and Neveh Ya’acov,

and other areas to fee north, fee

city spokesman said in a state-

ment yesterday.

The first span of the overpass

was finished last year and has
already greatly improved the

commute from north Jerusalem.

The single two-lane span has been
used for traffic in both directions,

at the busy intersections of

Ma’aleb Adumim_ and Ramaliah
Roads.
The total cost of the about 400-

meter-long two-span overpass

was NI5 10 million.

The spokesman said the official

opening of the second span would
be on Sunday, March 31.

Hie entire hearing was held

behind closed doors, as mandated
by law. However, Werzberger said

Domer sharply criticized this pro-

cedure, and told government

attorney Michael Blass feat fee

law should be changed.

Meanwhile, in other news, the

Prisons Service has agreed' to

. allow another administrative

detainee, Aryeh Friedman, to pray

wife a minyan and get kosher
food from borne. The state bad

been ordered to grant Friedman
these benefits by Supreme Court

Justice Zvi TaJ, on the grounds

feat Friedman has not been
charged wife anything, and should

therefore be allowed all the privi-

leges of an innocent man, conso-

nant wife security considerations.

The Prisons Service had initially

refused to obey this order, but

agreed to do so after Friedman
reapplied to Tal.

Mintzer, who is Friedman's
attorney, also said the state had

promised to release Friedman

before Pessah - about 10 days

early - if so new information is

received to indicate that he might
be a danger.

Haredi hotel

to be built on
Mti Meron
HAIM SHAPIRO

PRIVATE mikvas, banquet balls,

and a helicopter landing pad for

rebbes are to be among the facili-

ties at Hadar Meron, a haredi

hotel on Ml Meron.
The 250-room, four-star hotel,

-whose cornerstone is to be laid

today, is expected to cost some
$22 million. It is to include spe-

cial suites for fee hassidic rebbes,

each with its own private nrikva.

A series of banquet balls will

make it possible for every rebbeto

host his own meal.

According to project manager
Yoav Tal, the cornerstone laying

was preceded by intensive seis-

mographic soundings, to ensure

the construction of fee hotel

would not disturb any ancient bur-

ial sites.

All construction work will be
carried out in accordance wife

Atra*Kadisha, the organization to

protect ancient Jewish burial

places. A special panoramic walk-

way is to connect the hotel with

the nearby tomb of Rabbi Shimon
Bar Yocbai.
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The electricity generating capacity of the Hagit Power Station has just been doubled

at an investment of some $80 million. Two new gas turbines friendly to the environment

will add another 230 megawatts to the country's electricity generating capacity.

At the Hagit Power Station, much thought and effort have been

dedicated to protect the environment and to meet the most

demanding environmental standards.

,The power' station operates with liquid fuel with very low sulfur

content that is cleaner than crude oil or coal. The station will

eventually operate on natural gas.

This is the first time in Israel that new turbines have been fitted with

special burners that reduce the level of NOx (nitrogen-oxides) even

beyond the strictest demands of the environment protection agencies.

Complex drainage systems have been installed, incorporating

' special oil-separators that protect water sources in the area.

Jhe new generating units are equipped with noise-reduction

acoustic casing.

Israel Electric's environmental policy is based on the need to

meet the country's growing demand for more reliable electricity,

and to ensure Israel's population a better quality of life.
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‘Appeals against

army court should

go to High Court’
EVELYN GORDON

ANYONE who wants to appeal a
decision of the army's judge
advocate-general should go to the

High Court of Justice, rather than

to the attorney-general as has
been the procedure until now,
Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair said yesterday.

Ben-Yair issued his statement in

response to last week's ruling by
Northern Command Military

Court, which denied the attorney-

general’s right to overrule the

judge advocate-general.

“Since the decision of the mili-

tary court is the one that deter-

mines the issue, I don't see how
the procedure of an appeal to the

attorney-general can continue to

exist," Ben-Yair stud in letter to

Judge Advocate-General Uri

Shoham. “The decision ofthe mil-

itary court essentially cancels the

appeal procedure... From now on,

[the judge advocate-general]

should refer bereaved families

direcdy to the High Court."

The military court's decision

was issued in the case of Lt
Yehoshua Sadiel, who was
charged with negligence leading

no the death by friendly fire of one
of his soldiers, Haim Bar-Natan,

in Lebanon in 1992. The army had
originally decided not to try

SadieL saying his negligence was

not severe enough to warrant an

indictment, given that the unit was
conducting an actual operation

rather than an exercise. Bar-

Natan 's parents then appealed this

ruling to Ben-Yair, who decided

last year that Sadiel should be

tried for negligence.

Last week, however, the mili-

tary court threw out the indict-

ment, saying Ben-Yair had no

right to overrule the judge advo-

cate-general’s decision, because

the appeals procedure is rooted

not in law but in a 1980 decision

by the attomey-generaL The pro-

cedure bad been recommended by

the Knesset Foreign Affairs and

Defense Committee, which

thought there should be an appel-

late layer between the judge advo-

cate-general and the High Coint.

However, the military court said,

since it was never enshrined in

law, the procedure could not be

binding. The attorney-general

could merely try to persuade the

judge advocate-general to change

his mind.
Ben-Yair said this ruling voids

the entire procedure of any con-

tent No one is going to bother

appealing to the attorney-general

if the appeal has no power to

change anything, he noted.

Furthermore, he said, it is inap-

propriate for the attorney-general

to hear such appeals if his deci-

sions will not be binding, since

then be is simply serving as a

legal fig leaf for the decisions of

the judge advocate-generaL

DDF implements conclusions

drawn from recent fatal attack

in south Lebanon
ARIEH O’SULLIVAN 1

THE Northern Command has completed its investigation into

the March 4 ambush which killed a senior officer and three sol-

diers and wounded nine, the army said.

“The lessons were learned and the necessary conclusions

drawn,” an army spokesman communique said. It added steps

were being taken to intensify the battle against Hizbullah, but

did not elaborate.

The soldiers were killed by an explosive charge while pursu-

ing gunmen who opened fire at a border patrol near Kibbutz

Manara. But a senior military source told Yediot Aharonot that

the blast occurred as the soldiers gathered for a briefing before
pursuing the gunmen. He said the number of casualties was
large because the troops deviated frpm procedure.

Jordan Valley

settlers disappointed
by Peres meeting

HEADS of Jordan Valley settle-

ments and representatives from
Ma’aleb Ephraim emerged disap-

pointed from a meeting yesterday

with Prime Minister Shunon Peres.

Jordan Valley Settlements
Committee chairman David
Alhayani said the settlers had sev-

eral complaints regarding unful-

filled promises by government
officials. He said the Agriculture
Ministry bad reduced grants to

vintners and date growers, and
that Housing and Construction

Minister Binyarain Ben-EIiezer
yesterday reneged on his promise
last week to invest N1S 10 million

in the Jordan Valley road.

“The meeting shows that, on the

one hand. Prime Minister Shimon
Peres makes political statements

saying the Jordan Valley settle-

ments will not be evacuated and
promises to look out for their eco-
nomic future, while on the other
hand, what really happens is that

the government ministries do the

opposite,” Jordan Valley Regional
Council head David Levy said.

Alhayani added that there was
concern about the lack of devel-

opment of water resources in the

Jordan Valley, which affects plans

for absorbing new residents. “This

problem not only affects new peo-
ple, but also my son who is a sol-

dier and will want to settle in the

Jordan Valley,” he said.

The meeting was attended by
Petes, Interior Minister Haim
Raxnon, Finance Minister
Avraham Shohat, and Ben-
Eliezer. The director-general of
the Prime Minister's Office, Zvi
Alderoti. was appointed to coordi-
nate ministries’ handling of the
settlers’ requests.

A. statement issued by the Prime
Minister's Office following the
meeting quoted the settlers as say-
ing, "This government has done
more in the past three years than
its predecessors in the previous
1 0.” The statement also noted that

the government had invested NIS
323m. in the region between
1993-96, or some NIS 62,000 per
resident- - (Trim)

70 youths have ATPS
BATSHEVATSUR

SOME 70 youngsters are known to be “living with AIDS,” in the coun-
try. the head of the Israel AIDS Task Force stud yesterday, and the
majority are able to stay in school.
The task force has signed an agreement with the Education Ministry

putting it in charge of information to schoolchildren about the preven-
tion of AIDS. The team will work in cooperation with the ministry's
psychological service, task force head Patrick Levy said yesterday.

Levy, who was forced to resign his position as a teacher after con-
tracting AIDS, said the school prmripaL the inspector and the education
minister have to be informed when a pupil has HIV.

Recent research has shown that as soon as a person tests HIV positive
he develops some of the symptoms of AIDS and therefore there is no
longer a distinction between carriers and those actually sick with the
virus. This is why the term “living with AIDS” has been introduced, he
said.

The ministry has allocated the task force a sum ofNIS 50,000 for the
current fiscal year which will go toward setting up information centers
about AIDS in different parts of the country, workshops, an AIDS hot
line and other activities for youth. Levy said.

There are officially some 1,700 people in Israel living with AIDS,
Levy said, but the number of those infected is believed to be at least
twice as high. The task force has an annual budget of NIS 700,000 for
its other activities, he said.

With heartfelt condolences to the family,

and in deep sorrow, we mourn the loss of

MARLENE GREBLER
Daphne Poskanzer and family

NEWS
The Jerusalem Post

Italian ETOR soldi arrested in the center of Grbavica. the last

FfreTraged unattend^intbe £burb as NATO troops patrolled the streets trying to preserve order ahead of its transfer totte

Moslem-Croat federation today.

Serbs loot Sarajevo suburb,
NATO raps both sides

SARAJEVO (Reuter) - Fleeing Serbs hurried-

ly plundered a smouldering Sarajevo suburb

yesterday one day before its transfer to

Moslem-Croat rule as NATO’s chief accused

both sides of undermining Bosnia's peace

process.

NATO troops detained three men. two of

them armed with hand-grenades, after they

tried to remove a road-sign in Grbavica. the

last of five Serb-held suburbs due to come
under federation control today.

Fires which had blazed unattended overnight

continued to smoulder on Grbavica’s steep

hillside above Sarajevo.

At least 16 residents of Grbavica spent the

night at aUN “safe house” in the district rather

than risk being attacked in their homes by
roaming bands.

NATO sources said a burning house in the

area that exploded yesterday contained stored

ammunition set off by the fire.

Serb fire and police officials have refused to

cany out tbeir duties in Grbavica in recent

weeks, helping to create a climate of lawless-

ness guaranteed to drive all but the strongest

out of town in accord with separatist Serb ide-

ology.

Yesterday afternoon some 40 Bosnian Serb

police in blue uniforms drove off in buses and

cars, delivering the suburb entirely to the loot-

ers and NATO troops until the arrival of 100

federation police at 0600 today.

But even after the transfer Grbavica’s few

remaining residents are unlikely to see a return

to peace and order.

Moslems and Croats driven from their homes
in the disputed area at the beginning of the

Bosnian war nearly Four years ago are keen to

reclaim their properties, setting the stage for a
potentially ugly confrontation.

In Brussels, NATO Secretary-General Javier

Sclana said the alliance's military mission in

Bosnia was on track but expressed concern

over the deteriorating political situation.

“! forcing people to leave, the Bosnian Serb

authorities have behaved, abominably and the

Odysseus Elytis, Greek Nobel Poet; 84
ATHENS (AP) - Odysseus Elytis,

the Nobel-winning poet famed for

his sensuous lyrics about Greece's

islands and turbulent history, died

yesterday. He was 84.

Elytis died at his Athens home
at 2 pjn. of a heart attack, his doc-

tor said: He had been in til health

over the last decade, repeatedly

being hospitalized with lymph
and hmg problems. Dr. Theofanis

Ecoaomopoulos said.

Elytis was to be buried at his

family plot at the Athens 1st

Cemetery on this afternoon, his

lawyer George Stefanakis said.

In recent days Elytis had insist-

ed that no official speeches be

made following his death.

“The day before he died and he
asked me that there be no fanfare,

nor that he lie in state, nor eulo-

gies,” Stefanakis said. ‘This is his

last will and testament.”

Elytis had never married. In

recent years he had been living

with a fellow poet, Ioulita

Dioupoulou.
Elytis, a shy recluse known for

his Spartan lifestyle, was awarded

the Nobel Prize for literature in

1979. becoming the second Greek
poet to receive the award.

The Swedish Academy said at

the time that Elytis’s poetry

“starts out from the Greek tradi-

tion and describes, with emotional

power and high spiritual distinc-

tion. modern man’s struggle for

freedom and creativity.”

Elytis was best known in Greece

as the author of an epic poem,
Axion Esti (Worthy Jt Be),

described as a “Bible for the

Greek people" by composer Mikis

Theodorakis who set it to music.

Born Odysseus Alepoudelis on
2 Nov. 1911 in Iraklion on Crete,

the son of a wealthy family of

soap manufacturers. Elytis lived

most ofhis life in a modestAthens
bachelor apartment
But he shunned Athenian social

and intellectual circles, preferring

to devote himself to what he
called a “constant quest for the

truth in my work, where the most
difficult thing is.to concentrate on
the essential, the pure.”
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Germans
tighten

security

as Iran

actions of the Federation authorities have been

far from reassuring,” Solatia told a news con-

ference.

In suburbs already transferred to federation

control the mostly elderly Serbs who chose to

remain have endured intimidation and forced

evictions by returning Moslems and Croats.

The authorities have often failed to protect

them.

“Although we must be pleased that Sarajevo

is once again a united society, the way this has

come about is a terrible blow to our vision of a

multi-ethnic Bosnia,” said Solana.

Solana, seated alongside NATO’s Supreme
Allied Commander in Europe General George
Joulwan. called on the creaky Moslem-Croat
federation, a cornerstone of the Dayton
accords, to do more to stop violence in

Sarajevo.

The federation's own uncertain future fea-

tured on the agenda of a high-level meeting
yesterday called in Geneva by US Secretary of

State Warren Christopher to cHsGasfctbe prob-

MUNICH (Renter) 7 .

Munich

police said yesterday they had

tightened . security at Israeli

premises and other possible ter-

ror targets after. Belgian police

found explosives destined , for

the south German city on an

Iranian ship. - -

They also briefly arrested a

42year-old Iranian ..businessman

on suspicion of ‘‘preparing to

commit an .
" explosi ves

offense,”and searched foe

freighter, now in Hamburg tiar-

-bor. Police said die man was foe

intended recipient of foe explo-

sives.

The investigations-did not

immediately produce any con-

crete indication of what foe tar-

get of an- attack might have

been, Munich authorities said.

Despite this,- security was
tightened another; notch : at

Israeli premises, already under

close guard since foe wave of

suicide bombings in Israel by
radical Palestinians' opposed to

the peace process. :

Police said they .had searched

the Munich homeland offices of

the businessman.' active in

imports and exports, but found

no explosives. They released

him after questioning.
;

Media reports said the explo-

sives bad been found hidden

among garlic and cucumbers ,on

the Iran Kollahdooz when it

docked in Antwerp, after, a voy-

age from Bandar Abbas in Iran.

In Teheraiz yesterday, Moslem
radicals marched to foe German
embassy to protest against a

warrant issued in Germany for

the arrest of an Iranian minister

id connection- with the 1992

killing of exiled Kurdish - lead-

• ert:

Several hundred demonstra^

tors marched to the heavily-

guarded embassy in central

Teheran to condemn foe German
action against Iran’s

Intelligence [Internal Security]

Minister Ali Fallahiyau.

“Germany must apologize

and take back this accusation...

Otherwise. Iranians will add
’Death to Germany' to. their

usual slogans against America
and Israel,” a speaker ar foe

rally said on a loudspeaker

mounted on top of a truck.

Germany is Iran’s main trad-

ing partner.

Central African
leaders launch
crackdown on

Rwanda intimidators

TUNIS (AP) - Targeting intimi-

dation as foe chief obstacle to

repatriating Rwanda's refugees,
five Central African leaders

launched a new crackdown yes-

terday on bullies in the camps.
Former US President Timmy

Carter announced the measures,
closing a summit aimed at solv-

ing Africa's most pressing crisis

- foe refusal of 1.7 million exiled

Rwandans to return to a nation

bloodied by genocide in 1994.

“The goal is for all refugees

who are not guilty of genocide

to return to Rwanda," said
Carter, who mediated three days
of calks in this North African
capital.

“The uncertainty is convincing

the refugees that it’s safe and
advantageous to return,” be said.

“Removing intunidators will be
another major step.”

Extremists in refugee camps in

neighboring Burundi, Tanzania,

Uganda and Zaire have stirred

fears that returnees risk jail, tor-

ture or even death.

The exodus began 2 1/2 years

ago. when extremists of the
majority Hutu ethnic group that

ruled Rwanda at the time massa-

cred an estimated 500,000 peo-

ple. most members of the Tutsi

minority or moderate Hutus.

A Tutsi-led government now
runs Rwanda, and has urged all

exiled Rwandans to return. No
reprisals have been reported
among the 48.000 refugees who
have returned to Rwanda since

October, when a similar refugee

summit was held in Egypt, Carter

said.

Rwandan sources say that is

not true and many returning

refugees have been arrested.

Rumors and threats also abound,
frightening people from going
home.
Intimidators will be identified

and arrested, and those suspect-

ed in cross-border raids into

Rwanda will be slapped with
travel restraints and have their

financial assets frozen. Carter

said.

About 100 known intimidators

have beea identified in camps in

Tanzania, and 400 extremists
have been arrested for sneaking
back to Rwanda to carry out
ambush killings. Carter said.

In a joint statement, the five

African leaders pledged to “shut

down foe arms flow to all those
perpetrating cross-border raids.”

Noting that Rwanda's govern-
ment bad "urgently requested”
that 300 human rights monitors
be sent to ensure the refugees’

safe return, foe leaders called on
the international community to

put up foe necessary funds.

“We are taking all necessary

steps to ensure their return in

safety and comfort." Rwandan
President Pasteur Bizimungu
told a closing news conference.

He said Rwanda was prepared to

handle foe return of 15.000 to

20.000 refugees a day.

Their refusal to budge has cre-

ated a political liability for the

countries that took them in, par-

ticularly Zaire, which houses 1

million refugees in 42 camps.
There have been fears that Zaire

might resort to force to make the

refugees leave if they don’t go
home voluntarily.

Examination Board for Medical License for Internship (“Stage”)

Announcement
Examination Board: Internship Qualification Examination, in accordance with the regulation of
the Physicians' Law 1988.

I announce that*

1 . Applicants who qualified abroad, and who are required to take the internship examination
may register for the next term examination until 30/4/96.

2. Application forms are available at, and should be submitted to the Regional Health
Ministry offices serving the applicant’s residence area

3. An announcement regarding the date and venue of the examination will be published in
official publications and daily newspapers, at least 30 days prior to the date of the
examination.

4. Details regarding the languages of the examination will be included in a further
announcement 6

5. Explanatory material related to the examination can be obtained from the Regional I
Ministry of Hearth office, and from the boand of the examination. *

Prof. Joseph G. Schenker
Chairman of the Board of Examination
Pursuant to Israel State Regulations 1988

Ministry of Health

Examination Board for Medical License
Announcement

Ph^d^'Law^8
*BdiCaI UC8nSe examlnation’ in accordance with the regulation of the

I announce that

1. Applicants who qualified abroad, and who are required to take the license examinationmay register for the next term examination until 30/4/96.

*• ^>Pnwtion forms are available *, and should be submitted to the Regional HealthMinistry offices serving the applicants residence area.
^ Meanfl

.

3, An announcement regarding the date aid venue of the examination will be oubfisheri in^JpuMcatlons and daily newspapers, at least 30 daysprioKffi“
4- ** lanfluages 01^ examination will be included in a

1 assnr£^rxs£ttg£ssstm,m ’,*~
Prof. Joseph G. Schenker
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Dunblane begins

to bury its dead *JSL *

DUNBLANE (Reuter) - The
people of Dunblane yesterday
buried the first of the 16 little

children slaughtered last week in
a vengeful attack by an embit-
tered former scoutmaster.

Friends and families of the chil-
dren, all aged five and six, started
a harrowing week of funerals by
laying to rest Joanna Ross and
Emma Crozier, best friends and
classmates in the doomed prima-
ry one class at Dunblane Primary
School
Those inside the gloomy grey

church and a further 500 standing
in the churchyard were left alone
by the massed eyes of the world's
media, who agreed to stay away
from the funerals. Details of the
service were passed to journalists
by die police.

The two five-year-olds were
among those gunned down last

Wednesday by firearms fanatic-

Thomas Hamilton, who also
killed a teacher before shooting
himself.

‘To their respective parents
each child , was precious, loved

dearly and cared for tenderly at
home,” priest William Gilmour
told the hundreds of people
crammed into a church in Bridge
of Allan, just three km from
Dunblane.
“We can appreciate their high

hopes for the future womanhood
of Emma and Joanna. However,
as we are too tragically aware!
neither (girl) was allowed to fulfil

her parents’ aspirations.”
The funerals of Abigail

McLennan and Kevin Hassel,
also aged five, were due to be
held at a anal] Dunblane church
later in the day.

Six more of the murdered
youngsters will be buried or cre-
mated today. The rest, including
teacher Gweane Mayor, will
have their funerals tomorrow and
Thursday. Authorities have not
said what they plan to do with
Hamilton’s body.

Hospital workers said the eight
children and two teachers still in

hospital were all improving. -

Coll Austin and Amie Adam,
who had been in intensive care.

were taken off the critical list at a
hospital in Glasgow and doctors
said they were progressive
satisfactorily.

The five wounded children in

Stirling Royal Infirmary were
also reported in good condition
and two were expected to be sent
home later in the week.
Dunblane Primary School was

scheduled to re-open on Friday.
When students return, they will

be greeted with a huge pile of
stuffed toys sent from well-wish-
ers around the world.
Joanna Ross and Emma Cra-

zier should have been inside the
school yesterday morning, sur-
rounded by the bright paintings
and paper cut-outs that adorn
the walls and windows of
classrooms.

The congregation sung hymns
and relatives spoke about the lit-

tle gjris, their words relayed via
loudspeakers to those standing
outside. Many were in tears.

Some 100 cars liaed either side

of the road outside the church,
heavily guarded by police.

‘A

Sex Pistols (bom left) Paul Cook, Johnny Rotten, Steve Jones, and den Matlock pose foe photographers yesterday after
announcing in London that they are to reform their ways and start a world tour in July. (Reuter)

£££”£"- China, Taiwan evacuate front-line islandsWASHINGTON (AP) — To Illinois Gov. Jim Ed-
gar, it would be an “electrifying choice” with the
potential to dramatically strengthen the Republican

To conservative activist Gary Bauer, it would be a
“terrible mistake,” one that cost the GOP votes by
the droves.

Colin Powell, for his part, says it's a moot discus-
sion - he has no interest in being the Republican
vice presidential choice, a point he reiterated over
the weekend.

. But that hasn’t stopped a fierce debate, one cer-
tain to carry over until aU-but-oertain nominee Bob
Dole decides on his running mate - or flatly rules

out Powell.

Neither is likely to happen soon. Dole doesn’t
plan to make hzs vice presidential pick until the
Republican convention in August, and be is clearly

intrigued with the idea of filling the ticket with
Powell, the black retired general whose enormous
popularity crosses party and racial lines.

So the debate overpicking Powell appears certain

to carry on through the end ofthe primary season, if

for no other reason than Dole rival Pat Buchanan
has vowed to lead a convention revolt ifDole turns
to Powell.

In objecting, Buchanan cites Powell’s support for
abortion rights and his warnings that Republicans
risk ’looking intolerant if they rush too quickly to
end affirmative action programs and crack dotoii on
immigration. . ..... ....

Buchanan, however, may have little leverage; He

has but 77 convention delegates - there will be
roughly 2,000 total - and his prospects for gaming
much in remaining primaries are not good.
But he is hardly alone in opposing Powell.
“I think Powell would be a great secretary of

state, but to put him on as vice president would
guarantee that the first six weeks after the conven-
tion would be spent trying to get the party's conser-
vative base back in line,” said Bauer, a conservative
social activist who heads the Family Research
Council.

The Christian Coalition, the most politically ac-
tive group in the Christian right, has also sent public
signals that it views Powell as unacceptable.

“He should choose a running mate that will not be
irreconcilable to the Republican Party's winning
majority of 1994,” said executive director Ralph
Reed.
While Dole speaks glowingly of Powell, most of

his senior political aides are wary of the idea, con-
cerned about a conservative backlash.
Others also worry that the Kansas senator would

look weak if it were viewed that he picked Powell
because he believed it was the only way to defeat
President Clinton. And some fear that Dole would
be overshadowed by his running mate because of
the interest in the first black candidate on a major
party ticket.

Still, those within the Dole camp who are tom on
the Powell question said the general's actions over
the spring will determine whether he is interested
and acceptable.

Winnie Mandela accused

in court of adultery
JOHANNESBURG (AP) - In
poignant, electrictestimony, Presi-

dent Nelson Mandela accused his

estranged wife, Winnie, of adul-

tery yesterday at the start of di-

vorce proceedings that promised

to be contentions.

Under direct examination by has

lawyer, Mandela said that years of

rumors that his wife bad been un-

faithful were proven to him in 1992

when a newspaper editor showed

him a letter allegedly written by

Mis. Mandela to a lover.

The letter “confirmed ray deci-

sion never to ' reconcile with the

defendant,** Mandela said, stand-

ing erect in the witness stand and

speaking in a clear, forceful voice.

‘Tin detonnmed to get rid of this

marriage it exists only on paper.”

Mandela said be was convinced

Ins wifewrote the letter, which was

published in South African news-

papers shortly after the couple sep-

arated in 1992. The letter’s writer

professed love for a Johannesburg

- attorney named Dali Mpofu, and

said her own marriage collapsed

because of the affair.

The letter also linked Mpofu

and Mrs. Mandela to the possible

misuse of African National Con-

gress funds.

Mrs. Mandela and Mpofu, who
served on her defense team during

her 1991 kidnapping trial, have de-
nied having an affair.

Mrs. Mandela took notes and
looked down as her husband testi-

fied. She wore a black and gold
sOk blouse.

Mandela told the court that

when he left prison in 1990 after

serving 27 years of a life sentence,

he went to live with his wife in her
mansion in the black township of
Soweto. They experienced no real

intimacy, he said.

T was the loneliest man during

the period I stayed with her,”

Mandela said.

When Mandela finished testify-

ing, he walked over to his wife’s

bench and shook ‘hands with her

and her lawyers. He was scheduled

to return to the stand for cross-

examination today.

The spectacle of one of the

world’s most respected statesmen

testifying about the most private

aspects cif his life drew hundreds of
people to the courthouse. They
waited outside for hours and
waved at Mandela’s motorcade as

be left

Kurd violence

angers Germans
BONN (AP) - The government
and opposition parties were in
broad agreement yesterday to
crack down on violent Kurds
and to punish and deport their

leaders after bloody clashes with
policemen in several German
cities.

With an eye on important state

elections this weekend, politi-

cians from a broad spectrum said

Germany’s patience with militant

Kurds had been exhausted.

“Enough is enough.” said
Wolfgang Scbaeuble, floor leader
of Chancellor Helmut Kohl's
Christian Democrats in the feder-

al parliament.

Violent Kurds had “used up
their right to hospitality.” and
have to be punished and deport-
ed, said a statement from the ex-
ecutive board of the opposition
Social Democrats.
Some warned against overzeai-

ous measures and using Kurdish-
inspired disturbances ro score
cheap political points.

But all parties sharply con-
demned the latest violence Satur-

day, when clashes between Kurd-
ish demonstrators and police left

1.500 Kurds arrested and about
400 people injured.
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CHINA and Taiwan ordered the evacuation
of front-line islands in the Taiwan Strait yes-
terday but poor weather appeared to have
ruled out any fresh Chinese war games.
The chief of staff of the People’s Liberation

Army, Fu Quanyou, said in Beijing that Chi-
na must stand guard against the efforts of
Western enemies who want to divide the
country.

“Western enemy forces’ efforts to wester-

nise and divide China will not change and the
activities of Taiwan independence forces
aimed at splitting the motherland will not
cease,” the official Xinhua news agency re-

ported him as saying.

China has been conducting missile tests off
Taiwan and war games in the Taiwan Strait in

a show of strength it says is aimed at keeping
the island from declaring independence.

The US has sent an aircraft carrier task

force to the region and another is on the way.
Beijing has warned US warships to stay out of
theTaiwan Strait but Washington insists it has
the right to move its forces through interna-

tional waters.

In one chillingsidelight, a senior US official

said some lower-level Chinese officials had

News agencies

TMPS

told American officials Beijing would aim
nuclear bombs at Los Angeles if the United
States defended Taiwan against any future
Chinese attack.

US officials, however, viewed the threat as
rhetoric.

China signalled it would go ahead with
plans for the sea, air and ground war games,
ordering residents of islands it controls to
evacuate by yesterday afternoon.

Residents ofseveral Chinese-held islands in

the Taiwan Strait were moved out and fisher-

men were forced to stop operations in the
area.

Military fighters roared overhead and naval

ships steamed in and out of fishing ports, said

officials in Pingtan island, a commandpost for
die military manoeuvres in China’s southeast-
ern Fujian province.

“There are tanks, troop carriers and other
military vehicles all over. The army has taken
charge of local traffic,” a radio station official

said by telephone.

A Taiwanese defense ministry spokes-
man, referring to an area around the north-
ern part of the Taiwan Strait where China
was scheduled to launch its latest manoeu-
vres yesterday, said: “Because of bad
weather we have not discovered any air or
naval activities.”

In Brunei, a Chinese official said Beijing’s
approach to the Taiwan issue has no relation
to another territorial dispute over foe Spratly
Islands. China, Malaysia, the Philippines,

Brunei and Vietnam claim all or parts of the
Spratlys, islands in the South China Sea be-
lieved to be rich in oil and gas.

Vice Foreign Minister Tang Jlaxuan was
answering a question about nervousness
among the rival claimants after rhfna began
intimidating Taiwan with war games.
Taiwan, he said, was an “internal matter,”

while the Spratlys involved several other na-
tions in the region.

“One should not confuse one with the oth-
er. The good relations with ASEAN (the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
countries including Brunei will certainly not
be affected by the current events in the (Tai-

wan) Straits,” he said.

in Zimbabwe poll
HARARE (AP) - Just over 30
percent of voters cast ballots in

Zimbabwe's presidential elec-

tions. giving President Robert
Mugabe, the certain winner, the

lowest voter turnout since be-

coming the first black ruler 16
years ago.

Mariyawanda Zowa, head of
the state elections directorate,

said about 3.5 million people vot-

ed and another 220,000 were
turned away because they report-

ed to the wrong polling stations.

Results were expected today.

The low turnout was an embar-

rassment for Mugabe, who cam-
paigned nationwide to dispel apa-
thy and win a convincing man-
date to counter complaints he has
turned a once promising democ-
racy into dictatorship.

The figures from the two-day
vote also expressed a sharp de-

cline in public confidence. In the
last presidential election in 1990,

turnout among the 4.9 million

registered voters was 54 percent.

Declaring that the election was
decided in advance, Mugabe's
two opponents tried to withdraw
last week. But elections officials

declared that neither candidate
had filed to pull out in time and
were stfll In the race, giving Mu-
gabe the semblance of
opposition.

In early counting yesterday,

Mugabe won all but one of the
first seven constituencies count-
ed. The other went to the Rev.
Ndabaningi Sithote in his south-
eastern home stronghold of
Cbipinge.

Sithole, who had tried to with-
draw after dedaring the secret

police had disrupted his cam-
paign, had urged his supporters

not to vote and said be would
ignore votes ballots on his behalf.

The second challenger. Bishop
Abel Muzorewa, also urged a
boycott. Muzorewa had accused

Mugabe’s ruling party of writing

elections laws in its favor and
complained that millions of state

dollars went to party coffers. Op-
position groups get noting.

Mugabe was the most hardline

of the black liberation leaders

who fought a bush war against

the white minority regime of

what was then called Rhodesia in

the 1970s.
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THE case of Nadia Malar should cause all

civil libertarians in Israel to lose sleep.

Matar is the leader of an activist protest

movement, a rightist group known asWomen in

Green, which includes in its ranks the illustrious

fighter for human rights Ida Nudel.

Viewing the Oslo agreement as an unmitigat-

ed disaster, the group fiercely opposes the gov-

ernment's policies. Its demonstrations have of-

ten been noisy, boisterous, and highly

ingenious: it has mounted "street theater" tab-

leaux to illustrate its message, andpounded pots

and pans to draw attention. And while the

language of its press releases and frequent proc-

lamations is often crude and bordering on the

offensive, it has scrupulously and consistently

obeyed the law.

How and why Women in Green has managed

to raise the hackles of the police is an enigma.

But the fact is that law enforcement agencies

have made the group, and particularly its leader

Matar, a special target On several occasions,

she was arrested for no apparent reason, only to

be held in the harrowing Russian Compound
lock-up for as long as the law allows, and then

released without charge.

Clearly, these harassment tactics were de-

signed to break the group's spirit and cause its

leader as much physical and mental anguish as

possible. But on one occasion two years ago, the

police went further. They arrested Matar on

criminal charges, alleging that she attacked a

high-ranking police officer, Mickey Levi, at a

demonstration near the Supreme Court
The most disturbing, indeed frightening, part

of the story is that at the trial seven policemen

swore that they saw the diminutive Matar as-

saulting Levi It was only by sheer luck that a

television crew had filmed virtually the whole

demonstration, and that the videotape, intro-

duced at the trial as evidence, showed that all

seven officers had committed peijuiy.

Yesterday, the day the case was scheduled to

conclude, the government suddenly dropped all

charges against Matar. It thus obviated not only

an unfavorable verdict, but court censure of tfife’

'

peijured officers.

That the Women in Green organization was
forced to defend itself against a false charge,

and that its leader was subjected to prolonged

harassment and anxiety is unconscionable. But

even in the most enlightened countries such

abuses are known to occur, and at least in this

case justice triumphed.

Far more worrisome is that the seven police-

men, including Levi, have not been summarily

suspended and indicted for perjury, .even after

the judge in the case determined that they bad

lied under oath. Such disregard for a fundamen-

tal requirement of democratic rule - that law

Two cases of civil rights
enforcers be held ’responsible for their acts -

bodes 31. One cannot escape the suspicion that

the whole cruel charade was perpetrated for

purely political reasons by a government fearful

of popular protest

Such suspicions are reinforced by the case of

Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburgh, arrested and impris-

oned last week for 60 days under an “adminis-

trative detention" order, signed by Shimon

Peres in his capacity of minister of defense.

Administrative detention, left over from Brit-

ish Mandate days, is a reasonable and legitimate

legal instrument in times of riots and terrorism.

There is no other way to detain, for any length

of time, a large number of suspects involved in

acts of violence. Following all normal court

procedures in such circumstances would para-

lyze the legal system and help potential killers.

But it is not the purpose of the regulation to

enable the government to throw a prominent

and highly respected fabbi in prison on charges

of incitement to violence and endangerment of

public safety. These are serious charges, which

should be presented in court and defended un-

der the usual free society rules, which reader all

suspects innocent until proved otherwise.

Nor do the reasons the government usually

gives for the arbitrary incarceration of "incit-

ers" ever sound convincing. Claims that evi-

dence cannot be presented in an open court for

fear of divulging intelligence sources is always

suspect In the case of a public figure like

Ginsburgh, who has thousands of adherents and

followers, it is downright incomprehensible. If

he is an inciter, surely there must be more than

enough evidence in his public speeches to indict

him. After all, it is precisely his adherents

whom be is supposed to be inciting.

It seems far more likely that the government

is not really concerned about incitement at all.

Ginsburgh, who heads three yeshivas, is the

founder and dean of the Od Yosef Hai Yeshiva

in Nablus, an institution the government would

like to dismantle. It is a security burden and a

politically awkward site in a thickly populated

Arab area. The government is obviously hoping

.

that Ginsburgh’s arrest will so demoralize the

' yeshiva students that they will agree to abandon

the site.

The government has, of course, a perfect

right to consider the yeshiva superfluous. But it

has no right to imprison its rabbi for no good

reason. It can only be hoped that civil libertar-

ians, most ofwhom may be fiercely opposed to

Ginsbnrgh's ideas, will be aroused into protest-

ing his arbitrary arrest and the government will

reconsider its move. To protest abuses of civfl

rights only when leftists and Palestinians are

affected is to mock justice. To arbitrarily throw

Ginsburgh in jail is to mock democracy.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
RIGHT-WING

:
Sir, - How appropriate of you to

place Messrs. Uri Dan’s and Dennis

cisenberg’s article squarely below
ibe cartoon by Oleg (March 7). This
way it becomes easier for your read-

ers to dearly ideatity their gross

similarities - cheap, right-wing pro-

paganda presented in a boorish

style.

. Messrs. Dan and Eisenberg, no
doubt because they once wrote a

book about the Mossad, again pre-

tend to possess “intelligence^’ -
both in terms of their information

sources and their aptitude. And
again their pretensions are boringly

• 5ophoznoric.

Only a few weeks ago, they whin-
ingly accused the Left of politically

exploiting Yitzhak Rabin’s assassi-

nation by “dancing on [his] blood."

So to what step do they sway now
when they declare, “the foundations

of the entire Labor movement are

being shaken by the wave ofHamas
terror”?

We cannot really blame them, can
we, when - due, no doubt, to unfor-
tunate timing - their page-six fanta-

sy is totally refuted by diets reported
in the same day’s front-page reports.

They contemptuously dismiss Prime
Minister Peres’s anti-tenor strategy

as "cosmetic" just as your lead

paragraph in you lead story states

•‘the General Security Sendee and
the police have cracked tire Hamas

PROPAGANDA
terror cell responsible for three of
the past four suicide bombings."

Peres and most of his supporters

are certainly dead wrong in placing

too much reliance for the security of
Israelis anon a scumbag like Yasser

Arafat But have the likud, their

political cronies and their poodles in

the press like Messrs. Dan and Ei-

senberg come up with any brighter

ideas? No, they have consistently

opposed a physical separation of the

Jewish ana Palestinian populations

. (as far as such separation is at all

feasible), and only recently - when
it has become politically expedient-
have they acquiesced in this patently

essential, albeit partial, solution. For
years the lone voice in the wilder-

ness repeatedly arguing for separa-

tion has been that of Minister Am-
non Rubinstein.

One can only conclude that the

sole reason for the right stubbornly
(dinging to such an impractical and
lethal ideology is that it could not
conceive ofa Jewish society without
an Arab subclass as our “hewers of
wood and drawers ofwater." This-
in essence - is what. Messrs. Dan
and Eisenberg are all about — rac-

ism, xenophobia, and cheap political

demagoguery. Small-time, Levan-
tine Pal Buchanan wannabes.

Mcvasseret Zion.

PAUL KORDA

RESIGN!
Sir, — Like Mr. Chamberlain be-

fore World War R, returning from
appeasing Hitler, Shimon Peres re-
tinned from Washington, waving his

Oslo accord piece of paper, promis-
ing “Peace in our time." In 1940,
with die world about to crash around
his ears and Britain feeing the worst

crisis in its history, Chamberlain, the

architect of appeasement; finally re-

alized that tus policies had failed

abjectly and had the wisdom and

courage to resign. The people of
Britain finally woke up, and under

the inspired and inspiring leadership

of Winston Churchill, began the

long toad towards victory, with their

courage never fading even in their

worst moments.
Like then, Israel today is feeing

its worst crisis and Peres & stffl

unable to change course and take the

decisive action which the country'

demands and is entitled lo. When
wQl he realize that the peace process

is an abject failure and our so-called

“peace partner," Arafat, is making
a mockery of keeping his commit-

ments? WhenwHl he realize thatthe

aim of Hamas is to kill Jews and

nothing else? When will he realize

that weakness, vacillation, indeci-

sion and failure to take decisive ac-

tion is the surest road to surrender

and defeat?

How many more of oar citizens

have to be lolled and injured before

Feres takes the only honorable

course and resigns?

Netanya.

BILL OAKFIELD

BASELESS HYSTERIA
Sir, - 1 can’t recall reading in any

paper in a long time such a set of

historic untruths as that contained in

the gung-ho kiH-’etn-all article of

March 5 by Jonathan Blass. This

rabbi calls for shootings, bombings

and mass expulsions as if he didn’t

know it had all been tried before by

the Israeli security forces (abetted

by vigilante Jewish murderers).

The ignorance reflected in the ar-

ticle of fee writer’s wish to distort

current events is exemplified in

"soldiers should be permitted to

shoot rock-throwere,” as if that was

the problem, as ifhundreds of Pales-

tinians boys and teenagere had not

been shot for throwing rocks at

soldiers.

After calling for the fiercest col-

lective punishment possible against

fee Palestinians, fee pious rabbi

goes on to talk of "years of unan-

swered intifada and terror,” ignor-

ing the many thousands of Palestin-

ians killed and wounded during fee

intifada (fee vast majority of whom
were unarmed) - 10 times as many
as Jews who died. Each death is

tragic, and even if fee bloodthirsty

Blass doesn’t think so, be should at

least know what has happened here

before taking up three columns of

your op-ed page with baseless
hysteria.

GERDA STEEN
Tel Aviv.

CHARITY SUCCESS
Sir, - Last December, you pub-

lished an anide by Ori Golan on our

non-profit animal charity Haver al

arba (“A four-legged friend"). I

would like to tell you what a big

response we got from the public

because of the article. Many people

wrote to offer help, and some in-

cluded checks to help us care for fee

animals.

Not only feat; one of the readers,

Mis. Myrna Herzog, who plays in

the Jerusalem Consort, decided to

arrange a concert in Gan Ha’ir in Tel
Aviv with aQ fee proceeds going to

Haver al arba.

MICKY SAMO
Moshav Kidron.
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The politics of ego
The Likud Central Committee,

which convenes today, is cer-

tain to approve the merger

between its list and those of Rafael

Eton’s Tsomet and David Levy's

Gesher engineered by that indefati-

gable matchmaker Ariel Sharon for

party leader Binyamin Netanyahu.

Last week's media hoopla over the

international show at Shann e-

Sheikh served to divert both media

and public attention from fee real

significance of fee merger for fee

future of Israeli politics.

Most of what attention was spared

from the anti-terror parley revolved

around the handshake between arch-

enemies Binyamin Netanyahu and

David Levy, and their promise to

work together for the victory of the

“national camp.” Some commenta-
tors harped on Levy’s “betrayal" of

his party’s social message, a mes-

sage that was supposed to address

the needs of lower-income voters of

North African-origjn.

Yet the Netanyahu-Levy hand-

shake was no different from last

year’s decision by political arch-

enemies Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon
Peres to “work together in the inter-

ests ofpeace."And identifying Levy
wife a social policy whki would
truly address the needs of tower

incomegroups isstffdy fee height of
political naivete.

Throughout his 35 years in politics

Levy has always preferred anything

that served to stroke his overinfiated

ego to any soda! concerns. The
giveaway: his rejection of fee offer

of fee Finance Ministry in fee mid-

1980s. Had he accepted the offei; he
could have made a major impact on
social policy from that ministry. .

THEREALimportance offee three-

way meiger lies in its reinfoichig of
the personalization of Israeli poli-

YOSEF GOELL

tics, a process which began with fee

adoption four years ago of fee law

for direct popular election of the

prime minister, and was enhanced

by fee introduction of primaries in

fee major parties for fee selection of

candidates for the Knesset elections.

The agreement struck between fee

three parties was determined entire-

ly by the interests of their respective

The flaunting of

personal ambition in

the three-way

merger could cause

it to backfire

leaders, and not necessarily by those

of their parties.

The polls were indicating feat

Tsomet would win five or six seats

in the elections, and Eton himself a
bare two percent m fee race for fee

premiership. In fee event of a
Netanyahu victory, this could have

been pariayed into a minor minister-

ial pest for Eton.
Underthe present agreement, how-

ever; be stands a good chance of

becoming mmjriw of defense in a
Netanyahu government, backed by
seven MKs of his personal choosing.

The polls were similarly giving

Gesher not more than three or four

seats, and two per cent fra: Levy
himself in the direct verting for fee

premiership. This would have

meant, at best, a minor ministry for

Levy in either a Netanyahu or a
Feres government
But undo- the merger agreement.

Levy gains first choice of any top

ministry he wants, pins seven seats

fry a Gesher contingent be is to

choose personally.

The ones who vnD pay fry those

14 reservedseatsm titejoint fist wiB
be fee disappointed Likud candi-

dateswho battle it out in next week’s

primaries. They interestwas dearly

sacrificed fry Netanyahu's calculat-

ed need to avoid a second round in

the prime ministerial elections.

Tte ctearpreference fry the inter-

ests efffee paifyleadca over feose of
his party when they dash was also

mirrored in fee Labor Party, where
the derision to advance feeelections

from October to May was based

entirely on a- possibly misguided -
reading of Shimon Peres's lead m
feepoBs.

Under fee new roles of fee game
either Peres or Netanyahu will be
elected by a clear 50. per cent-pfos

majority in either fee fnst or second

rounds. But it isjust as certain thatin
thgahtfnm nfa for-gnmg changr. in

the Knesset election laws, their

broader “peace

camp” and “national camp” may
well fen short ofsuch a majority.

’Whoever is electedprime minister

may be driven to consider framing a

is more likely is fat either Peres or

Netanyahu'’will try to repeat

MenadbemBegjn’s 1977 ploy when
he named a disgruntled Mosbe
Dayan of the defeated Labor Party

as his fryeign nrimstec.

The dear divergence between fee

interests of the party’s prime minis-

ter and its Knesset faction, coupled

with the kng-tenn decline in party

loyalty, may wdl lead to a signifi-

cant display of unpredictable bebav-

ior come votiqg time.

The writer comments on public

affuirs.

Killing time kills people

Many Israelis and
Palestinians view the Oslo

“peace process” with

despair because they do not believe

that any mutually acceptable com-
promises on fee thorny “perma-

nent-status” issues can ever be
found.

Those who have recently sought
through political assassination and
human bombs, to drown the “peace

process” in blood presumably view
fee situation otherwise. They fear

that such compromises may be
imminent, and consider this

prospect intolerable.

Both Israeli and Palestinian soci-

eties harbor a significant number of
persons who believe that God gave
either “the Land of Israel” or “the

Land of Palestine” exclusively to

their people, and that the other peo-
ple present have no right whatsoev-
er to be there.

Fey such true believers, the com-
promises essential to the peace

sought by the great majority of their
compatriots are not simply politi-

cally unacceptable. They are an
offense against God, quite literally

a fate worse than death.

The closer Israeli-Palestinian

peace is perceived to be, the more
likely such true believers are to lash

out to prevent it, keeping their

respective visions of absolute truth

and absolute justice alive.

Such people, on both sides, are

beyond the reach of reason but will

not go away. All who truly care

about peace must accept, both tnteb

lectualiy and emotionally, that fur-

ther Palestinian suicide bombers,
further Baruch Goldsteins and per-

haps further Yigai Amirs are
inevitable. They are the painful,

unavoidable “acts ofGod” in a land

too often promised by God.

THEBESTway to limit the human
toll ofpeace is not to continue drag-

ging out an excruciatingly slow

“peace process” or lo freeze or seek

to reverse fee current course. The
best way to shorten the period of

maximum danger is by greatly

accelerating the actual achievement

of peace.
True peace talks, finally address-

JOHN V. WHITBECK

mg the permanent-status issues

(most notably Jerusalem, settlers

and borders) on which any peace
depends, are not even due to begin

until this May. Pursuant to the vari-

ous accords, fee deadline for

achieving and implementing a true

peace agreement is May 1999.

It should nowbe clearer than ever

that a further three years are not

only not needed to reach such an

Delay is not the

friend of peace. It

may well be its

worst enemy

agreement, but are highly unlikely

to be available. Delay is not the

friend ofpeace, and may well be its

worst enemy.
The perceived political impera-

tives of the current Israeli election

campaign are likely to cause the

governing coalition to violate

acoords already signed, aggravate

Palestinian grievances and dimin-

ish fee chances of ever achieving

peace.

However, fee Palestinian leader-

ship, liberated to act wisely by its

recent electoral success, could still

give peace a profound positive push
forward by abandoning fee time-

worn tactic ofrevealing
what is really acceptable only ax die
last possible moment, and by
promptly inviting Israel to choose
between various solutions, all

potentially acceptable to fee

Palestinians, to the principal perma-
nent-status issues.

It could publicly proclaim its

willingness to accept one of two
approaches to Jerusalem: either

sharing the entire city under fee
joint undivided sovereignty of
Israel and Palestine (the “condo-
minium solution”), or dividing it

along lines to be negotiated. Israel

would decide whether it prefers to
share a united Jerusalem, or redi-
vide the dty.

The issues of settles and borders

are inextricably intertwined. Again,
the Palestinian leadership could

offer two approaches. One might be
called the policy of "four noes for

peaceful coexistence” - no expul-

sions of settlers and no further dis-

manBings of settlements,' but no
further annexatidns of Palestinian,

territory, and no extraterritorial sta-

tus for Israelis in Palestine.

Current Israeli settlers and their

descendants could have a right of

permanent residence in Palestine,

but, like anyone living in a foreign

country, would be subject to the

laws of feat country without any
foreign army to protect them, or

any preferential right to bear arms.
Alternatively, in case Israel's con-

cept of peace requires the annexa-

tion of further Palestinian territory

which Israel has not dared annex
daring almost three decades ofhos-
tile occupation, the Palestinian

leadership could also declare its

willingness to negotiate and accept
some very limited annexations by
Israel of settlements near Israel’s

borders with a view to ceding sov-
ereignty over as little land as possi-
ble encompassing as many settlers

as possible.

However, in return for mainng
this major concession, the
Palestinians could insist that those
settlements not transferred to Israeli

sovereignty be expeditiously evac-
uated.

It would be up to Israel to decide
whether it wishes Jews to continue
to live in the Palestinian state, or, as
fee settlerswouldvkw h, "through-
out die whole Land of IsraeL” As
wife Jerusalem, its choice regard-

ing settlers and borders would con-
stitute a fundamental philosophical
choice for 'fee future - between
optimism and pessimism, between

tone rcconcOiatkffl and an angry
separation in which both peoples
admit defeat.

It is a heart-rending, existential

choice, buL given fee overwhelm,
ing assymetty of power; it is ulti-

mately Israel’s to make.

The writer is an international
lawyer living in Paris.

Our
boys

shaynaschechter

Watching last

Wednesday’s extrava-

ganza in Shann e-

Sheflfe, my thoughts returnedto

some very different images I had

seen the day before.

In my job as a videotape editor,

it had been my task to edit fee

“on-line” dr final version of a 18-

piimite documentary OH our miss-

ing soldiers. ' \
The program featured a review

of the Ron Arad capture, inter-

views with the parents of

Zacfaaria Baumd, Zvi Feldman,

Yehuda Katz and YosefFink, plus
comments on the situationby for-

mer .
Prisoner of Zion Natan

Sharansky and a member of the

Israeli intelligence community.

To see the years erf agoify

etched in every fine on those par-

ents* feces was itself agony. Yet
the knowledge that it had been
necessary for them to develop

their own intelligence networks

and fly around the world them-
selves searching for answers in.

the cause offinding their missing

children was even, more unbear-

able.
. _ / . y

A dreadful series of mistakes,

delays, lost opportunities, and
lack of plain resolve on thepart

of.various governments has led to .

the virtual abandonment of these .

soldiers who wore their IDF uni-

form wife pride.

The facts today are clear, -

according to the vast amount of

information gathered by the fam-
ilies: Some of those boys are still

alive, held by people who proba-

bly believe that what they are

doing is right in furthering their

particular cause.

It’s the same kind of motiva-

tion, I guess, that compels some-
one to blow himself up on a

crowded street corner or ons, tak-

ing dozens of ordinary men and

women ami children along wife
him.

And certainly, given tire feet

that after 20 solid years of blood-

curdling international terrorism,

the PLO is now is fee process of
achieving its goals, the motiva-

tion might be that ifyou do what
they did and then “repent”, you’ll

get what you want, too.

SO -I looked at all those peace-

makers sitting around that hasi-
1

How many of the

peacemakers at

Sharm could get 1

Israel’s MiAs back?

ly-built table and wondered how
many of them could get our boys
(men new, after nearly 14 years

in captivity) returned home.
It’s a chance for fee bad guys

bolding them to turn into good
guys, and a chance for those 29
peacemakers to prove they can
put their money where their

mouths are.

They are in a position to make
deals, put pressure, and negotiate

for the return of our people. And
it would seem only logical that in

an era of peace and openness
some head ofstate out there could
make fee right contacts and get
results. But logic seems far
removed from the Middle East,

and it is particularly foreign to the

peace process.

Giving tangibles in return for

promises doesn’t cut it in too
many other places, but it’s fee

norm here. The release of prison-
ers held in Israeli jails, something
Arafat demands at every negotia-
tion and mass rally, is an excel-
lent example. They, are - or were
— a great bargaining chip.

We’ve released so many thou-
sands of Arabs who, but for their

bad aim, would be murderers.
Isn’t it time our giving govern-
ment finally demanded some-
thing tangible in return for all that
giving? Isn’t it time all of us
demanded that our peacemaking
prime minister give those tor-
mented families some peace at
last?

Anyone who had seen their tor-
tured faces and heard them
describe their daily nightmares
wouldn’t have been able to sit
and watch the “event” in Sharm
without wanting to jump up and
demand some “confidence-build-
ing” measures on. the PLO side
for a change.
Anyone who heard stories of

these families’journeys throughout
the Arab wodd would know what
ourgovernment already knows, but
apparently doesn’t act upon.
The PLO was one of the many

organizations holding some of
our soldiers. Arafat had Zacharia
BaumeFs dogtag, and be and his
friends know a lot more than
they’re telling.

So before the closure is lifted,

before the talks and the one-sided
gnring continues, how about it,

Shimon? Ask your friend Yasser a
favor, and bring the boys home.

The author is afreelance writer
who made aliya from the US six
years ago.
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a worried song
F OR the Israel Philharmonic

Orchestra, the good news is that
the bad news could be worse.

On the eve of its 60th season, the IPO
is again cutting back its subscription
series, and it is still heavily dependent
on guest artists who accept lower than
their normal fees or waive them alto-
gether.

“Of course I'm worried,” says IPO
general secretary Avi Shoshani about
the dwindling audience appeal of the
organization with which he has worked
for 23 years. “Rut to be really honest.
I'm not sure there is anything we can
do. Compared to [orchestras in] the US.
we are in good shape, but that’s no com-
fort at all. My gut feeling about the sit-

uation is not good.”
Two weeks before the IPO was to offi-

cially launch its subscription campaign
for the 1996/97 season, Shoshani was
finalizing the last details. But he was

How does
it sound
with the

* lights on?

thinking further into the future. Tm
working today on the 1997/98 and the
1998/99 seasons and even beyond that.
I already have dates for the year 2000
with pianist Radu Lupu for example,

4*

says the 48-year-old executive in his
tidy, spacious office at rhe Mann
Auditorium.
With the number of friends the IPO

and its music director 2ubin Mehta -
who is also turning 60 next season -
have around the world, one might think
that a few phone calls are all that’s

needed to come up with a great season.
It's not that easy, says Shoshani.
“We have budgetary constrains and

we must be very careful with them. The
bottom line is that several musicians,
not many, are not willing to come here
because we are not willing to pay their
full fees," he notes, declining to name
names.
Shoshani is not willing to go over

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

budget for any musician. “We are one of

the few artistic institutions that finished

the 1995 fiscal year without a deficit

My job is to try and get the best avail-

able artists within our budgets.

“Most of the Israelis who play with us

don’t charge any fee and this is true for

some guests, too, and not only the

Jewish ones. It is the way in which they

show their friendship andidentification

with the orchestra and with Israel."

INDEED the coming IPO .season fea-

tures familiar names like violinists GU
Shaham, Shlomo Mintz and Itzhak

Perlman and pianists Yefim Bronfman.
Maria Joao Pires and Murray Perahia.

Among, the instrumentalisis the only
new face will be that of Finnish pianist

Olli Mustonen.

“There are no interesting and impor-
tant musicians who do not come and
play with us,” Shoshani insists. “The
major problem is conductors.... Today's
music directors do very little guest con-

ducting."

There will be a few new conductors

on hand next season, including
Wolfgang Sawallisch and Sylvain
Camberling, but the IPO podium will be
graced mainly by such familiar faces as

jun'ichi Hirokami. Giuseppe Sinopoli,

Kurt Masur, Pinchas Steinberg and
Rafael Fruhbeck de Burgos.

After selecting the artists comes the

more detailed work of repertoire selec-

tion.

“Our first aim is quality." he says.

“But caking the audience into consider-

ation is not a dirty wordL After all, 60-70

percent of our budget comes from the

audience.”

Shoshani admits that the orchestra

would have probably refused- any vio-

linist wishing to play the Barber violin

concerto because it is not known here.

“But [Itzhak] Perlman wanted to play it

here this week and with him there is no

risk whatsoever."

The IPO records very little these days.

“We could record as much as we want-

ed if we would finance the recordings,"

says Shoshani “But otherwise we have

no recording contracts at the moment.

Only the Berlin Philharmonic and the

Los Angeles Philharmonic record end-

lessly these days, but they heavily sub-

sidize their own recordings.”

In contrast to the- average American
orchestra the IPO performs very few

“pop classics” concerts. “We did a few

attempts but we are debating within

ourselves whether it is necessary or not

and we have yet to reach a final deci-

sion.”

Then there is the operatic side of the

orchestra. In the coming season the IPO
will present a whopping four operas in

conceit. Mehta will end the season with

Puccini’s Turandot and before that we
will hear Sinopoli conducting La
Boheme, Steinberg leading Norma and

Ivan Fischer conducting Bartok's Duke
Bluebird's Castle.

Clearly, it would be much cheaper to

present symphonic programs. “But our

audiences want each and every concert

to be a celebration. We know that our

extra work and the extra budget are jus-

tified- We try to make sure that each

subscriber will get two operas and one

vocal concert within the 1 1 -concert sea-

son. The audience really wants it.”

NEW RELEASES
T1RZAH AGASSI

BRUCE Springsteen, who
scored a major comeback
with the title song to the

filzn Philadelphia, is up for an
Oscar again, but if he wins it’ll be
on the strength of the movie
Dead Mem Walking, rather than
his acoustic, narrative theme
song. For though he tells the

same tale of the relationship

between a nun and a condemned
prisoner, his version lacks

redemptive punch.

Music that supports a film

beautifully often doesn't make
much impact on its own. Here,

the eerie collaboration between
Pearl Jam from man
Eddie Vedder and Pakistani

vocalist and harmonium player
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan side-

stepped cliches, adding signifi-

cant depth to the screen images.

But taken straight up it. like the

rest of the album, is more bleak
than inspiring.

Tbp artists Johnny Cash, Lyle
Lovett, Suzanne Vega and Tom
Waits all contribute commend-

-

able pieces based on the film's

^ contenL-and message. ..

Nonetheless, the soundtrack

album Dead Man Walking
(NMC) plays second fiddle to the

main event

The opposite is true of tbe

sound track to Casino (Hed Ara).
Its producer, former Band-leader

Robbie Robertson, obviously had

a ball picking bis favorites from

tbe oldies but goodies back cata-

log. The result is a fun double

album that stands on its own. The
crazy mix includes everything

Feather or not,

he’s a dream lover
THEATER REVIEW

THE SWAN
By Elizabeth Eglof. Hebrew, Orly Kastel-

Blum. Direction, Sinai Peter. Set. Motshik

Josefov. Costmnes, CDa Lahai. Mnmc and

sound design. Sbosh Reizman. Movement,
Ruth Kenac. Lighting. Ychiel QrgoJ. Hebrew
tide, Habarbur. At the Theater Gub, Haifa

Municipal Theater.

The Swan

.

Kevin
Dora

Moshe Ben Best

....—.— Yoav Hyatt
MkhaJ Matityaha

"W THEN it comes to seri-

m/m/ ous, quality theater our

T smaller, unpretentious

stages regularly put the big the-

aters with all their costly, glitzy

trappings in the shade.

One such production is

Hasimta's The Island by Athol

Fugard played by Hanan Rosen
and Doron Shemesh (direction,

Shirley Abeijil)- In this intense

prison -cell confrontation, two
young actors and an unknown
director have a chance to realize

untapped and riveting dramatic

power, a boon rarely granted in

bigger theaters.

Another outstanding achieve-

ment offered in the intimate con-

fines of a studio stage is The Swan.
The creation of an up-and-coming

young American playwright, sen-

sitive direction mounts the poetry.The sound track for ‘Dead Man Walking,’ starring Sean Penn as a death-row prisoner, has much less impact as an album.

from' Mu^y^Siers' “Hootchie
CootchierMan” ;io the Moody-

~

Blues “Nights lit White- Sarin”

and Dean Martin’s. “You're
Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves
You.”
Along the way we get so many

pearls like Lee Dorsey’s

“Working In the Coalmine” and
Eric Burden’s “House of the

Rising Sun” that it is easy to for-

give Louis Prima’s pizzeria-

friendly “Angelina Zoom Zoom
Medley ” Though it does contain

some misses, the Casino sound-

. xra£k->saa, divestment rather than,

a gamble.
« Greek composer Vangelis won
his Oscar for the theme to

Chariots of Fire back in 1982.

Today his 1992 sound track to

1492 - Conquest of Paradise is

still on the chans.

Both of these rousing tunes plus

his hit collaborations with Yes’s

Jon Anderson are now out on
Vattgelis Portraits (Helicon;. The
waftingly pleasant, uplifting ret-

rospective may be too sweet and
vapid for some, but nonetheless it

will doubtlessly sell millions.

Awards are all very nice, but

most artists still prefer selling

those millions. Thus young
soul/R&B artist D'Angelo is

probably crying all the way to the

bank over having failed to win a

Grammy this year for Brown
Sugar <NMC).
Though critics are pushing it by

suggesting that he’s already in a

class with Marvin Gaye, Stevie

Wonder. Al Green and Prince, the

groove-driven album is a plea-

sure to listen to.

The potential heir to the throne

of souT music is a son of a
Pentecdsftfi- minister who got his

first big break in traditional style

with three consecutive wins at

Harlem’s Apollo Theater's

Amateur Night.

D'Angelo’s thoughtful lyrics,

silky falsetto and jazzy textures

may not be quite as innovative as

his renowned soul forebears, but

he's only 21 and there could plen-

ty more coming, including the

R&B Grammys he didn’t bag this

year.

.

psychic insights, and lyrical fanta-

sy bf the work in.a strode collage

.
of.the.surreal and realistic.

NAOMI POUPAI
Dora, the romantic, discontent-

ed wife of dull, dependable, unin-
t spiring Kevin, has a dream: a

aric and wounded swan has crashed

ovemeot, through the glass roof of her attic

Hebrew home. Slowly emerging from the

feathers is a naked creature, half

bird, half man. In her fantasy, it

lea Best metamorphoses into the dream
v Hyatt lover who will ravish her and real-
itityahu V7£. her suppressed sexual yearn-

ings.
0 sen-

The study of a woman's erotic

‘tious
self-discovery and sexual awak-

'e the-
eninE is treated with delicacy and

clittv
finesse hi a daringly dramatized,

modern version of the Greek

is
roy*-

r Athol
Rich in fantasy, whimsy, socio-

psychic suggestion, and spiritual

ection
mystique this sophisticated pre-

intense
sentation is further heightened by

1

two cunningly contemporary musical

known effects * a spare but suggestive set,

and the impassioned lyricism of

ated in Moshe Ben Best's Swan-man,
an intricately choreographed cre-

:hieve- ation, is ravishing in every sense,

ite con- The "ravished” heroine Dora is

? Swan, played by Michal Matityahu with

coming vividly evoked emotion in con-

nt, se£ trust to the cool, carefully placed

poetry realism of Yoav Hyatt’s Kevin.

1 fanta- For an .^vening of significant the-

collage" aterr lifts show is unreservedly

recomniended.
anft, . r?r. • •* ‘

:

Echoes’ resonates
DANCE REVIEW
IDORA SOWDENI

DOMY Reiter-Soffer’s latest

work for the Bat-Dor
dance company, presented

at the Noga Theater in Jaffa

(March 14), was a stunning com-
ment on our times- Nothing could
have been so tragically apt yet

eventually so strongly bracing as

this flow of images. Hedim
(“Echoes") summed up a lifetime

of searing reflections.

Reiter-SofFer is renowned as a

choreographer, painter and musi-
cian, and this work was no sur-

prise. He has helpers of course:

composers Beni Nagari, Amos
Elkana and, most conspicuously,

percussionist Chen Zimbalista.

wbo overdid tbe clasb and smash
from time to time, as though try-

ing to break the sound barrier.

There was one scene where the

dancers threw red lumps at a
.

screened figure. Yet the ending
was heroic and triumphant. The
basic message was: We will over-

come. But what made this perfor-

mance special was the way the

dancers brought it to life.

Tbe program of premieres

began with Gigi Caciuleanu’s

Lunaris. Under a crescent moon, a

tall, sleepwalking figure in white

slowly advanced while other char-

21st Century series: In diversity there is strength

THE second in the “Meet the

21$t Century” series opened

with Concordama by the

Russian-Tartar composer Sophia

Gubaidulina. The piece represents

remarkable continuity and unity

despite the diversity of melody,

harmony, rhythm, choice of instru-

ments and character of music

Gyorgy Kuitag's series of minia-

tures, including The Little Fix.

brought together the seemingly

incompatible piccolo, trombone

and guitar. Though one must admire

Kurtag’s perseverance in writing

concise miniatures (which often last

only a few seconds), these short

statements do not always carry a

meaningful message.
. .

Tbe great Italian Luigi

Dallapicolla (1904-1975) was rep-

^ resented by Convniato for sopranom
and chamber ensemble.

Dallapicolla is usually noted tor

.having synthesized tbe 12-tone

technique with Italian lyricism, but

what really counts is Dallapicolla s

message. His music is an unnnng

cry aeainst oppression and
injustice.

Completely different in style was

Arik Shapira's The Spiritual Man

is Mad . On a cloud of many short

sounds produced by two

Shapira superimposes a niajcsac

fanfare-like motif sung by toe

soprano and played by instm-

ments, which is repeated m vam-

tion form. Listening to this munc

one could easily imagine hearing

an ancient Greek orator a bibhcal

oronhet or a Martin Luther King,

^osoprano Lily Tuneb was pow-

erful in these two last works.

Finally we were transferred, in

Giya Kanchelli’s JfcP**

iJotum for chamber fsemble
® i taoe into the realm

of religfous spirituality. Kancbelli

t now rightly regained as oneof

[he greatest symphonic compeers

iSsajsm

who saved thou-

sands of Jews in the Holocaust -

was premiered by the Kibbutz

Chamber Orchestra, conducted by

Doron Salomon.

The lowest, barely-audible

sounds of the opening shakuhachi

solo - played by Yoshio Kurahashi

from Kyoto - erupting into explo-

sive energies, contrasted with the

interfering highest notes of the

strings. The oriental-percussion set.

struck sensitively by Micha Baram.

contributed asymmetric rhythmical

patterns. Kurahashi alternated sub-

tle and forceful playing, all the

while displaying a masterful com-

mand of this fascinating instrument.

Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. I

was played by Ohad Ben-An with

polished technique. He demon-

strated more youthful freshness

and vigor than gracefulness and

elegance, and his touch was occa-

sionally too hard and aggressive.

Delightful elasticity, sensitivity

to the typically Mendelssohnian

heart-rending melodic turns, gen-

uine sparkle - particularly in the

scherzo - and a full and homoge-

neous sound were displayed in an

orchestra] version of

Mendelssohn’s Octet.

Em Hahoresh Culture Hall,

March 12.

Ury Eppsteui

RARELY heard gems from the

Middle Ages, presented by The

Gothic Voices (tenors Steven

Harrold. Julian Podger. Leigh

Nixon, directed by Christopher

Page), in the Authentica senes,

opened musical windows so old

they seemed new.

Music from that time had none

of the conventional codes, such as

major, minor or chromatic tonali-

ties thar convey emotions.

Nevertheless, in this performance

human feelings - such as gnef

iPange mehs hicnmosmin. love

(L'amours dont sui expris). toe

dance urge M Jescrto vemens

)

and naughtiness iJe

I'aunier)
- became unmistakably

C
^The puritv and clariij of the

nosers' voices, the perfection of

Zh intonation and mteraciion.

their discreet yet disuna e*Pre\
“on of obvious or conc«.akd

meanings, and their attention to

Soe details, brought fasunat-

CONCERT ROUNDUP

ingly to life what could otherwise

easily have remained a dry, acade-

mic exercise.

Jerusalem Theater. March 14.

Ury Eppstein

THE Beautiful City Rhapsody by

the recently deceased Shlomo
Yoffe was the Israeli contribution

to the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra's Subscription Concert.

No. 7, conducted by Hungarian-

born Janos FursL It is a loosely-

knit. eventful piece in which abun-

dant. instrunierually colorful,

rhythmic and melodic ideas chase

each other in a way sometimes

reminiscent of the so-called

Mediterranean style and of

klezmer motifs.

Gershon Dembinsky, the soloist

in Mozart's Clarinet Concerto, dis-

played an easy, natural, delightful

flow, letting the music have its

own say without aspiring to osten-

tatious originality of interpretation.

Initial elegance led to a lyrically-

inspired. songful slow movement,
performed with loving care, and a

playful, light-winged rondo.

Fursi adopted a brisk tempo for a

lighthearted, basically convention-

al rendition of Beethoven's

Pastoral Symphony. In the peasant

dance and die storm the mostly

bright mood became more stormy,

leaving no doubt as to Beethoven's

intentions.

Jerusalem Theater. March J3.

Ury Eppstein

A prize-winning young Tel Aviv-

bom cellist named Gabi Lipkind

stepped in at short notice for the

indisposed French pianist Brigitte

Engerer at the Beersheba

Sinfooietta Classics No. 7 series.

He turned in a stellar performance

of Saim-Saens’s Cello Concerto in

A minor. Only 18 years old and

awaiting military service. Upland
already possesses a unique person-

al sound, virtuoso beanng, and a

full-fledged interpretive sense.

This sinfonietta played Mozart’s

“Haffner” Symphony vibrantly

under maestro Mendi Rodan’s
masterful direction. This was also

a stand-in for the scheduled Kurt
Weill: Symphony No. 2.

Schubert's “Death and the

Maiden” quartet touched up for

string orchestra by Gustav Mahler
is a kind of symphony. In relation

to the original chamber-music ver-

sion, it gains in sonority what it

loses in subtlety.

Beersheba Conservatory, March 16.

Max Stem

acters danced with the energy that

marks this choreographer’s inven-

tiveness.

Whether celebrating Jerusalem

3000 or tts own 30th anniversary.

Hora-JerusaJem gave the

Sherover Theater a special air of

gala (March 12). Dancers in

crinolines and tights circulated in

the foyer and others posed in stud-

ies from their dances.

The real business of the evening

was the series of healthy happen-

ings - old and new - on the stage.

These reflected the many strange

things that have spun the web of

Israeli folk dance.

Drive

Carefully!

Arrive

Safely!

•I :1 »,

LAST WEEK5 ON
WEEK CHARTS

#1 1 11
#2 4 19

13 NEW 1

#4 2 6
#5 3 10
#6 13 11

#7 8 4

10 6

W 12 5
#10 NEW 1

01J 9 13

#12 5 15
#13 16 5

#U 7 6
#15 6 25

VARIOUS ARTISTS
MADONNA
DREAMLAND
NICK CAVE
OASIS
RITA
VARIOUS ARTISTS
ABBA
STING
DANNY LfTANI

SADE
FILM SOUND TRACK
VARIOUS ARTISTS
SIVAN SHAVTT
ARKADI DUCHIN

TITLE

RABIN - GOODBYE FRIEND
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
BEST OF DREAM MUSIC
MURDER BALLADS
MORNING GLORY
GRAND LOVE
WALKING IN A DREAM
GOLD
BEST OF
DANNY UTANI
BEST OF
PRISCILLA
300% PURE DANCE
THIS BLUE-GRAY UGHT
ARKADI DUCHIN

Tower Records’ lop-selling albums far the previous week. RE - re-entry

Jerusalem Post

Travel Club

Details shortly

ANOTHER
JERUSALEM POST BOOK SALE
n A ’ A kl A kl A Books 9alore in En9|ish

HA ANANA at reduced prices.

Books and Puzzles

KFAR SABA
forchildren

Videocassettes

M
l* n ** s I %# H Many other surprises
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9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
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Shohat to act on Procaccia Report
THE government and Bank of

Israel will have to quickly react to

the findings of the Procaccia
Report, Finance Minister

Avraham Shohat said yesterday in

reaction to its publication.

The Treasury, banks and beads

of the country's two kibbutz

movements fear the six-volume

report, which alleges that the

banks overcharged the kibbutzim

for loans, will hinder Wednesday
evening's signing of the initial

supplementary arrangement for

kibbutz debt
At a Settlement Headquarters

meeting yesterday, kibbutz mem-
bers called on the kibbutz move-

ment heads not to sign the debt

deal until a system is established

for examining the debts, in line

with Procaccia ’s recommenda-

tions.

According to the report, if the

kibbutzim ’s debts are checked

over a sufficiently long period,

mistakes will be discovered which

will reduce the debt and even lead

to the banks owing the kibbutzim

money.
Shohat said he will give the

government his recommendations

on the Procaccia Report only after

it is checked by aU the relevant

bodies.
*1 will refer it to the govern-

ment only after the report has

been examined by the Bank of

Israel, which is in charge of the

banking sector, the relevant

departments at the Treasury and

the banks,” Shohat said. “Only

after I learn the report, the allega-

tions made and the legal and pro-

fessional reactions to it, will I give

my proposals on how to react

There is no doubt that this reports

demands a reaction.''

The banks said there is do basis

to the Procaccia Report’s accusa-

tions, adding that it does not

include any revelations that have

not yet been discussed in court

Prof. Yitzhak Swan, who was

commissioned by Bank Leumi to

examine the kibbutzim debts to

the banks, is expected to publish

bis findings soon. Bank sources

GAUT UPKJS BECK

said Swan’s report supports their

Haims.

Agriculture Minister Ya'acov

Tsur issued a statement demand-

ing the finance minister, supervi-

sor of banks and governor of the

Bank of Israel conduct an official

inquiry into the alleged over-

charging.
“The Procaccia Report raises

many questions concerning the

method of calculating interest

which must be given official

answers,” Tkur said.

“It is not possible to leave the

question of what parameters must

be included in interest calcula-

tions to negotiations between the

kibbutzim and the banks,” Tsur

said.

The team of lawyers headed by

Procaccia said in the report that

“the banks made errors in the

appropriate legal calculation of

the additions to the principal, like

interest and linkage differentials."

Tsur called on the Bank of Israel

Barron Chase Securities plans

to open regional office here
BARRON Chase Securities plans

to open a branch here as a basis

for its activities in the Middle

Bast, the company announced
yesterday.

Barron Chase, which operates

20 offices in the US - including

New York, New Jersey, Florida,

Atlanta, Colorado. Chicago and
Boston - specializes in offering

profitable medium-sized compa-
nies on US stock exchanges, as

well as bridge financing, private

issues, and mergers.

GAUT UPKJS BECK

The Israeli branch will be equal-

ly owned by Barron Chase and a

group of businessmen headed by

advertiser and businessman Rosy
Kol.

“Barron Chase has come to the

conclusion that the future poten-

tial of Israel and the Middle East,

in light of the continued peace

process - which is expected to

lead to rapid economic develop-

ment — justifies significant local

activity,” Barron Chase said.

Barron Chase president Robert

Kirk said the decision to open a

branch follows his visit here in

February and a thorough exami-

nation of alternative locations to

open an office in the region.

“I have no doubt that we will be

able to continue to issue Israeli

and Arab companies in the US not

only in the high tech area but also

industrial and commercial areas

that are in need of resources that

an American company can give.”

israel electric tauinnman

The Israel Electric Corporation

(hereafter “the Corporation”)

invites bids for the following projects:

* 1. TEMPER NO. 1084/96 .

...»
(

- .

r
„_ w ,! units of 550 MW each) -Foundations and lower Structure

v ' The project indudes e^piTK'i ,000 vertical supports, diameter 60-150 cm, total, length 27,000 m; carrying

;• ;etements'^0 and 80 crifitWcfe in^GYeraH area of approx. 2,600 m.lurbogOTerator foundations made

'• -jpfre^feed concrete various foundaltonsi^^^^rs; electricity chambers

•^•.Twexrtdikte (north , made of 5,000cu^m

i, approx. 2,C m
project Is i

Duration .tf contract 30 months.

h

2. TENDER NO.

Preliminary conditions pertaining to both tenders:

If.w.Vs.

To be eligible to bid for these tenders, interested parties mu&ftavejS.i^

Contractors Law 1969 (hereafter "the law"), class 100 Gimmei-5, (t$ be pfjasqh^*$en purchasing the&xtorj,

documents), OR an appropriate exemption from the Minister of Paragraph 14 Ateph^-V:

the above-mentioned law. -5 i;Ji ?

iL All the necessary documentation as required by tha Public Bodies CwiSads Law (Bookkeeping and Tax

Payment) 1976 (to be presented when purchasing the tender documents).
'

iii. Proven and documented experience and ability in constructing power stations run by coal or heavy oil.

iv. The appropriate financial basis for carrying out the projects, and compliance with all the existing obligations

according to the preconditions of the contract Bidders must prove, inter alia, personal assets of at least NIS 10

miiiron, by way of audited financial accounts from December 31, 1995.

v.A stamped bank guarantee linked to the consumer index for the sum of5% ofthe total bid (not including

VAT) as staled in the tender documents. The guarantee must be valid for 120 days after the last date for

submitting bids.

vi. Bidders must take part In a site visit of the project (date to be announced).

g.Ub^ttingbjds:

i. Bids must be submitted using the tender documents according to the conditions and instructions stated

therein.

ii. The tender documents and further information may be obtained from the offices of the Department of

Tenders in the Construction Division, 16 Hahashmal St, Tel Aviv (11th floor), Tel. 03-5678691/728, on
Sunday - Thursday, 7:30 am. - 2:30 p.m., until April 2, 1996.

iii. The cost of the documents for each tender is NIS 2,925,inc. VAT (This sum is non-returnable).

iv. Bids must be placed in the tenderebox at the Department of Tenders in the Construction Division, 16

Hahashmal St, s
Te) Aviv (11th floor), on Wednesday, May 29, 1 996, until 1 p.m. p

i. All workers involved in the project must have appropriate security clearance which will be approved by

the Corporation.

ii. The Corporation will not award both tenders to the same bidder. No one bidder win be considered the

most appropriate regarding both tenders, even if both bids, whether submitted individually or in

partnership, are the lowest

iii. The Corporation reserves tha right to enter into negotiations with parties whose bids are deemed

appropriate.

iv. The Corporation does not undertake to accept the lowest orany other bid.

Please note: in case of a discrepancy between the Hebrew and the English texts, the

Hebrew version will be binding.

y/'?/OM&pW/ja

to instruct the banks to positively

respond to the kibbutzim s

demands to receive past bank

statements.

He emphasized the urgency id

signing the supplementary

arrangement, especially for kib-

butzim situated in border areas,

which are in a threat of insolven-

cy.

He said each kibbutz can decide

whether to join the arrangement

or check its bank statements after

the initial agreement is signed-

The heads of the United Kibbutz

Movement and Hakibbutz

Ha'artzi have already decided to

sign the initial arrangement,

despite the findings of the

Procaccia Report. At this stage,

however, it is unclear whether

they will be able to go ahead with

their plans.

The United Kibbutz

Movement’s signing may be hin-

dered by Kibbutz Ma'ayan Zvi’s

request to Tel Aviv District Court

on Sunday to issue a restraining

order against the signing.

Hakibbutz Ha'artzi may be pre-

vented from signing the agree-

ment due to the decision of

Hakibbutz Ha’artzi’s board to dis-

cuss the issue tomorrow morning.

In the meantime, supporters of

the Settlement Headquarters,

which commissioned the

Procaccia Report and has long

contended that banks have over-

charged illegal fees to the kibbutz-

im, are putting pressure on the

heads to reconsider their plans.

Most of the opponents to the

signing are debt-ridden kibbutzim

which own land whose real estate

value has not been determined.

According to the initial debt

arrangement, the banks. Treasury

and kibbutzim will have 45 days

after the signing ceremony to

have it approved by the relevant

bodies.

At the end of the 45 days, batiks

and kibbutzim will sign a final

agreement, after which the kib-

butzim will have 10 months to

examine their debts and decide

whether to join the arrangement

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Economy grows 7% in ‘95: Figures released yesterday by the

Central Bureau of Statistics confirmed previous estimates that the

economy grew last year by seven percent, while the business prod-

uct expanded by 9% and average consumption rose by 5%.
Cumulatively, the economy has grown by 42% since the beginning

of the decade. Jerusalem Post Staff

10 industrialists receive award: The Manufactures Association has

awarded 10 veteran industrialists with the industry award for their

contribution to the local industrial sector.

The certificates will be officially awarded at the end of the month to

the following companies: Ma’abarot Food Products, Hameichal

Steamboiler Factory, Efral Wine Cellar, Laor Batteries, Levinstein

and Sons, Hatehof Tankers and Refuelers, Arad, Segev, Krausz, and

Karshio. Galit Lipids Beck

Africa-Israel Hotels, holders of the Holiday Inn franchise in Israel,

yesterday formally opened the Holiday Inn Eilat Patio and marked

the upgrading of the Eilat Holiday Inn to the deluxe Holiday Inn

Crowne Plaza class. Haim Shapiro

Scant hope of China joining World Trade Organization soon:

Senior trade ambassadors said they saw little prospect for major
movement in China’s bid to join the Vforld Trade Organization chir-

ing talks in Geneva over the next two weeks.And Beijing itself sig-

naled it had scant hope of any breakthrough, sending a team headed
by its senior WTO negotiator rather than the deputy trade minister

who has taken charge at key stages in the long-running talks.

Reuter

Fatah (foreign currency *&>&****)
3 MONTHS * BOOTHS ii**™

tfar)

U.S.

Pounfl - .
Garmon mart
Svriss trane (SF 200,000)

Van (10 rrfflon yertj
~

(Bates wry hlghor or Jowic Bwn tedtamd aeconflnfl to doppoH)

4300
49»
1375
0375

4.500
4.250

1.750
0375

49R
*500
2.128

Shekel Foreign Exchange
CHECKS AMD
TRANSFERS

SCO

Bates* (1&&96

)

us.
Gannon male
Pound storting

French fane
Japanese yen MOD)
Dutch florin

Swfesfrsnc
Swedish krona
Norwegian krona
Danah krone
Rnnhth Rtartc

Canadian deftar

AiaMfal dollar

& African rand
Belgian fm'SC 00)
Austrian scM&n (iqj

total Bra (1000)
Jordanian dinar

i pound

3J3673
2.0834
49908
05061
29BB3
1.8816

35194
3.1168
21171
4.7685
0.01 SO
29451
19817

BANKNOTES
Buy Sal

0.4558
0.4782
05391
06650
22517
25709
07810
1.0134
29620
19615

04832
04860
09478
06758
22881
2.4092

07836
1.0288
00088
19932

3.8579

Irish

39202
49167
2 5035

391
294
491
059

'

294
192
254
044
047
092
065.
221
233
0.70
099
291
192
497
097

3.17
215
494. .

063
299
192
297',
047

’ •

OW
056
099m r:

04882
39900

090
195
308
293;
436
095

432S5
”06124
28206
19745
29037
QASao
04818
03429
69688
22885
29881
07868
1.0206

475
242(100J

* Thau non vary accortflng to bank.

SOURCE BANK LEUM

499
255

19754
4,4406
09734
39846-
49745
24899
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Fertilizers and Chemical
Compounds suffers

NIS 234m. in net losses
COMPANY RESULTS
RACHELNEMAN

FERTILIZERS and Chemical
Compounds suffered net losses of
NIS 234.2 million last year, com-
pared with net losses ofNIS 3.4m.

in 1994.

Revenues rose to NIS 380-88m.
from NIS 351m.
Last May the company

announced its reorganization, fol-

lowing continued losses and the

purchase of controlling interest

(24.9 percent) in parent company
Israel Chemicals to Israel

Corporation of the Eisenberg
group.

Fertilizers and Chemicals is an
89% subsidiary of Israel

Chemicals.

Ongoing losses were blamed on
increased market exposure to

imports and investment in equip-

ment upgrades.

Fertilizers and Chemicals sup-

plies 20% of the local market,

with 60% of revenues stemming
from these sales.

Bayside Land Corporation
posted a 57.4% increase in net

profits to NIS 42^ million from
NTS 27m. in. 1994.

Annual revenues fell to NIS
146.18m. from NIS 162.17m.,
while earnings per share went up
to NIS 22.11m. from NIS 14m.
The drop in revenues was attrib-

uted to decreased income on
apartment sales, which dropped to

NIS 73.86m. from NIS 94.33m.
Revenues on property rentals

went up to NIS 5&24m. from NIS
545m.

Jaf On posted an increase in

annual net profits to NIS 19.16m.
from NIS 15.1&n.
Annual revenues went up to NIS

364.16m. from NIS 287.34m.,

while earnings per share rose to

NIS 0.60 from NIS 0.52.

The company, owned by Israel

Corp. subsidiaries Israel Cold
Storage and Shipping and Supply

(58%) and by Clal Industries

(22%), itself owns 74% of bever-

age manufacturer Jaf-Ora Tabori
During the repotted period, Jaf-

Ora Tabori and Kibbutz On Gedi
established two jointly held com-
panies; Em Gedi Mineral Water
and Ein Gedi Mineral Water (real

estate).

Cyclone Aviation Products
suffered net losses of NIS 15.7m.
last year, compared with net loss-

es of NIS 2.48m. in 1994.

Revenues went up to NIS 43m.
from NIS 38.4m.

Andrew Peck
Associates Inc.

Reach UlS. markeis
by phone or fax from
anywhere in the world

Direct Access
Our telephone and fax lines are always open.

We can assure you of fast, accurate executions

performed by our knowledgeable brokers. Join the

10,000 independent investors and money managers

worldwide who currently trade with Andrew Peck Associates.

£

Low Commission Rotes
Once you compare, why call anyone else? Andrew Peck Associates offer

Savmps in Size discounts for investors who trade 3,000 shares or more— pay

only 3 cents Listed or 2 cents OTC {minimums appfyy Even if you trade less,

we will save you money. Our option rates are just as competitive. And
Andrew Peck never hades against customer orders.

wo swosio 3000 ShietM soon sir«si

Amtm* Pock IOTQ 05 575 5100

Anfrnr Pack lUstnd) 5100 5100 5150

Charles Scfnvalr 066
' '• ' 5287 "$00“

MerriB Lyncft $577
—

$7230
• sim-

Soane: TUapboaequotes.MertSM

Personal Service
At Andrew Peck Associates, wc provide the special ircalmenl you are

accustomed to.We have been the leader in international discount brokerage

since 1979. Every broker is a partner in the company, with an average of 10

years’ experience. Most are Registered Options Principals-a distinction held

by only 4% of all brokers. We immediately execute your trade and provide

confirmation promptly.

For these reasons and more, Andrew Peck
Associates is the international investor's choice.

Tollfree numbers availablefrom many countries.

Call us today for our information kit and account application, or visit our

Web site at: httpV/wwwJtae hostcom/peck
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ANDREW PECK
ESSE e s ipjc
The International Investor's Choice

Newport Finauiaal Center, til Pavonia Avenue, Jersey Ciiy, NJ 07310

Phone 201-217-3500
Accounts Protected np to S25 Million

Fax 201-217-1913
Members NASD & SIPC
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Drive Carefully!

israel electric "inuinn iron

The Israel Electric Corporation

(hereafter “the Corporation”)

wishes to buy goods/services, as detailed below:

a

"A fax foryou"
ASyou wantW knowaboutyour

accounts, onpur ha, wmi5rmik$.\

&

Tender Mo. Description Cost (non-returnable)
of tender documents,
inti. VAT

543934 Sendees to permit the operation of an
ORACLE data screen MIS 936

v • \ Last date for submitting bids; March 31, 1996 (1 1 aura.)
|

i

PTixoDditknn;
' a. The provision of^guarantee, la the fisroi elf a personal check, for5% of foe Md totaL
b. f^clpatton in the tender fa aIso subject to AilflUing the precondlakms, detailed, in Section 6 (Alefi i# 2.

5 of tire Mandatory Tender Regulations 1393 (registration as required by law, compliance with applicable

*

standard spe^catians and the hokfing of pehnfts. for businesses and public bodies)! -

The tender documents taw te obrained ftom the Market Research and TendersDept* 1 1W fid-Yam,a tajfc. Sunday to ‘nmncfqr, bebreea and. 12 noon. The documents wfil be provided; on 'submitting a
receipt Showing payment at a branch of the Postal Bank. This fee is' rion-rehmiabie. ; - .

'

Payment slips for paying this'foe are obtainable at the above address - can 0*861 5455/4 . amt
Sales l/nlt at (he address given below. ^ ' ... .....

Before purchasing tttef^ ifecuments. jmngr perase them at the
Tendere Dept, at the ebove address, or at the Sales Unit 90 Reho, Yfeal Alon. Tei *»lu ».>., . v.

Enhance Bet. Hoor t. Tel. 0«65«79.
RMe mnef ha « « nOCOT- •*:

PWTC. In appropriate cases, the Electric Corporation will give preference to suppSers in accordance with^
toe ttandatory Tender Regulations (Terence forLocahy Produ^ Ouods. arffte

)>TTsn ACL DISCOUNT DANK

The right Is reserved to conduct negotiations where this is permitted by law
^^unotejneme ofa dteqepanqt Between the Hebrew and English tern, die Hebrew vardnn .uni

.

- 1

^ >.-V’ iv.

yfi ?/O/v0/&AwhA
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Key Representative Rates

Change

US dollar ...NIS 3.0900 - 0.00%

Sterling NIS 4.7255 + 0.10%

Mark —..... NIS 2.0963 -0.10%

"
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New York market indexes

aimteDtala

.

OJTisnsport

.

DJuaa
DJCorap

,

Lot Change

508431 +T9M
217181 *4102
. 214.8S +283
1B373B +2912
44282 +589

+6.41

34780 +48
B3049 +075
0S1.17 +074
5B4.7B +027

NYSEauda
UndNngad Mimn DMhM

Vokans 1

1611 772

2481OS
73365

Other stock market indexes

FTSE 1D0

Last Chang*

30688 +248

Tokyo Nfekof

S3
jPmm 67423 +2.18

Haig Sana WJbqc 106012 +4SL7
18481 +185

Israeli stocks in NY

Last Change

IffSE I AMEX
Am la Pap _»
ar.

5 626
. 0825

BtoTBctnology

Corral Cor* _
.7.1675
.1186

Huuam (BtoarodwrcJ

Bz Lnvud .

BzUvutl A

.

T.
pec

. 28125
„ 1176
—. 076

.8
10378
. 19.75

22873

+0875
+0
+0

-0.1B75

+0370
+00828
+0125

+0
-0125
+0876
•0129
-0376

NASDAQ / owHhn-countsr

ASAMOdsM £3
AWdbl 108375

4TH- Dknentfcn .

BVH
5875

.9
Coawem

.

.2176

ECS

1 Comm —
58125

.53
. 23876

EduOefl

18125
. 0875

Baade: Fad

.

EFH
Bbh

.
41125
. 1029

Bran

.

Eflhad Rotate .

M. Syfflan—
118376

.06

ISO .

.11873
. 2B

.
88878

HwinTacti
HoraCorar

10875
1.1873
8875

.040825

ns. .2.129
18.125
.0582

Rnd twFurri .

Koor bKta. _
.
11125
1025

Ur .8.8875

. 38

Moray .

Magic -
Opd

.075
- 18
- 12

OftnpTem
1375

.38875

Sdttx 148
3875

T-A.T. TOctafll .

Tara VI
TO

.
18825
.8825

TM

11.125
_ 1-25

+076
-00825
+0825

+0
+0375
+0825

+0
-075

+1375
-0125

+0
+0125
+0875
-0125

+00825
+0

•0125
025

*01875
+0125

•015825
. -0126
+003125

+0
-0828

-008376
•0125
+0125
-01876
-0375

+01875
+0

-025
-0375
-0125

-00325
+00625
-00825
4125

+0375
+0
+0

0125

. 3175
18875
— 138

+0375
+0

.
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Multi-sided trading
Two-sided trading

Commercial

Banks
Nan ntceKdV
MDavBK 19380
mdDsuOD
WflXPfD
Made 16280 U
MahkanC
OH 128248 -05
Tnoa 488
TradaC 15180

Mortgage Banks
& Finance
Marno Pries Kchg

TanCI

TMndUn
Yaad
YaadCI

Yas«
YUai
Yona

1857 -13
343
4208 -13

Dollar crossrates (US)

. .. r~ ’ c. •

S-tmnc

flpd
. ...

jKMuni PO -

3ft
1.1*5

Yam

CarGin 8pt*

iMMljCME) - OB4TC

jEnJuMOpfeE) - 0«»®

AiMOr
' 07737

3&Shttm (CUE) 077
53445
15823
1.8513
108848

\ ^ I 1
:

t *\ JutUuro
JunJuua

+0007
+03024
+0002
-03018
+00018
-03033

4.03
-1.716-005

-00058
+00031
+00007
+00005
-00073

•13
+00040
+03117

-031
00029

+053125
107

Libor rates

: r. - » ^

3 manta

.

BnOnta .

12 mortfts

3 mom
enwrt* -
12 Him®* •

3 moitf® -
anoraw

-

i2monta

.

3 monte -
8 manta -
12 mom
3 monte
B monta .

12 monfffl

SSVSSKKK-*
C^mmaiBck TVetagLM-
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Foreign financial daB courtesy of

OommStock Trading Ltd.

e
Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
SdMrfuai Fun*

34 Ben Yehuda St-

jertealem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826

Fa*. 02-244876,

US commodities

cocoa
|

CeUaair—j.
StHoait ,

SE

AMn
Cannai
CramCS
PkdUB
mnpMB
J tonC
JarnBnk
LeumMBfl
Utrlm/
TedatwB
TatahOH

430012
405 13
274

41187
82932 -03
1*130 08
16330
48854 08
5700 10

180487 13
187697 -03

Price JUhS

199 43
420
241
2111
8030
306
578 03
482 >13

9730 03
400 -23

ROUtxW
Barkan
Serai
SansS
Solan

Bhomw
SNmU

Financial

Ifl8tltutkm8

Insurance
Nm PricaKcng

flddm. 16230 13
mMABha 881 -13

a* SSi
sivar:

251 13
428 -10
385
218
1582 -13
1409 -13
909
830

2287
2051
878 -13

7948 -S3

1402

132.00 1.1

200
BIT -06

260
7140 -12
5800
290 03

10050 -00
4130 -12
1031 -S3

197.00 -06
537 -13
340

2050 00
317 -73
429

13630 07
214 -05
22S •04

14530
17000

03

504
945 -13

1140 -23

2*0 OlB

229
1900

18230

312 -OB
46.10 02
631 -S3

11730 -03
1130 -13
15430 -13
1196 -13
1001
388 -13
B76B
8860 -1.1

17330 -09
4820 -13
200
405 -13

1188

1974
1190

13830
1078 43
71S
255 -23

1882
7210 -43

1388 -23
488 02
802 -23

867 ZO

AFTERNOON

% Volume

Change Shams

Afro CL-
Afrtsr 283812
Agon 4860

-i5 i*
-1 5 102

7350
4.7 4800
12 1000
02 2100
-05

MORMNG
% Volume

Price dwigi Shame

551
3940
1500
429

330023

(mmstmant
Companies

204 360 -13
1537 -08 fetor 433

313
719 -13 SL

BOO
730
1220

-00

0150 1131 -40
10030 05 425 -05

247 114729 05
020 3460 -73
381

14
1051 -13

331 1.70

213 Azr 0C2 19130
10*50 1250
13700 Braude 039

nridr 5 . 1724

amis .. 1845

CoOp 2314
Oanbar 5 1838

Pnari gen ..... 800

MOO

12100
2600
2100
10580
15600
7000
56400
12600

05 15304
8044

02 11025
-2.1 43103
-15 68
-15 124

4578
-23 8160
-15 MSI
0L8 2457
-03 18863

37866
-13 9601

1029
3581
4624
13091

Money supply

report helps

keep TASE stable

DevtMB 17788
Dtednv 22078
EBiit 16437

Trade & Services
Mrao PrtraWtog

Bazstcwa
BndVWCi
BndWlfTC2
flcnOWrtn L
dzoo-i
aScam
CUCovC
Contra:
OoBaedi

as?
Dand
DarHocn

8030
1485
582 -13
412 -23

13480
770 18
boo

£948
1117 -03

11050
63S 103

19230 -13
05-50 13
212

14530 03
14100 0.7

2795

QanHadC
QmoMCl
Gnm
QmnttW2
Gruonag
HGICl
HGIW1
HGB1
Ugamai
InmunaS
LDQ+Or
Kind

Koptf
KopaiCI
Lkaz

44220 -15
25366 -05
224
257
1477 13
1901
220
1222 05
1600 02
048 -05
896 13

7730 03
356
201
275 -1.1

252
230

11230
451

1940 -102
12330 -01

15350 1.7

730 4.1

2S1
2810 -33
2690 -03
303 -12

5550
14250
10250

•13

972
992 -23

FerflO.I

FeucWWi
FbsJ
FniarCI
Ruarca
QtoolCI

GNnSab
CHXXW2
Gotan
Hasten

2189 43
1728 83

15150 -03
8630 13
an 03
1829 -33
216 -03

800 -18
837
last

11732 -13
11879 -13
5430 -63

17930
8798 -83
481 -02

10235 03
361
278
291 -23

813

10330
922
785 -13

2948 -43
S82J -03

ZtonCatt! 628
Zoharind 336 03

Property, Building

& Agriculture
tame Plteo%c3g

adori 1«»
S3?? 4.1

nndar 8190
facoM* ‘ 13830 04
panto «0

mm -13
218 03

2707 -03

775 43
11430
14930 03
2805 03

17030
17H7
209 03
5834
1778 42

F8UCMW5 7341

Rbi -43WI
Formula ^IMO
Fratkttl 35987
FrsflnIS 366S7
Fnaarom 841

17830 03
2730
952
381 -43

151.00 -23

18730 43
2640 42
238
5765

19100 43
488 -13

423
17430 43
17130 -23

433 43
844 42
1580 43
9130 ^l
9130 42
18530
1808

MalEtai
Modal
Mcmucvl
IfceataS
Nan
NagCamm
Natural
NairnAS

14830 03
1737
1722 -23

33X
Z798 03
1224
879 42

6150 41
274 04
374 -13

12150 -04
1179 45
1008 -13
1285 10
838 15
730 49
8*9 43

25823
2*2 -12
810
585 43

1053
008 43
494 -12
264 23
298 SI

' 270 44

AaaraaCl
AzcapCi
Azotnop
Bm—Toni
Bamnol
BaydftG
BayMdCl
BanYtaKv
BenYMOWI
BeAVhraCmm®
BLNTTN
Caearasi
CoMnOav
Conbat

3SU
DanKnatC
Baffin
Outar
Ew*
Qazft
Gazcnn
OakBku
GWHousC
bare
tSTBUm
StWomC
brand
lamMLS
arasi
icre
Joyaaun
jonian
Laznddi
LazrtCl
Iaw*
LtfBhtl

UbnzS
Lumn
UMtsnl
MaBwC2
MaBxil
UMJri2
ukuaia

13430
J83-00
1190

17730 43
19830 03

sea 13
838 -13

15130
130
824 43
220
278
506 -13
1842
464

25284
27*11
1828
208

12100 03
2088 -12
1329 43
3542 -1.7

373
1425
647 45

1341 42
17430 03
13830
495B 03-

Hronfi
local

r« r*
JontCl

JoMCIA
Koraram
KM
Wagon
MagmS

7013
743 49
207

18130 13
18930 03

396 -53
18630 43
1901

1B£5
7100 47
834

1730
7819 -33

11030 46

—
tafCoipS 20010
taCtwm 259
10B - 1183

209
2072 -13
1794 45
220
204 06

*200 48
4*52

12130 103
429

18830 -19
13830

276
201

13830
1007 40

StfnOov 1527

SoostB 1*78

SooiraC 13330
SoortM 5830 -73

SAPMHASF- 913

tSci 201 03
TnafiHmr 8230 13
IJrfco 4348
TOMil 9130 47

OH Exploration
Nome
MQNt 685 -12

PARALLEL UST
Trade & Services

Property, Buikflng

tamo Prt*»Ag

Gmaci 307
ScancteC 1U30I
UnfeamGI 17230

Industrials

tame Ptteftdia

ManCl 1B7JO
rmraffll 202 03

11230
PQtoOflC 17830
tStmA M8JS0

Makhtuft 1W7
Malbu5 7B3
Marian SSO
Maritl 1359

Mastnv -"®MSdUV ——
Mehadrin 7823
MekEzra ~3S2
Misrikan 29974
MMah 1454

-1.7 10000

05 2700
2-2 680
-13 800

05 a«ao
15 4070

1260
-35
•05 1280
-2L0
-15 250
-15 BO
-05 1800

32 600
07 100
3.7
-15
-15 488000
0.7 3060
05 90000
-3.0 2970000
05 1380
-25
02 307500
02 183200
-02 5860
-02

1.7 68000
15 22500
-15
05 14M0
-05 162000

1.0 34200
-05
-15 18000

05 460

02
02 220
•15 35100

881
BIOS
1588
1™
1827 20M2
2268 .

-2-0 3534

1936 -45 207

896 -3J0 8779

588 2036

8681 2D 1684
17788 -1J> ,300
21968 140
16*37 15 3393

13848 2002
1225 45 Z749
11788 -05 3282

1159 40 16904

7360 -1-2

43168 -!£
1995 -03 4703

35716 -13 724
36583 in
Ml -S3 16382

7875 -13 1026

456 -0-2 84811

9287 03 4752
«m 47813

-532682726
03 ion
-23 1389
-04 146774

31962
4577

-02 30170

MtiHock-
NtfoflDS -»
Wcffl -Wg
Oc8 7224 -13

-05
-13
-23
-33
13
-33
-03
-13
-23

11400
1400Q
450
900

20900
200

SetePump JM
Shton 11001

St9fll —225
SnanB
Tamhoue .686
Tompol - ---1313
Teva 117530

TAPS 1305
Uxrian o. 458

Yung 329

13 22680

33 12000
-13
07 1213

-33 _
0.7 3800
-12 35200

17
23104
20010

257
1180
5431
920
1005
789
763
355
583

26601
401
1918
783
550
1359
402
7823
552

29974
1454
960
23 880058

4143 -03 1804

7224 -13 1514

439 21282

2003 2060

10047 -23 555
2058 -83 1100

1676 10668

8393 -33 304

1623 -03 37715

Tffy -13 1606
260 -23 30416
283 53279

11001 433

225 88936

7239 1621

686 -03 15846
-13 2175
-13 1335
-23 17086

2020
-13 51530

0.7 70454
1.1 18110
-1.0 32in
-03 6870

61246
15020

03 7458
-1.1 0960

14254
29104

03 3143
03 5813
03 400
-13 4500

son

14100 04
012

12100
2170-110

-.1048 -OJ
:s!aoo -5i7 r

"

- 91.30

))| ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

A+E* &V Nfctw ft» <*V N""

NEW YORK
AM
AMP Inc 411»
AMR Cop WA®
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TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

TWo-SIdad Index

SHARE indexes finished little

changed yesterday as a report

showing a steady money supply m
February offset investors’ con-

cern about faster-than-expected

consumer-price inflation.

The Two-Sided Index fell 0.19

percent to 198.74, while the Maof

Index slipped 0.0496 to 208.56.

The most active issue on the

exchange for a second day was

Koor Industries Lt<L, np 0J% on

NIS 63 million of shares traded.

Some NIS 67m. shares traded

across the exchange, 1496 below

: 1935 -0.16

. 1215 -1

LMlwtoppn.
- - ChmiLyoonErara

Median B.
Mm*rac ,004

Pranodl
Hfcaal -

SSSataht

Tetai

Maof Index

average daily trading of

NIS 78.4m. this month. Three is-

sues fell for every two that rose.

Teva fell 0.75% on about half

of Root’s volume. Teva CEO Eli

Hurvitz is to face questioning

during an inquiry into possible

tax evasion at a former subsidiary

of the drag maker, the Justice

Ministry said.

The Ml money supply rose

0.1%, a “quite satisfactory”

number, said Idan Azoulay, who

ipanagea about $65m. for BLT
Securities in Tel Aviv

.
(Bloomberg)

FTSE boosted by

advance on Wall St,

LONDON (Renter) - Shares re-

bounded from Friday’s sharply

lower finish, ending a quiet ses-

sion moderately higher helped by

advances on Wall Street, dealers

said.
. , .

However, ahead of a busy

week for economic data, activity

remained muted. By the dose,

the FTSE had added 24.8 points

to 3,669.6.

FRANKFURT - German

stocks ended floor trade margin-

ally higher in lackluster dealings,

traders said some interest in se-

lected chemical stocks but cash

volumes remain moderate, fu-

tures dictating trend.

The DAX Index ended np 4.93

points at 2,463.16. In post-bourse

trade the DAX Index stood at

2,47255 up 14.55.

Dow Jones posts sharp rise

NEW YORK (Reuter) - The

Dow Jones industrial average

gained more than 80 points yes-

terday amid a contoured .drop m
long-term interest iatts.

: Shortly after 3 pin: EST, the

Dow was up 80.21 points, or 1.4

percent, at 5,665.18, passing

its record dosing high of 5,642.4z

set on March 5.

The New York Stock Ex-

change’s limits on program trad-

ing were activated when the in-

dex lost 50 points in early

morning trading. In the bond

market, the yield on the Trea-

sury's 30-year bond fell to 6.71%

from 6.74% on Friday.

Until the US switches its clocks for DoyBght Saving TtoA to »«w

Jones results published in the paper will be from 3 pjn. New York

- MARK STERLING YEN SFr FFr

HARK __ 04418122 7151/84 0.8088/72 X419702

STERLING 22618/28 — 162^3/55 15244/72 7.7322/18

YEN 15817/28 0.6151/58 — 1.1229M4 4.7580/41

SFr 12354BB 05473/81 8857/02 — 42348/07

FFr 02923/25 0.1292/93 2058/03 02358/82 —
Pricrai tram 2330 local &*

PLAN
(Continued from Page 1)

the Likud and Ehud Olmert,

Shiran said. “Beilin never gave

this academic research, which he

has nothing to do wife, to Hiisch-

fdd or Pundak ofto any Palestin-

ian. Beilin and the Labor Party

believe that, as part of any nego-

tiated settlement, Jerusalem will

remain under Israeli sovereignty

as the capital of Israel.”

Among the experts who put to-

gether the report were Jerusalem

Institute director Rami Fried-

man, former Foreign Ministry di-

rector-general Reuven Merhav,

and dty planner Yisrael Kunhe.

Sources involved in the project

said the report has undergone

several revisions.

Friedman confirmed the report

was “turned over to the decision

makers” in the government, as

well as to opposition members.

He said a first draft was finished

over a year ago, and revisions are

expected to be completed m sev-

eral months.

Friedman denied the report

was done for the Foreign Minis-

try. Sources involved in Ihe pro-

ject, however, said the ministry

had asked specifically for the Je-

rusalem Institute to prepare a re-

port on posable solutions to the

Jerusalem qnestion.

Among the divisions consid-

ered are autonomous Palestinian

boroughs in eastern Jerusalem,

similar to those proposed a de-

cade ago by former Jerusalem

mayor Teddy Koilek.
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dered. The underworld was

shocked when it was revealed

that Haraii had provided police

with evidence on Zecharia’s mur-

derer in return for the dosing of

pHrninal flies against him*

Harari’s brother, Yossi, is also

a known criminal who has spent

much of his life in prison for ex-

tortion, -robbery, and violent

dimes.

Harari’s evidence led to the ar-

rest of a suspect who has since

been charged with Zechaiia’s

murder- When the news he had

turned state’s witness was fol-

MURDER
lowed by threats to his life and

those of his family, Harari

changed his mind; but since po-

lice already had sufficient evi-

dence, the charges against Ze-

charia’s alleged murderer stood.

Detectives often arrest mem-

bers of both gangs following re-

ports of shots fired in the adja-

cent Pardess Katz and Ramat

Amidar areas of Ramat Gan and

Bnei Brak. Yesterday police

rounded up several suspects who

presented alibis and were later

released. .One detective said it

would probably take some time

before foe murderer is canghL

(Continued from Page 1)

vf Cora . S0125 -026
Comratocfc 1Mh«UA

ing Syrian refusal to condemn foe

bombings. There is no expecta-

tion of progress on that track be-

fore elections are held in Israel on

May 29.

In a related matter, Itim re-

MOSSAD
ported that Golan Regional

Council chairman Yehuda Wol-

man announced last night that, in

a meeting with Peres yesterday,

agreement was reached on the

completion of infrastructure for

350 new housing units on the

Golan.

•i**
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Mac. TA Taylor: Cricket is breaking down

increases

league lead
RICHARD ZAACKS

MACCABI Tel Aviv defeated
hosts Maccabi Rishon Lezion 99-

92 in the only National Basketball

League action last night.

Oded Katasb scored 26 points in

another fine all-around game to

boost Maccabi's record to 17-1

and give the team its largest lead

of the season - three games over

Hapoel Jerusalem.
Rishon. which fell to 11-7.

failed to take advantage of the

chance to leapfrog over Hapoel
Galil Elyon into fourth place.

Rishon opened the game well,

holding on 18-11 advantage after

eight minutes, thanks in large part

to strong play by James Gully.

But Brad Leaf and Motti Daniel

entered the game and spurred a

16-4 run to recapture the lead at

27-22 with only six minutes left in

the half. Rishon's Brian Oliver

responded by trying to turn the

tide, scoring his first points of the

night and adding six more before

the break.

But the Maccabi sreamroller

continued unabated, as the

defending champions raced into

the locker rooms with a 4S-34
advantage.

Rishon kept Maccabi in its

sights throughout the second peri-

od. as Oliver scored 19 second-

half points.

But the hosts were playing with-

out injured forward Kobi Balul.

and Maccabi continuously

exploited the defensive hole up

front to rebuild the lead.

Rishon's last thrust came with

1 :20 remaining, as Gully scored a

basket to cut the margin to 92-87.

But the hosts were then forced

to foul, and Leaf and Doron
Jamcbee made six consecutive

free throws to seal the victory for

Tel Aviv. For the winners, who
played without the injured

Radcsav Curie the entire second

half, Katash had 26 points.

Chambers 17, Leaf 16, Nadav
Henefeld 11. and Daniel 10.

For Rishon. Oliver and Gulley

both had 27.

National Basketball

Maccabi Tel Avtv

Hapoel Jerusalem
Bnel Herzfiya

Hapoel Ga«i Elyon
Maccabi Rishon
Hapoel Safed
Hapoel Hoton
Hapoel Tef Aviv
Hapoel Eilat

Maccabi Jerusalem
Maccabi Ramai Gan
Hapoel Gvat

u?r L Pts.

17 1 35
14 4 32
12 6 30
11 7 29
11 7 29
8 10 26
6 10 26
8 10 26
6 12 24
6 12 24
5 13 23
2 16 20

Red Wings clinch

Central Division

LAHORE, Pakistan (Reuter; -

Australian captain Mark Taylor

has warned cricket's rulers that

they must act decisively or risk

the game sliding into chaos before

the end of the century.

Taylor believes the sport is fac-

ing an uncertain future at interna-

tional level unless controversial

subjects such as bail-tampering

are addressed by the International

Cricket Council {ICC) without

delay.

“I think the game’s breaking

down,” said Taylor, after his side

had been well beaten by Sri LanJta

in Sunday’s World Cup final

which featured two teams with an

acrimonious relationship in recent

months.
“There's a lot that has to be

looked into at the moment. Things

like ball-tampering, throwing and

all the things that have created

controversy. We've got to stop

sweeping them under the car-

pet...if we don’t we’re going to

lose this great game.”
There have been a variety of

incidents around the world in

recent years, including bribery

allegations against Salim Malik

when he was Pakistan captain and

a London court case in 1993

involving Sarfraz Nawaz and

Allan Lamb which dragged the

thorny issue of ball-tampering

into the public domain.

The ICC’s Australian chief

executive David Richards has

admitted the world body lacks

disciplinary powers.

The Council met in Lahore on

Monday to frame recommenda-
tions for its annual meeting in

London during the English sum-
mer, and Taylor feels it is increas-

ingly time for action not words.

‘Someone has got to put their

hand up. All the various countries

in the world have got lt« give

someone the power. If that means

the ICC, then let it be the ICC." he

said.

“Someone’s got to do it because

we can't sweep these things under

ihe carpet any longer. It's going to

break die game down to the detri-

ment of everyone.

-We’ve got to make sure that

some of the things that happened

at the start of the tournament don’t

happen again.”

Taylor said the captain's meet-

ing before the World Cup had

been an important step in the right

direction.

""We have to get things off our

chest. If everyone does that and

gets everything out on the table

we can right the wrongs and gel

on and make this a better game.
“1 certainly hope the ICC listen

to us. If we don't do anything

about it. the game will break

down and people won’t want to

watch it any more,”

Australia's decision not to play

their World Cup group game in

Sri Lanka for security reasons

made the team a target for abuse

the moment they arrived on the

sub-continent, and Taylor admit-

ted it had made his side's job more
difficult.

“We came over here under a

real cloud of controversy. There

were various former Test crick-

eters telling us we should be

banned for a year, there were oth-

ers saying we shouldn't be

allowed to play in the tournament.

As for the final. Taylor insisted

there had been no significant

problems between the sides. “I

always shake hands after the

game. Whatever gripe 1 might

have I always shake hands” he

Inbar
sails into

7th place

HFATHER CHATT

BEARER OF BAD NEWS - Mark Taylor says if problems in

cricket aren’t soon addressed, die game wiD ‘break down.’ (Reuter)

said. improved a hell of a lot They’ve
Taylor agreed Sri Lanka’s win now got a game plan which is

was good for the world game. “In based on positive batting and
one-day cricket, they’ve defensive bowling”

Australia beats Israel in World Bowls tourney

DETROIT (AP) - The Detroit

Red Wings clinched the Central

Division title Sunday, getting a

goal and an assist from Igor

Larionov to beat the Calgary

Flames 4-2.

The Red Wings, the only NHL
team to even clinch a playoff spot,

won their sixth straight and are

KM in their last 11.

Chris Osgood stopped 26 shots

for his 12tb straight win and
remained unbeaten ( 17-0-1 ) in his

last 18 starts. Osgood was looking

for his sixth shutout of the season
until Theo Fleury scored at 13:30

of thfr third period.
• Sergei Fedorov, Keith Primeau
and Nickias Lidstrom scored the

other Red Wings goals while
Darren McCarty added a pair of

assists.

Blackhawks 5, Islanders 1

Tony Amonte scored twice on per-

fect passes from Jeremy Roenick in a

1:24 span of the second period for

shorthanded Chicago Blackhawks.

Ed Belfodr made 26 saves for the

host Blackhawks, who have won three

consecutive games - each by four

goals - since snapping out of a 1-7

skid. The winning streak coincides

with Belfour’s return from a back
injury. He has a 9-0-3 career record

against fee Islanders.

Brent Sutter, Keith Camey and Jeff

Shantz also scored as Chicago won
despite playing much of the game

SUNDAY'S RESULTS:
Ottawa 5,Tampa Bay 0
Washington 2, DaDas 1

Toronto 4, Vancouver 2
Chicago 5, N.Y. Islanders 1

Detroit 4, Calgary 2
Florida 3, New Jersey 0
Philadelphia 8, San Jose 2
Anaheim 5, St Lotus I

Colorado S, Edmonton 1

without All-Star defenseman Chris

Chelios, leading scorer Roenick and
second-line wing Murray Craven.

Nildas Andersson scored for the

Islanders. Zigmund PaJffy’s goal-

scoring streak ended after seven

games: it was (he NHL's longest this

season.

Senators 5, i .jghtnmg 0
Damian Rhodes recorded his sec-

ond straight shutout, as host Ottawa

set a franchise record for victories.

The Senators, who entered fee

league for fee 1992-93 season,

reached their 15th victory in 68
games. They won 14 games in 1993-

94. -
. —

Rhodes stepped 30 shoes, inducing
14 in fee second period.

EASTERN CONFERENCE'
Atlantic Division
W L T 79 GF GA

N.Y. Rangers 36 19 14 86 241 193
Florida 36 24 9 81 227 200
Philadelphia 34 21 13 81 232 181
New Jersey 3226 11 75 181 163
Washington 33 28 8 74 195 180
Tampa Bay 3227 10 74 203 212
N.Y. Islanders 20 40 8 48 198 265

Northeast Division

Pittsburgh 41 24 4 86 308 237
Montreal 3327 8 74 222 209
Boston 32 28 8 72 234 229
Hartford 29 31 7 65 200 216
Buffalo 27 35 7 61 202 214
Ottawa 15 50 3 .33 161 246

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T 79 GF GA

y-Detrait 52 12 4 108 263 150
Chicago 3623 11 83 239 187
St Louis 3027 12 72 189 199
Toronto 28 31 12 68 207 216
Winnipeg 2935 5 63 233 252
Danas 22 35 12 56 194 231

Pacific Division

ISRAEL’S trips lost its first encounter against

Australia 15-12 in a nail-biting contest at the

World Bowls Championships yesterday.

Thirty national teams have converged for the

quadrennial tourney with Israel entering the

arena with an overall third-place finish in

199Z including the gold medal in the trips and
the bronze in fee singles.

The trio of Jeff Rabkin. Leon Blum and

Lawrence Mendelsohn started off in grand

style to take a 7-1 lead at fee end of fee fifth

end. Then fee Aussies caught fire, leveling at

NORMAN SPIRO

ADELAIDE

S-all at fee life end and going ahead 11-8 at

the 13th. Israel rallied fora brief 12-11 lead at

fee 16th. but fee Australians finished hard to

win.

In fee pairs. Chaim Miller and George
Kaminsky overwhelmed fee hosts to win 33-5.

Scotland, which won fee pairs gold four years

ago. scraped through 21-20 against South

Africa.

The trips play Kenya and Guernsey today

while fee pans take on Western Samoa and fee

Norfolk Islands.

Rabkin will tty to improve upon his singles

bronze medal by taking on South Africa’s for-

midable Neil Burkett; and Mendelsohn will

skip the fours together wife Miller, Kaminsky
and Blum. •

Australia has the decided advantage, playing

on home territoiy which offers one of the

world’s fastest greens.

THE Ami* Inbac/Gal Friedman

struggle for supremacy contin-

uedyesterdayon the second and

last . day of the World

Windsurfing Championships

preliminary rounds in Haifa. •

Competing against the

world’s best, Inbar finished first

in both his sails In an odraordk
nary display ofmastery over the

waves.
Inbar is now lying in seventh

.

place overall while his Olympic
rival Friedman is just one notch

bdov him.
Friedman, whose first day

score slotted him into 47th place
against Inbar’s 26, also per-

formed brilliantly yesterday,

ending his two.races in second
and sixth places.

His eighth place' is indeed
creditable bat based on their

previous encounters, Friedman
must beat Xnbar by two places

to be awarded the one Olympic
berth.

_ :

Inbar, on the other hand,
needs to lead Friedman by one
place only.

New Zealand’s Bruce Kendal
retained his ovenrigbt general

lead while his .sister Barbara is

second among the women.
Hollands Martin Van

Geemen and Jean de Chavfiny
from France lie behind Kendal.
Maud Herbert 'from France

continues to lead among'the
women while Mfchal Hein and
Sivan Yoseffinished In 33rd and

All
P
the , windsurfers have a

free day today before the top 60
men proceed to tomorrow's
final rounds which continue
until Saturday.

A minimum of five races bave
to be sailed over the four final

days.
These results, together with

half of the scores from the pre-

liminary rounds, minus the

worst result, iriU comprise the

eventual result of each partici-

pant. •

Israelis, can now watch cricket with the best of them

Colorado 39 21 10
Vancouver 2729 15
Calgary 28 30 11
Anahdm 2736 6
Edmonton 25 37 7
Los Angeles 21 35 IS
San Jose 1649 6
y-cfinched dhrtslon title

x-cfinched playoff spot

88 277 202
69 245 245
67 207 206
60 195 215
57 198 281
57 223 263
38 218 312

?i 7 *£ 3?:SS

IT’S happening again, V can "feel

fee cold turkey setting in.

After nearly five weeks of hav-

ing been linked to fee TV set

almost as if it was an extension of

my own body, it’s time to put fee

set aside once again, as fee easily

explainable addiction is toned

down to oaly mild bouts of

extended viewing.

This cricket World Cup marks a

milestone for my TV viewing.

Four years ago, during the previ-

ous competition which took place

in Australia and New Zealand. !

bad my first heavy dose of Star

TV's cricket coverage. And while

then. I had to travel out of town to

actually believe chat cricket could

be viewed in this remote corner of

fee globe, now. it has become an
almost foregone conclusion feat

these types of events are a regular

part of ourTV lives.

While cable television was
introduced to Jerusalem towards

the end of fee 1991-92 World
Cup, my wait was a little longer.

But from fee moment Star TV

entered my home. 1 was ready to

enter a new life mode. At this

World Cup. most of fee matches

started during fee early hours of
fee morning and ended in the

afternoon. The day/night matches

made things a little easier on fee

biological clock and as wife fee

final on Sunday, the match began

at noon and ended after S pm. It

has been a pleasure, as always, to

watch cricket. Even if it is not fee

purest and most intriguing kind.

The Sri Lankans won everybody's

hearts and thoroughly deserved

their victory, earning fee title of

world champions of fee one-day

game in fee most spectacular

fashion imaginable. There was no
fluke in fee victory, with the

islanders’ extravagant stroke play

and darmg tactics dealing out

poetic justice on fee arrogant

Aussies, who caused them much
hardship Down Under and then

added insult to injury by refusing

to play in Colombo for security

reasons.

The final at fee Gaddafi

ANALYSIS

ORI LEWIS
Stadium in Lahore, Pakistan will

be one feat not only the 17 million

citizens of Sri Lanka will remem-
ber, it will also be recognized the

world over by millions of others

who have seen a sporting minnow
turn into a rampant tiger.

Perhaps Libyan leader

Muammar Gaddafi can also take

pride in having done something
good for humanity, for a change.

The stadium was named alter him
when Libya helped ease Pakistan's

collapsing economy in 1974.

In general, matches were played

at exciting venues wife superb

stadia, particularly in India, where
fee almost crazed chanting specta-

tors turned fee matches from
sedate cricket into a real happen-
ing. When fee big sides played,

particularly India and Pakistan,

fee atmosphere was palpable; fee

matches appeared more like a soc-

cer encounter between Brazil and
Argentina at fee Maracana

Stadmnagrar River Plate.

It is only a pity feat fee Indian

supporters in Calcutta forced the

abandonment of the semifinal

between their side and Sri Lanka. I

only hope that fee plague of vio-

lence which is much more appar-

ent in other sports does not become
a more regular feature in cricket.

Other sports, though, would do
well to observe match referee

Clive Lloyd’s actions. After halt-

ing proceedings once for 20 min-
utes. he then ruled that fee home
team would have to forfeit fee

match because their fans were
endangering the opposition's

players. Sri Lanka was going to

win anyway, but this kind of
forthright action, in which plain

on-the-spot punishment is deliv-

ered, is something FIFA, in partic-

ular, should consider adopting,

instead of dabbling with ridicu-

lous rule changes.

Perhaps if Betar Jerusalem was
to be slapped wife a defeat and a
subsequent loss of three valuable

points every time its fans misbe-

havethen fee managemfent^woi^d- ^
n’t have to appear at theIFA disci-

plinary committee every week.
TV coverage from fee various

venues across fee subcontinent

was fairly uneven at the beginning

of fee tournament and added fea-

tures such as the stump vision and
super slo-mo were not available

for every match. More important-

ly, the third umpire did not always
have enough cameras to aid him
in making a ruling on line deci-

sions and this was no more evi-

dent than when Sanafi Jayasuriya
was dubiously adjudged run out in

fee final. Such mishaps are certain

to force organizers to think harder

for future competitions.

The next World Cup takes place
in England in 1999. 1 have every

intention ofbeing there, at least for

a part of the tournament. But in

keeping wife tradition, I know it is

highly unlikely feat I will see
England take the trophy. The home
team has never yet won the World
Cup and on its showing this time, it

certainly doesn’t deserve to.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VATi
Single Weekday • N1S 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 worts
(mlnimum).each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for TO words (minimum), ear* additional
word - NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minirmim), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
wort - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon foe day
before pubficadon; for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Av|v and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon 2 days before publication: for Friday
and Sunday. 4 p.m. Thursday in Tef Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in I

DWELLINGS
General

HOLIDAY RENTALS
PLEASANT HOUDAY APARTMENTS
for rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, best lo-
cation. Tel, 03-9682070,03-9660512.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals* Bed and breakfast" P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. Tel 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
7-ROOM FULLY FURNISHED, ko-
sher, cottage, 3 bathrooms. Close to all

amanMea. August Matte Adumfm, $800.
TM. 02-422-1 (Shutamft).

CENTRALLY LOCATED, LUXURI-
OUS hotel suite, 2 room, balcony. Break-
fast included, short-term. Tel. 02375-794.

HABITAT,TEL. 611222, PESACH pe-
riod. quality apartments In good areas.
Phone Channa.

RENTALS
GERMAN COLONY- (ITALIAN CO-
LONY) Luxury, 2-6 rooms, fumishedftin-
fomisHed. Long term possible. 'Israbuikr
Taf 02-666571.

SALES
JTAUAN COLONY- Hildesheimer Hats-
wa Street luxury apartments, 4-5. balco-
nies, basement garden, parking. Tel. 02-
617866.02-666571

.

DWELLINGS

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAJ! 1,000 sq.m,
plot 160 sq.m, built. SI ,200.000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel 03-523-9988.

DWELLINGS
Dan Region

GARDEN APARTMENT. 4 rooms. 2
baths, luxurious. Tel. 052-505655, 03-

5245686.

DWELLINGS

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

RESTAURANT HELP
WAITERS/WAITERESSES, experi-
enced, fuU/pert-time, + cleaners, including

Fa & SaL Tel. 050-326726.

WANTED FIUPINA HOUSEKEEPER
(or housework + flve-ln, good conditions
Tel. 060-350-006.

OFFICE STAFF
FRENCH, GREEK AND English speak-
ers wanted! High salary! Caff Mfkhae! a
03-57582551

SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT

Sharon Area
Tel Aviv

RENTALS

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAU-nFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Hair/near the sea, tourists/
b^nessmen. short/long-term. Tel. 03-
696-9092. 050-358-972-

FOR RENT7I HERZUYA Pituahl! Galel
TchefetU New villa. 500sq.m. plot,

350sq.m. built + pool. KAV-HAYAM. Tel.

03-523-9988.

HERZUYA PHTUAHRJR RENT AND
sale. Exclusive houses in prime loca-
tions. Moran Real Estate (Maidan), 09-
572759.

KFAR SHMARYAHU, HOUSE, 6
rooms, large garden, immediately avail-

able for tong term. TeL 03-5238314.

RENTALS SALES

SHORT OR LONG term, furnished, fully

egtrigged, privacy assured. TeL 03-

SEA AND SUN, 5 quiet, seavietr, NEVE-
AV1VIM, 4, spacious, furnished *Yael Re-
altor" (Maidan), Tel . 03-6426253.

SALES

JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house with view of sea & (Xd
city, 400 meters buUL KAV HAYAM Tel. 03-
523-9986.

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN Herziiya Bet
large office. SI .100,00. Tel. 09-583287

HERZUYA PITUAH- NEW house, quiat

street, 4 bedrooms, basement 1LTAM
BEAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-589611.

KFAR SABA. S, best location, Rom
Hair, stage 2, new. available immediatefyl

Creative/m 09-7712006 (NS)

SERVICES
General

EXCLUSIVE! OPERA TOWER! 2 high,
breathtaking view ot sea. S415.000. KAV-
HAYAM. 1W. 03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Avhril Penthouse, 200 sqjn. on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pool.
SI.650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

COUNSEUNG/HEALTH
FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional ReHexotogtst/Masseur.
TeL 052-681-654 (NO SEX)

COMPUTERS
General

TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM.
120 MS hard drive + modem. Loads ofHa-
brewfEnOteh software Including Word and
spread sheets. Cafl Dan. 02-874-013.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE RESTI! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency In
Israel. For the highest quality Itve-in jobs
phone Au Pair international. 03-6190423.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions, from central
area. S750-S800 Tel. 03-688-9868/9.

1MMEDIATE1U S700 + ROOM AND
board for nice, experienced metapdat tn

Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart (or the Au Pairs. Can
HflmaTal. 03-9659937.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, live-in. central Tel Aviv.
S750 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. Tel, 03-
6201195, 052-452002-Jackie.

ENGLISH SPEAKING AU Pair for
warm family, excellent conditions, non-
smoker.. TeL 03-6427844, 03-6421686.

SEEKING (F) UVE-IN to care for older
woman, m wheel-chair. Min. 2 year con-
tract. permit available. Tel. 03447-3029,
09-500-622.

Pan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
VERY HIGH SALARY tor metapelet h

ihreJn + experience. For warm and com-
fortable home. TeL 03-560-9531

.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR' LIVE-IN, IMMEDIATE
housecleaning + childcare, $700, gooc
conditions. Patdesdo. 09-646150.

AUPAlR
,
LIVE-IN, bn Ramat Hasharon

English-speaking, preferably easy He
brew, tar care of baby + housework. Tel
03-5409885. 09-691319.

HERZLIYA PETUAH LIVE-IN. twe
chDdrsn In school * dean, Tel. 09-571608

OFFICE STAFF

SECRETARY, HORNINGS, ENG-
USWHEBBEW. Real estate office, Her
zfiya Prtuah, TeL 09-571-224.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS
buying, selling, leasing, (reding.
02-6623735. 050-240977.

Qualified English Tea
for work in Re

- 20 minutes
ional School
m Eilat -

Very good conditions

Contact Rose: 07-356368 (School) • 07-356509 (Home)

SPORTS BRIEFS

Guttman Hap. Beersheba’s new coach
Eli Guttman was yesterday named as Hapoel Beersheba’s new
coach, with fee management releasing a statement saying he would
remain in his post until fee end of the season.
Guttman. who was recently fired by Hapoel Beit She’an will take

up his position today. He steps into fee shoes of Vitali Savchenko
and is Beersbeba’s third coach this season. The club is in 10th place
in the National League standings wife just two points more than
bottom club Betar Tel Aviv. Oj Lewis

Rodman awaits likely suspension
Chicago Bulls forward and resident head case Dennis Rodman will
likely be suspended when the NBA decides fee punishment for his
outrageous behavior in Saturday's game at New Jersey feat
included head-butting a referee.

Rodman was ejected wife 1:31 left in the first quarter after
receiving his second technical foul of fee game.
He then unleashed an obscenity-laden tirade at officials and

proceeded to head-butt referee Ted Bernhardt above the left eye
which will almost surely result in a fine and lenghty suspension.’

Reuter

Wang Junxia training for Olympics
Double world record holder Wang Junxia has rescinded a decision
to reore and is instead training in secret for fee Atlanta Olympics,
the official Hainan Daily reported.

3 *

The newspaper, in an edition seen in Beijing yesterday, saidWang and former world 1.500 meters champion Liu Dong were in
training at abase outside fee central city of Nanjing under six
coaches headed by Mao Dezhen.

°

Wang, who demolished fee world 3.000 and 10,000 meters
record in 1993, left coach Ma Junren’s ~Ma Family Anny^fc fee
following year. *

Mets, Padres hold 4-man trade
Wife Ricco Brogna nursing a knee injury and not certain ofretummg by^enmg day. fee New York Mets acquired first^ " 3 with

The Mels also goi roinor-Ieague left-hander Luis Arroyo and
ga^U

,
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WHAT’S ON

CRITIC S CHOICE
THEATER
Helen Kaye

ALEX Ansky is the Unde from
Cape Town in Edna Mazia’s
pointed comedy about naked
greed of all kinds.

Oded Korder directs the

excellent Haifa Theater produc-
tion. The stellar cast includes
Mosbe Ibgi and Rivka
Michadi. Tonight and tomor-
row at Yad Labanim in Ashdod
at 8:30 p.m. (Hebrew) .

CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Michael Ajzenstadt

THERE are several concerts
today in the Tempus Fugit con-
temporary music festival at the

Tel Aviv Museum. At 5 p.m., a
concert is devoted to the com-
positions of Alfred Schnittke.
At 6 pan., there is family con-
cert and at 6:15 a video screen-

ing showing composer Gyorgy
Kurtag working with young

. musicians on his compositions.
At 7, you can enjoy a program
of Israeli premieres, while at S

the Musica Nova Ensemble per-

forms works by Kurtag,
Schnittke and Olivero. At 10,

there's a dance/music program devoted to the 34
duets by Bela Baitok jxrfonned by two violinists

and 10 dancers.

Hearing the Kodo drummers of Japan is a highly visceral

experience. Their nationwide tour starts tonight in Tel Aviv.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

PERCUSSION
. Michael Ajzenstadt

JAPAN’S Kodo drummers make their Israeli

debut tonight presenting their very special brand

of drumming on the traditional Japanese Taiko

drums which come in various sizes and shapes.A
fascinating experience in which the music tran-

scends sound to become a mystical experience.

At 9:30 tonight and 830 next Monday at the

Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv; at 2 p.m. Saturday

at the Michal Amphitheater on Mount Giiboa;

and. at 9 p.m. Sunday at the Jerusalem
International Convention Center (Binyenei

Ha'uma.)

HEAT - A1 Pacino and Robert De Niro,

the Zeus and Poseidon of contemporary American
film realism, share just two scenes in Michael

Mann's film. The whole movie, however, feels

pitched inevitably toward their confrontation. In

some ways, it's not even the physical meeting

between them that mailers, so much as its threat, or

promise. A remarkable piece of sustained' sus-

pense-building, Hem is stark, brutal and. at almost

three hours long, extraordinarily engaging. The
looming presence of the two actors - who play a

ruthless professional criminal and a dedicated Los
Angeles police detective - lends the picture a fas-

cinating singlemindedness and unrelenting for-

ward thrust. As in a good Western, Mann slyly ani-

mates the oxymoronic-sounding dramatic arrange-

ment oftwo men joined by their solitude. (English

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not

admitted without an aduJL)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Note the girl in charge is

exemplary (7)

5 This might be just the
thing! (7)

9 The joiner’s 25 work (7)

10 Love in a music-maker for

impressive headwear (7)

11 An old scientist’s claims

and the confusion caused

(9)

12 Out ofwork, that's true (5)

13 An irresolute poet? (5)

15 Alas it's an excitable breed

ofdog (9)
,

17 A cross cm a church carpet

(9)

10 Go over and gather around

the Conservative leader (5)

22 Some rii<rm«l tavern m a

foreign country (5)

23 He acknowledges to study
harder is essential (9)

25 A time for 9 (7)

26 General hospital
accommodation on the
sheltered side (7)

27 Unremittingly secretive
about a certain bird (7)

28 A telling individual (7)

DOWN
1 Cover can include a top

man (7)

2 Leadingin any lawlessness
(7)

3 Arrogance shown about
the Lefts decline (5)

4 WeQ aware casing's to

effect reform (9)

5 Like a small honse in

Berkshire (5)

6 Bally people in high places

7 Figure an adieu should be
taken in song (7)

8 Oriental lands willingly
left (7)

14 FeeKng making an onset is

quite wrong (9)

16 Money grabbed by person
not known to be criminal

(9)

17 Having no end in view (7)

18 A French writer's story set
in the ruins ofRome (7)

20-Finn arrangement (7)

21 He'D display mean notice

with little hesitation (7)

23 Many time young begin-
ner, being cautions (5)

24 One needs wood without
flaws (5)

SOLUTIONS

0111303 HKQatiDCia
Q O C3 Q S Qi
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Yesterday1! Quick Solution

ACROSS: I 7

Tool,10 Salt, UAriM,
13 N«*dl<v 14 Hinder, 15 Coward. 17

Shrill, lOTsaapt. 20 Shod, 2S Gam,
SSiNsviptar.M Ontoal, 23 Nngcet

DOWN: llVetla, STA SD^are,
4 Garish, 5 Ones, S Debtor, 7

Go-between, 8 Sandpiper; 11 Alert,

12 Sabi, Iff Casino, 18 Denial. 17

Sprein. 18 Lament, 21 Dale, 22

Gong.

quick crossword

ACROSS
1 Destroy (5)

4 Lubricating (6)

9 Purer (7)

10Monk (5)

11 Whirlpool (4)

l2Tbudi(7)

13 Poem (3)

14 Expensive (4)

16 Scottish dance (4)

18 Snoop (3)

20 Chic (7)

21 Mere (4)

24 Silly (5)

25 Answer (7)

28 Welcomes (6)

27 Cnl (5)

DOWN
1 Evil (6)

2Coirect(5)

3 Monarch (4)

5 Fbot-soldiers (8)

0Copy (7)

7 Spin (6)

8 Cost (5)

13 Decorate (8)

15 Raise (7)

17 Annoying (6)

181^6(5)

19 Give up (6)

22 Over (5)

23 Enquires (4)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour7:00 Good Morning Israel

•

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Moses in Jewish tradition 8:30
Literature - reading enrichment 8:55
Arithmetic 9:25 Young children's

grains 10:00 Family relations 10:30
Literature 10:50 French 11:05
Mathematics 11:15 Science 11:30
Time for a Song (English) 11:45
Everything's open 1Z-15 Science and
Technology 12:35 Geography: conti-

nents and peoples 13:30 Stories

about Animals 14:00 The fables of

King Babar 15:00 National Youth
Bible Quiz

CHANNEL 1

16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Zap to

Nature 18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Aprooo- discussion of current
affairs 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Mfchaefi 20:00 Mabat News 20:50
Live Lotto draw 20&5 Referendum
with Menl Pe’er 22:10 Sitton - Israeli

drama senes 23:30 News 00:00
Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Fighting Choice - a boy suffer-

ing from epilepsy takes his parents to

court because they refuse to approve
a dangerous brain operation which
may relieve his suffering - part 2
14:00 Open Cards - young people's

talk show 15:00 Disney cartoons
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Raff
Reshef 17:30 First Love - romantic
game show for youngsters 18:00
Ruby - human interest interview

show 1SWX) Lingo - TV game show
19:30 Comedy Store 2&00 News
20:30 RamatAviv Gimme) 21:15 Fact
- Investigative reports introduced by
liana Dayan 22d)0 Gov Night - com-
edy 23:05 The X-FIles - suspense
series 00:00 News 00:05 Night
Encounters - interview show with

Kobi Medan 00:40 Anglo-Saxon
Attitudes - concluding episode of

two-part miniseries about a professor

who reflects on his youth (110 mins.)

2:50 Nurses 3:15 Poem ofthe day

I JORDAN TV

15:00
Johnny

Planet - cartoon 15:30
15:25 Iris the Happy

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per line. Including VAT.
Insertion every day ot the month costs
NLS520.65 per line, Indtnfing VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in EngSsh, dally

Sun.-Ttiur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 28,

28. For info. caA 882819.
HADASSAH, Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TELAVIV MUSEUM. Micha Bar-Am -The
Last War, PtiotagraphsTiranit Barzflay,

1995Minam Cabessa. PalntingsBgM in

November - GUksberg, Grass, Reisman,
Sfielesnyak, Almog, Berest, Gal,
DavidVaacov Dorahln - Blocked WeHThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. A Passion for the New: New
Art in Tel Aviv Collections. Hours:
Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10

p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 10 - 3 p.m.
Meyertioff Ait Education Center, TeL
6919155-6.
WJZO. To vrsff our projects call TeJ Avfv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, cSed 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Left) Yalta. 731901;
Balsam, Salah e-DIn, 272315; Shuafat,

Shuatat Road. 810108; Dar Aklawa,
Herod's Gate. 282058.
Tet Aviv: Haldiya 19 ton GviroL 6204650;
Kupat Hoiim Oaitt, 7-9 AmstoUam, 523-

2383. Tilt 3 a.m. Wednesday: Ben-
Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. T1H

midnight Supwphann Ramat Avfv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore

Suj»rpharm, 4 Shaul Hameiech, 696-

Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Kupat Holim
Maccabi. 49 Hahayfl, Ra'anana, 907736.
Netanya:hanassl. 36 Weizmartn, 823639.
Krayot area: Niv Pharm Shavit, Shavit

Center, Kiryat Ata, 844-3778.
Haifa: Kiryat Eliezer, 6 Mayerhoff Sq.,

851-1707.
Herzliya: Clal Pharm, Bat Merkazim, 6
Mflskrt (cnr. Sdemt Hagalkn), HerzHya
Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midni^lL
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Hair
Mall, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hoftm (internal, obstet-

rics, ENT); Shaare Zedek (surgery, ortho-

pecfics, pediatrics); Hadassah tin Karem

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics). ichilov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergendss dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(EngBshj In most parts of the countty. In

Ashtkxf 551333
Aahkeun 551332
Beersheba* 274767
Bed Shornesh 523133
Dan Region' 5793333
Eilat' 332444
Hate' 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
KamwaT 9985444

War Save’ 902222
Nahartya' 912333
Metanya' 604444
Petdi iftcva' 9311111
Hetouct* 451333
ffiahon* 9642333
Salad 920333
Tel Avfv* 5460111
Tiberias' 792444

- Mobile Intensive Cere Unit (MICU) sanies tn

the am. around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison control Center at

Rambam Hospital W-8529205. for emer-

gency cells 24 hoursa day, for information

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem

610303. Tel Avfv 5461111 IdOdrenfyouSi

6961113), Haifa 8672222/3. Beeraheba

281128, Netanya 625H0. KamileJ

9988410, Kfar Sava 7674555, Hadera

346709.
. _

Wizo hotlines for battered women OS-

6514m. 03-5461133 (also In Russian).

07-378310, 08-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Canter (24 hows), To) Aviv

5234819. 5449191 (man), Jerusalem

255558, Haifa 8660111, EBaf 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organisation -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676. gery).

Netzmya: Lamado.

Professor - cartoon 16:00 Bob
Morrison 16:40 Sdcrttifc Eye- docu-
mentajv 17:10 Okavango - drama
18:00 French programs 2030 News
headlines 20:35 Thunder Alley 21:00
Cfive Anderson 2225 The Bold and
the Beautiful 22:10 Harry - drama
23:00 News ki EngBsh 2335 Breach
of Contract - Starring Michael

otta and Cindy Pickett 1:00
“ and Wife -police drama

MIDDLE EAST TV

15riW 700 Club 15:55 The Years
Between (1946) - Sensitive story of

a woman who tries to rebuild her Bfe

after believing her husband to be a
war casualty. He returns just as she is

about to remarry. (64 minsj 17:30

Dennis the Menace 17:55 Mask
1820 Fables of the Green Forest

18:45 Another Ufa 19:10 Earth 2
20:10 Magnum P.l. 20:00 World
News ToaSbt (Arabic) 21:30 CNN
Headline News 22:00 America’s
Funniest Home Vffdeos 2230 Star

Trek: The next generation 23:20

Father DowBng 00:10 700 Club 1:00

Special Program

CABLE
rrv3(33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Royal Tears
18:30 From Day to Day - chat show
19:00 News fn Arabic 19:30
Internationa] magazine on the arts

20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Outstanding Creations 21:00 Blah
Blah - joint radio and TV chat show
2fe00 Showcase 223B Cinema mag-
azine CKWJO Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Junior detec-

tives 16:30 Without Secrets 16^2
Top Teacher 17K)0 Gulliver's Travels
17^0 Time Out 18:00 The Jews of

North Africa In colonial times 18:30
Second Thoughts 19:00 Family
Album 19:30 Beginnings 20:00 A
New Evening (with Russian subtitles)

20:30 Preparation for Bagrut 21.00
Female Perspective - weekly maga-
zine hosted by Orii Yartfv 21^0 The
Realization of a Dream - musical
documentary on the maktog of the

opera Joseph com-
Ydsef Tal, with lyrics by

Israel Qfraz 22^0 Moses in Jewish
tradition

m FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (cpt) 9tf0 One Life

.
J^STheYa

Around IfcK WKRP in Cincinnati

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 1030 Second Time

1135 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 12^5 Perry Mason 13:30
Starting at 1:30 14:05 The A Team
14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45 Secrets of

the North 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Models Inc. 18.-00 One Ufe to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless

19:30 Local broadcast 20M) Celeste

20:50 Beverly Hills 90210 21:40
Behind Closed Doors- psychological

thriller. A wealthy cripple Is murdered
by her husband and stepdaughter,

who are secretly conducting a secret

love affair 23:10 Sapphire - Israeli

drama series 23:20 Mad About You
23:45 Sisters 00:36 Counter
Offensive 1:25 Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

1030 Much Ado About Nothing (rpt)

12:25 Gold of Naples (rpt) 15:00
i - two high-school stu-

themsefves dealing with

and parenthood (92 min)

16
Identity

action

feud (rot) 18:25 False

20:15 Key Position -
21:00 Conan the

|1984)-anotheradventure
Conan, played by

Arnold Schwarzenegger. This time he

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE In tha Bleak
Midwinter 5, 9:30 * A Nous La Uberta
7:30 * D'sst 930 G.G. GIL Jerusalem
Malt (Matha; * 788448 Deed Man
Walking*Las Vegas*Amerlcan
President 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Casino
4:15, 7, 9:30 * Get Shorty 4:30, 7:30, 10

Mr. Hotfamfs Opus 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Sudden Death 4:4^ 7:15 * Heat 4. 7, 10
JERUSALEM THEATER Las Vegas
930 * Antonia’s Line 7, 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
BuMing, 19 Ha'oman SL, Taipiot Ace
Ventura 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Sense ans
Senstbflity 430, 7:15, 9:45 * Toy Story
(Engfisri dlatogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Seven
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Star Man 5. 730, 9:45

* Blue in the Face 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Scarlet Latter 4:45, 7:15, 9-45 * Toy

TEL AM
CINEMATHEQUE On the Edge 5, 730,
9:30 Passover Fever 5 Between the
Devi) and the Deep Blue Sea 7:00
Edinburgh Is Not Wuting For Me 930
DtZENGOFF Las Vegas 11 tun.. 1, 3, 5,

745, 10 * Show Girts 11 am. 2. 5, 7:45,

10 * A Man ot No Importance 11 am, 3,

7:45 * Fresh 1, 5, 10 DRIVE IN First

Knights 10 Sax Rim 12 midnight GAN
HAIR tr 5279215 71 (bn Gafitof St
Priscilla 230, 5, 7.30 GAT Sense and
Sensibility 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 GORDON
Eat, Drink, Man. Woman 5:15, 730. 10
HAKOLNOA « 6959341 26 Ibn Gabirol

SL Carrington 9:45 G.G. HOD 1-4 *
5220090 Hod Passage, 101 Dteengoff SL
Dead Han Walking 2. 5. 7:30. 10 *
Casino 2, 5:15, 830 * American
President 2. 5, 730, 10 * Mr. Holland’s
Opus 2, 4:30, 7:15, 10 LEV 1-4 »
5288288 Heat 11 am, 2:15, 4:45, 630.
9:45 * White Man's Burden 12 noon, 5,

7:45, 10 it Georgia 2 * Denise Calls Up
2, 10 + FarineOi 12 noon, 5, 730 *
Antonia's Line 12, 2, 4:45. 3. 10 G.G.
PE’ER Heat 7, 10 * Dead Man
WalklngMGst Shorty 5, 7;30, 10 *
Casino 5:30, 9 * Mr. Holland's Opus
430, 7:15, 10 RAV-CHEN» 5282288
Dfzangofl Center Toy Story (EngSsh dia-

togue) 7:30, 9:45 * Seven 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 * Ace Ventura 5, 730, 9:45 *
Scarlet Letter 1130 am, 2:15, 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The Usual Suspects 1130
am, 230, 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Dangerous
Minds H30 am.. 230, 5, 730, 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew ctiahmua) 230, 5
RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera House
SmokaMil PostinoMUnstning
HeroeaOBlua fn the FaceMStar Man 5,

7:30, 9:45 -k Brave Heart 6, £30 G.G.

TAYELET 1-3 * 5177952 2 Yone Hanavi

SL American President 7, 10 *
Passover Fever 730, 10 *
7:30 G,G. TEL AVIV * 5281181
Pinskar SL Sudden Death 5. 7:30, 10 *
Casino 630, 0:45 * Get Shorty 5, 730,
10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM * 6961297 27
Shaul Hamelekh Boulevard Chungking

5,6.10
FA

CtNEMA CAFE AMAMI tr 325755 Smoke
9:15 * Passover Fever 7:15 *
American President 7:15, 9:15AT2M0N
1-5 * 673003 Fair Game 430. 7. 930 *
Show GUIS 4:15, 6:45, 9:15 *
Heaf+Caslno 6, 9:15 * Dead Man
Wanting 430, 7, 9 CINEMA CAFE MORI-
AH * 242477 Antonia's Line 730. 9:30

CINEMATHEQUE Ufe According to
Agfa 6 * L'ordre du Jour 9:30* ORLY
Sense and Sensibility 6:30, 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 * 382020 Get
ShortyWLas Vegas 4:30, 7, 930 * Mr.

HoUancTa Opus 4:15, 7, 9:30 RAV-GAT
1-2 * 674311 [OS]. Toy Story (English

cBalogue) 7, 9:15 * Ace Ventura 4:45, 7,

sets out ona violence-fflled journey in

search of a mracte-workaig stone.

With Grace Jones and Tracey WaKer.

Directed by Richard Fleischer. (96

min] 22:40 King of New York (1990)-
the doss of the Mafia is tet out of jaa,

and hopes k> run the drug racket. A
young cop tries to stop him. Starring

Christopher Walken and David
Caruso. Directed byAbel Ferrara. (98

min) 00225 Grave Secret (1992) - an
American family moves into a new
house in the suburbs to discover fit's

built upon an andent, cursed Indian

graveyard. Based on a true story.

With Patsy Duke, David Sole ana
David Selby. Directed by John
Peterson. (90 min) 135 Night on
Earth(rpt)

CHILDREN’S CHANNEL^)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Alvin and the

Chipmunks 830 Detective Boogie
3:40 the

15:16 The Heart 15:45 Hangin' with

Mr. Cooper 16:20 Lois and Cleric

17:10 Loony Toons 1730 Saved by
the Bell 1830 Hugo 1835 Power
Rangers 19:00 Alvin and the
Chipmunks (rpt) 19:30 Three’s

SECOND SHOWING (6)

2230 The Man Who Would Be King

(1975) - Two British solders come to

the tiny and uncivilized country of

Kafiristan, where one of them is

crowned king - and begins to believe

in It himself. Based on a story by
Rudyard Kipling. Starring Sean
Connery and Michael Caine. 00:10
La Vengeance d’Une Femme
(French, 1990) - a man is killed in an
accident on his way to his mtatreaa;

the wife informs her, and on the way
lays a clever trap. (127 min)

DISCOVERY (8)

630 Open University 1230 Travel

(rpt) 12:30 Ftoyd on Italy

: 13:00 The Kingdom of Prpapapjna
m Samoa (rpt) 14:00 Open Umvo-sity
16:00 Travel Magazine (rpt) 16:30
Floyd on Italy (rpt) 17:00 The
Kingdom of Papaptna in Samoa (rpt)

16:00 Open University 2030 Algeria
- Women at War 2130 Wushu the

Speaking Chimpanzee 22:00 Air

Combat 22:45 Algeria - Women at

War 23:40 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Barbary Blues 630 Europe 2000
7:00The Selina Scott Show830 NBC
News with Tom Brokaw 830 1TN

World News 9:00 Today: International

Magazine 11:00 Super Shop 12:00
European Money Wheel 17:00
Morning Reports from WaH Street -
five 1830 US Money Wheel 19:30 FT
Business Tonight 2030 ITN News
2030 Adventures 2130 The Sefina

Scott Show 2230 Russia Now 2330
Europa 2000 2330 ITN News 0030

> 0030 Horse Ractog

9:30 * American
Scarlet Letter 7.

1:00 The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
2:00 1 ate Night with Ccnan O'Brien

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 630 The Artist and the

Professor 730 Beverly Hillbillies 730
Yan Can Cook 8:00 Entertainment
Tonight 8:30 GabrieDe 9:30 Santa
Barbara 1030 The Bold and the

Beautiful 11.30 Oprah Winfrey 1230
Remington Steele 1330 Yan Can
Cook 13:30 E! TV 1430 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 14:30 Small
Wonder 15:00 Black Stallion 15:30
Batman 1630 Home andAway1630
Entertainment Tonight 1730

CINEMA
RAV-MOFtM^
7, 9:15 * Breve Heart 53Q, 9 * Scarlet
Latter 430. 7, 9:15 * Ace Ventura 5, 7,

9:15 it Sense and Senstbflrty 4, S:30.

9:15 * The Usual Suspects 4:45. 7, 9:15
* Dangerous USnds 4:45, 7, 9:15 RAV-
OR 1-3 tr 246553 [OS] Seven 430, 7,

9:15 it Brave Heart 5:30, 9 * ti Postino
4:48,7.9:15
AFULA
RAV CHEN
Ace Ventura 7,

President 7, 9:30

930
ARAD
STAR * 950904 Heat 6. 9 * Dangerous
Minds 7:15. 9:30 * Dead Man Walking
7:15, 830
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Ace VenturaMAssassins 5,

7:30, 10 * Casino 0:30. 9:45 * Seven 10
* Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30 * The
Bridges of Madison County 4:30, 7:15,

10 G.G. OR1 1-3» 711223 Heat 4. 7, 10
Sudden Death 5, 7:30, 10 * Virtuosity 5,

7:30, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL Casino 6:30, 9:45 * Heat 4. 7,
10 * Get Shorty 5, 7:30. 10 * Under
Siege 5, 7:30. 10 * The Bridges of

Madison County 5, 7:30. 10 RAV CHEN
* 711223 Ace VtefiturattDangerous
Minds 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Seven 7:15, 9:45 -k

Scarlet Latter 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Father
of the Bride II 5 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30, 7:15, 9:45

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN « 5531077 Scarlet Letter

4:45, 7:15. 9:45 Ace Venture 5, 7:30,

9:45 * Hoat*Casino 6:15. 9:30 *
Money Train 7:30. 9:45 * Seven 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * Get Shorty 5, 7:30. 9:45
Father of the Bride II

5

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Casino 0:15, 9*J» * Show
Girts 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 *
Get Shorty 5, 7:30, 10 RAV-NEGEV 14
tr 235278 Ace Ventura 5, 7:30, 9:45
Money Train 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Sense and
Sensibility 430, 7:15, 9:45 Blue In the
Face 5. 7:20, 9:45
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Father of the
Bride D8
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Denise CaQs Up 5 * Heat 6:30.

930 * Ace Ventura 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Get
Shorty 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Scarlet Letter

7:15, 9:30
HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902666 n Postino#Star Man 6, 8. 10
STAR* 589068 Casino 630, 9:45 * Get
Shorty 730. 10 * Heat 9:45 * Dead
Man Walking 7:15 DANIEL HOTEL Mr.
Holland’s Opus 7, 9M
KARM1EL
CINEMA 1-3 « 867277 Scarlet Letter 7,

9:30 * Ace Ventura 7, 9:30 * PairGame
7,930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL Casino 630, 9:45 A Goofy
Movie 430 * Get Shorty*Ace Ventura

5, 730, 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 * Dead Han
Walking 5, 7:30, 10 * Dangerous Minds
5, 730 + Mr. Holland's Opus 4:30, 7:15,

10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.a WRYON 1-9 v 779166 Mr. Opus 7,

9:30 ic A Goofy Movie 4:45 *
Dangerous Minds 4:45, 7, 9:30 * Las
Vegas 7, 930 * Seven 4:45. 7, 9:30 *
An Indian in the CupboerdMSanta
Clause 4:45 * Casino 4:45, 6:30. 9:15 *
Dead Man Walking 7, 930 * Get Shorty
4:45, 7, 930 * Heat 630, 9:15

KJRYAT SHEMONA
G.G, GIL Ace venture 4:30. 7. 9:30

SevanMThe Usual Suspects 4:30, 7,

1 _

M*A*S*H 1730 The Flying Doctors

18:30 The Extraordlna^ 19:30 The
Bold and the Beautiful 20:00 Santa

Barbara 21:00 Hard Copy 21:30
Baywatch 22:30 Andros Targets

23:30 Entertainment Tonight 00:00

Oprah Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy0130
Home and Away 2:00 The SunIvans

CHANNELS

630 Sorties in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 14^0 US College Basketball

16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:30

i Five - Tel Avfv vs Rishon Lezfon

18:30 Emlish Soccer 19^0 Israel

National Soccer League 20riX) To be
announced 22:00 Argentine Soccer

23:00 Europe Cup Live - Nottingham

Forest vs Bayem-Munich

EUROSPORT

10:30 Aerobics 11:30 Artistic Ice-

Skating 13:00 Dancing 16:00 Artistic

Swimming 17:00 Exercise 19:00
Dancing 1955 Sport News 20:00
Artistic Ice-Skating: World Cup - five

1:00 Eurogoals; Eurocup Quarter-

finals

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Soccer Iraq vs Gulf Emirates
8:00 Soccer Japan vs Oman 10:00
Baseball Magazine 10:30 College

Basketball 14:30 Futbol Mondial
15:00 Soccer. Kazakhstan vs Korea -
live 17:00 Soccer China vs Saudi
Arabia - five 19:00 Cricket 20:30
College Basketball 00:30 Baseball

Magazine 1:00 Golf

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 Asia Today
7:05 Panorama 11:15 Panorama (rpt)

1230 Time Out Tomorrow’s Worid

1 13:00 BBC Newsdesk 15:1 5 The
Programme (rpt) 16:15 World

Business Report 16:30 Asia & Pacific

News 17:25 The Andrew Neil Show
18:15 Panorama (rpt) 19:30 Food

h15 World Business
Report 20^0 Time Out Film '96
and Drink (rpt)2

:2030Tir
23:05 Panorama (rpt) 00:30
Clothes Show 1:00 BBC World News
and Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Weber
Andante and Hungarian Rondo lor

bassoon and orch op 35; Mozart
Piano concerto no 14; Mendelssohn:
String octet op 20; Dvorak: Symphony
no gTrom the New World,

-" Brahms:
Variations on theme by Schumann for

piano op 9; Howells: Sonata for clar-

inet and piano*, Kodaly. Hary Janos
suite for orchestra (NBC/Toscanini)
12:00 light Classical - works by
Telemann, Rossini, Paganini, Liszt

13:00 Israel Piano Trio -
Mendelssohn: Piano trio in C minor op
66/2; Mozart Piano trio in B flat K5Q2
14:06 Encore 15:00 From the

Recording Studio - AlexanderTal (vio-

lin), Michal Tal (piano), and guests.

Mozart Sonata in G K301; Schubert
Sonatina in A minor op 137; Ban-Zion

Orgad: String trio; Vivaldi: Concerto in

E for violin and string orch (with

ICO/Malcolm) 16:00 Open Voice- live

broadcast from Tel Aviv Museum
17:00 International Biennale of

Contemporary Music - live broadcast

from Tel Aviv Museum. Works by
Schnittke 18:00 New CDs -

Lamentations for Easter 19:00
international Biennale of

Contemporary Music - live from Tef

Aviv Museum. Works by Ido Hefetz,

Arik Shapira 20:05 International

Biennale of Contemporary Music -
five broadcast from Tel Aviv Museum.
Musica Nova Ensemble, cond. Denis

Cohen (France). Works by Kurtag,

Schnittke, Betty Olivero 22:00 A
Musical Journey

9:30
LOD
STAR Dangerous MlntlsMFattier of the

Bride II 7:15. 9:45 * The Scarlet Letter

7:15. 9:45
UPPER NAZARETH
G-G GIL Seven 4.-30, 7. 9:45 * Casino
6:30, 9:45 ie Ace Ventura 4:30, 7:30, 10

* Heal 4, 7, 10 +
AssassinsttCluelessttUnder Siege
4:30, 7. 9.30

NESS Z10NA
G.G. GIL 1^« * 404729 Casino 6:30, 8:45

* Get Shorty 5. 7:30. 10 * Heat 4. 7, 10
* Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30, 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-6 • 628452 Casino 6:15. 9:30

* Get ShortyttDead Man Whitklng 5,

7:30, 10 * Show Girls 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Heat 4, 7, 10 RAV CHEN Ace Ventura 5,

730, 9:45 * Toy Story iEnglish dialogue)

7:30, 9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 4:30,

7:15, 9:45 * Scarlet Letter 4:45, 7:15,

ORAWW?
3tory &1ebrew rSalogue) 5

RAV CHEN Ace Venture 7, 9:30 * ll

PostlnottScarfet Letter 7. 9:30
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Heat 4, 7. 10 * Ace Ventura 5.

7:30, 10 * Clueless 5, 730, 10 * Under
Same 5. 7:30. 10
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Casino &30, 9:45 * Get
Shorty 5, 7:30. 10 * Heat 7, 10 G.G.
RAM 1-3 w 9340819 Ace
VrwtturattAssassinsi*Virtuosity 5, 7:30,

10
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Smoke 830 PARK Heat 6,

9:30 Sense and Sensibility 5:15, 7:45,

10:15 * The Usual Suspects 5:30, 8,

10:15 * Get Shorty 5:30. 8. 10:15 * Ace
Ventura 5:30. 8 * Ur. Holland's Opus
5:15, 7:45, 10:15 * The Usual Suspects
10:15
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121
SevenMScarfet Letter 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Ace Ventura 5. 7:30. 9:45 Sense and
Senstollity 4:30. 7:15. 9:45 RAV-OASIS
1-3 tr 6730687 HeetfeCaMno 6:15, 9'20

* Get Shorty 5, 7:30, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 The Usual
Suspects 7, 9:30

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362864 Get Shorty 730.
9:45 * Heat 6:45, 10 Smoke 9:45 *
Ace Ventura 7:15 * Mr. HoUsnd's Opus
7,9:45
RISHON LEBON
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 Ace VenturattFafr

Game S. 7:30. 10 -k Show GMs 10
Dangerous Minds 5, 730 American
Preswent 10 * Seven 430, 7:15, 10 *
Sudden Death 5, 7:30HAZAHAV Heat 7,
10 * CUrafessttSatman Forever 4:30 *
Get Shorty 5, 730, 10 * A Goofy Movie
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Casino 6:30, 9:45
RAV CHEN * 9670503 Ace Ventura 5.

730, 9:45 * Scarlet Letter 4:45, 7:15,
9:45 * Sense and Sensibility430, 7:15,
9:45 * II Postino 5, 730, 9:45 STAR 1-4
* 96199B5-7 27 Ushinsky St Dead Man
Walking 730. 10 * Lovesick on Nana
Street 10 * Mr, Holland's OpusGSanse
and Sensibility 7:15. 10 * The Scarlet
Letter 7:30

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Ace Ventura 5,
7:30. 9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 4:30.
7:15, 9:45 * Brave Heart 8. 9:30 H
Postino 5, 730, 9:45

Phone reservations: Tel AvW 5252244
' Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are p.m. unless otherwise
indicated.
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Unions will strike tomorrow unless demands met
THE large unions are threatening to strike tomorrow unless the

Treasury accepts their demands for a new pension plan by 10 this

morning.

The onions rejected the draft agreement reached yesterday morning

between representatives of the Finance Ministry and the Histadrut,

after negotiating through the night The unions said that despite the

progress made in the ministry's positions, the Treasury had reneged on

some of the oral agreements reached the previous night

Histadrut chairman MK Amir Peretz and Finance Minister Avia-

ham Shohat announced yesterday morning that they had reached an

agreement on the pension plan and that the crisis was over.

Bat the unions said that after the Treasury had reneged on the oral

agreements, they would accept nothing less than the final agreements

HICHAL YUDELMAN

in writing.

“After we were burnt once and agreed to call off the strike which

was planned for Sunday, the Treasury translated the agreements into a

written document which distorted the understandings and damaged

the pension rights of the workers. This time we won't give in so easily,”

a union spokesman said. “We received a vague and complicated

document”

Interior Minister Haim Ramon, who had formulated the pension

plan with the Finance Ministry last year, visited the union leaders

meeting today in an attempt to vindicate himself. He said that when

the Treasury published the final pension plan, which significantly

infri„geJ on to «*»' pension
^ * **

Histadrut and therefore was rtwgj ^ and the

One of the main points of contmno
benefit when theK » * -—

^rr-the ls

would grail, reduced ^“
» j* to. to 150,000 peosioners wiU not to

harmed by the new plan.

Clalit threatens one-day

strike over pension rights

JUDY SIEGEL

President Ezer Weizman shares a toast with new Jordanian Ambassador Omar Rifai at Beit Hanassi yesterday. 'Brian Hendier)

SOME 30,000 Kupat Holim Qa-

lit workers are threatening to

hold a one-day strike in the

health fund’s hospitals and clinics

tomorrow, in protest of “delays

in arranging pension rights of vet-

eran workers,” the union said

yesterday.

Moshe Ze linger, acting chair-

man of the union, said the strike

will encompass all sectors. He
blamed the Treasury for “holding

back 2 solution and harming the

rights of long-time staffers.”

The directorate of the Central

Pension Fund approved a change

in the calculation of pensionable

wages from the system of “aver-

ages" during the entire working

career to the average wage during

the last three years on the job, be

said.

This decision was approved by

the Histadrut as weii, said Ze-

Gov’t may file complaint against ‘Ha’aretz’

THE Prime Minister's Office is

considering filing a complaint

against Ha’area for publishing

the name of the next Mossad

head in an editorial and small

news item yesterday.

The rest of the Israeli media

refrained from publishing the

name outright, although strong

hints made the candidate's identi-

ty obvious. The legal status of

Ha*arid's move is unclear since

die newspaper dropped out of the

gentlemen’* agreement between

pie, ^djfors Committee and the

censor.

Two years ago Ha'area writer

Yossi Melman petitioned the

UAT COLLINS

High Court of Justice to be al-

lowed to publish the names of the

General Security Service and
Mossad chiefs. Although the case

has yet to be resolved in court,

the GSS head's name has since

been revealed as a result of media
pressure.

Last night. Prime Minister Shi-

mon Peres's spokesman issued a

statement saying Peres sees
Ha'area’s move as “very grave”
in light of the censor’s ban on the

publication of the name. Peres

said publication of such matters

“is unacceptable."

tsftAa.uM»Ao«««srRxno(<

brad Lands Administration. Tel Aviv - Yaffo Municipality

Tel Aviv Region

Industrial Buildings Co. Ltd.

Correction
Lease offered on plots for residential construction

(249 housing units) in Hamashtela Quarter, Tel Aviv

Regarding tenders TafAdef/20/96, Taf Alef/2l/96 and TafAlef/22fi6,
there is no obligation to purchase Appendix 10 (Sefer

Hashechuna). Tne urban building plans may be perused at the Tel

Aviv Municipality. dMooa.

Ha’aretz deputy editor Yoel

Esteron yesterday defended the

decision to publish the name, “ft

was already known to ail. Any-

one who can read knows who the

next [Mossad] head is," Esteron

told Israel Radio.

“We don’t want to appear to be

launching a war on the censor,

but [the naming] is not important

to state security and cannot be

considered to harm h. In effect,

the complaints should be referred

to the Prime Minister’s Office

winch leaked the name in tEe first

place and basically confirmed it

during [Prime Minister Shimon]

Peres’s flight to the Sharm e-

Sheikh conference.”

Esteron called the no-name
policy “absurd” since the infor-

mation can be attained via filter-

net and is known to foreign pow-

ers, including Arab countries.

Ahaz Ben-Ari, the prime min-

ister’s legal adviser, said his office

was investigating an “apparent"

violation of censorship rules.

Ben-Ari stressed that only the

military censor has the right to

reveal the name, and the publica-

tion of the name is not the correct

way to try to change the policy.

Total separation is

not desirable - US expert
RAINE MARCUS

“TOTAL separation is impossi-

ble and is not desirable for both

Palestinian and Israeli peoples,"

US President Bill Clinton’s advis-

er on terror Phil Wilcox yester-

day told Internal Security Minis-

ter Moshe Shahal.

Palestinians and Israelis will

cross the Green Line at common
checkpoints, and not separate

ones, as previously planned, Sha-

hal told Wilcox and a US anti-

terror team on a tour of the Shar-

on area.

The tour aimed to show the

visitors the sensitivity of the area,

bordering on Arab villages a few

kilometers from Kfar Sava.

The visit followed pledges by

the US government to provide

$100 million in hi-tech equipment

to help implement Shahal’s sepa-

ration plan.

“We decided that mutual

checkpoints for both Palestinian

and Israeli vehicles are preferable

for two reasons," said Shahal.

“The first - to avert the possibili-

ty of a terrorist vehicle infiltrating

the Israeli cfaeckpost; and the sec-

ond, because we don't want to

distinguish between race or color

and create an unpleasant

situation.”

The tour started at the new
settlement of Matan, currently

under construction, situated on

the Green Line overlooking Kafr

Habla.

Showing Wilcox the proximity

of Kfar Sava to Kalktiya, police

explained an electric fence may
separate the two towns and a wall

be erected between Matan and

surrounding Arab villages.

“The US believes in the desti-

ny of the Israeli and Palestinian

peoples to live in peace and to

share this small area," Wiicox

said, “but security of bdth peo-

ples must be assured so that ter-

rorists or criminals do not disrupt

the peace process. This scheme

[the separation plan] is designed

for this purpose."

Shahal said it was a “great

shame that the separation plan

was not adopted a year ago.” He
envisaged the plan's implementa-

tion would take another year or

two.

Wilcox confirmed the US will

supply sophisticated technologi-

cal equipment for what Shahal

now terms the “Green Zone.”

A source said much of the tech-

nology - including radar systems,

sensors, and telescopic sights - is

based on joint US-lsr3eli re-

search and development

Asked about Hamas funding

from the US, Wilcox said, “Civi-

lized governments worldwide are

doing everything possible to

stop" such financing.

Shahal said that although the

British government has been
asked several times to clamp

down on the UK’s many Hamas
organizations which finance ter-

rorists here, “It has done nothing

about it”

“Britain is a convenient transit

point for Hamas funds,” Shahal

said.

“Hopefully now, both the Brit-

ish and German governments will

do everything to eradicate such

organizations and stop the flow of

money to terrorists,” he added.

Buy one Haggadah - Get onefree!
These magnificent hardcover A

Haggadot are yours for half price?

Choose two of the same, or one of f
V ;

each, for the special price of hfiS 95.

which includes shipping!

Scad to feilly ft fdads. 65.00 Shfpptag ofeex*.

,

ISRAEL’S ECONOMY
IS ON THE MOVE.

geFen^jpjx Tel: 02-380 247 Fax: 02-388 423
P.O.B. 0056 Jerusalem 91060

'flfe offer you a comprehensne and diverse range of
banking and financial services, based on six decades of

unrivaled expertise. Talk to us first, and profit from a
folly informed picture with professional services

specifically tailored to your needs, including a special

program of highly competitive fimcing opportunities.

Open a tux free foreign currency account and enjoy;

• Sain confidentiality • Short & medium tern

deposits m all major foreign currencies • Deposits

convertible into ail major foreign currencies • Highly

competitive interest rates • So estate duties, ua bee
interest in Israel • Funds transferable worldwide.

Should yon choose to diversify your assets,

consider investing through the Bank, in bonds and

stocks, traded worldwide and on the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange.

A real estate purchase in Israel entities you to loans of

up to 50% f60% under special circumstances) of the

property value.

For details, visit any branch of Israel Discount Bank,

or contact our Business Promotion & Marketing

Department. 16 Maps St. Tel Aviv Tel: 03-5203 19$.

Fax: 03-5242343.

linger, “after it was persuaded

that a move to the new technique

was justified." Using the old

method of calculation, he said,

would mean the loss of half of the

pensioner’s income.

The last-three-years’ method
was used for several years by the

Central Pension Fund, but seven

years ago it was replaced by the

other method “without the work-

ers' or the directorate being

told." Zelinger said.

Pension expert Ya’acov Ant-

lersaid the Central Pension Fund

can retorn to the last-three-years’

method without being weakened.

This method is being used by
Mivtahim and other large pen-

sion funds, he said. Kupat Holim
Galit spokeswoman Rhhel Bins-

tern said the dispute did not in-

volve the health fund's

management
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Winning cards

fit yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were the seven of spades,

seveu of hearts, jack of dia-

monds, and tea of dubs.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Egyptian MPs postpone visit to Israel---- -

An Egyptian parliamentary delegation has postponed

indefinitely a trip to Israel, an Egyptian diplomatic source said

yesterday. The international Arabic newspaper aJ-Hayat said the

delegation postponed because the visit because Israel kept .
'

parliamentarians waiting at the borderwhen they went to Gaza
on March 7 for the opening ofthe Palestinian GounciL The
diplomat said the problem was tension in relations after “Ifs

because of the tension in Israeli-Palestinian relations after ''die

suicide bombings and the siege imposed on Palestinian self-rule

areas.” Reuter

King Hussein to address AIPAC
King Hussein has accepted an invitation by the American-

Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) to address then-

annual policy conference alongside Prime Minister Shimon
Peres in Washington on April 28. It would mark the first time

Hussein would take the extraordinary, step ofaddressing the

Jewish lobby in the US. Some sources on Capital HDl have

suggested that Congressional debt relieffor Jordan as well as

the F-16A jet fighter sale would not have gone through without

AIPAC’s lobby on Jordan’s behalf The king’s nephew, Prinoe

Talal, was instrumental in persuading Hussein to add

less AIPAC, as was Jordan’s envoy to Washington, Fayiz

Tarawneh. DavidMakoivky

Court must review police talks

with journalist in Deri case
EVELYN GORDON

THE Supreme Court yesterday

ordered the Jerusalem District

Court to examine the records of
police Interviews with journalist

Mordechal Gilat, to determine

whether anything in the inter-

views might be relevant to Aryeh
Deri’s defense against corruption

charges.

Deri first learned about the in-

terviews when Asst-Cmdr. Meir
Gilboa testified for the prosecu-
tion in Deri’s trial. Under cross-

examination, Gilboa said he had
met several times with Yediot

AJuuronotjournalist Gilat regard-

ing the police investigation of
Deri, and Deri therefore asked to

see the records of foe meetings*
The state refused, saying the ma-
terial was irrelevant to the trial,

and the district court ruled in the

state’s favor without examining
the material itself Deri therefore

appealed.

Deri signed that this material

could be important to back ap his

claim that he initially refused to

cooperate with the police because
the police were leaking details of

the investigation to the press; to

support his claim that charges

against him should be dropped
because oftim way the police han-
dled his case, and in case the re-

cords provided does to additional

material that might help prove his

innocence.

Justice Ya'akov Kedmi accept-

ed the state’s alignment that for
the first two purposes, it was
enough to know the meetings took
place; what was actually said at
them was Irrelevant. He also re-

jected Deri’s argument that the
defense should be allowed to de-
cide for itself whether there was
anything useful in the material

However, he said, because of
certain details regarding the
meetings which emerged daring
Gilboa ’s cross-examination, it

would have been appropriate for
the district court to examine the
material itselfbefore ruling that it

was irrelevant.
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